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Preface

It was in late 2015 that the suggestion that I could work on James Stirling for my

doctoral thesis was �rst advanced. Following the unwritten rule of diverging from

previous research work, I bid farewell to sixteenth-century Venice and I began to

delve into the work of an architect I assumed with some degree of ingenuity to be

extensively studied. This turned out not to be the case, and while Stirling’s early

work is well-investigated (if not well-documented) we perceived a lack of historical

and documental studies focused on his later buildings. The choice fell on the Clore

Gallery for its symbolic value, as its importance was twofold: for Stirling, who re-

ceived his �rst major commission in London after an absence of more than a decade,

and for the Tate Gallery, who could bring together the paintings of Joseph Turner,

ful�lling the painter’s will after more than a hundred years.

Stirling’s archive, acquired by the Canadian Centre for Architecture in Montréal

(CCA) yielded an extensive body of documentation in the form of drawings, corres-

pondence, photographs and notes that shed light on all aspects of the building, from

the very �rst conception phases to the completion. From there emerged a continu-

ous relationship with the clients and a vast range of architectural ideas, as well as the

personal importance of the project for its architects; con�icts and power struggles

became evident as well. This was compounded by the information retrieved at the

Tate Archives: while far less comprehensive, in part due to the Freedom of Inform-
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ation Act that e�ectively whitholds some of the Clore documentation from public

consultation for the next decade, it was illuminating as it exposed the proposal of

Somerset House as a possible Turner Museum, contextualising and reinforcing the

importance of the Clore in the contemporary museographic discourse, not only as

an unicum but as the product of choices that were long in the making.

Among contemporary architects, James Stirling has enjoyed one of the most con-

troversial reputations, due also to a progressive reticence towards public explanation

of his buildings. There is no small amount of "received wisdom" tied to the histori-

ography of his architectyre, and, to the best of my abilities, I have tried to clarify

and/or demistify some of it. The scope of this work is not, as others have done, to

classify Stirling (and Wilford)’s architecture in one -ism,but rather to try and answer

the question of why did they return to building in England, how they worked, what

was the relationship with clients and public; other questions remain open, such as

the relation between the unaccomplished project for the Tate New Museums and

the Wissenschaftszentrum and Bibliothèque Nationale, the role of urbanism, and

the Mansion House scheme.

As mentioned above, my primary sources were the James Stirling and Michael

Wilford fond at the Canadian Centre for Architecture in Montréal, in particular the

Clore Gallery section; the relevant documents in the Tate Gallery Archives, as well

as the Hansard transcriptions of House of Lords and House of Commons proceed-

ings. This was compounded by a thorough research of contemporary media such as

architectural journals and mainstream newspapers.
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Time present and time past
Are both perhaps present in time future,
And time future contained in time past.

If all time is eternally present
All time is unredeemable.

What might have been is an abstraction
Remaining a perpetual possibility
Only in a world of speculation.

What might have been and what has been
Point to one end, which is always present.

– T. S. Eliot, Four Quartets
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1.1 Bequeathing art to the Nation

But, although Mr. Turner could draw everything else, there was one thing he could not draw –

namely, a will.

—Henry Petty-Fitzmaurice, Marquess of Landsowne, House of Lords, 19 March 1857

JosephMallord William Turner (1775–1851), landscape painter of the Romantic

period, is considered one of the most important British artists and innovative

painters of his day: enjoying a strong popularity during the course of his lifetime,

at the time of his death he left 290 oil paintings and about 19000 watercolours and

drawings in his studio-gallery at Queen Anne’s Street in London. Part of his early

fame was due to the friendship and championship by writer and critic John Ruskin,

who strove to demonstrate Turner’s superiority over his contemporaries1, while his

venetian paintings encountered the favours of clients towards the end of the �rst half

of the 19th century.

The history of the Turner Bequest, as the body of oil paintings, drawings and wa-

tercolours is usually called, begins in 1851 at the time of the artist’s death. Turner’s

will is particularly complex by virtue of the frequent revisions, so much that in 1857

the terms are once again read and disputed in the House of Lords.2 Apart from the

explicit donation of four paintings to the National Gallery, two of which (The Mill

and the Seaport) were to be hung next to two paintings by Claude Lorrain3, in the

span of twenty years his amends to the will add conditions, such as the foundation

of a charitable institutions for young artists and the building of dedicated rooms at

1 Enciclopædia Britannica, Joseph William Mallord Turner, Martin Butlin
2 HL Deb 19 March 1857 vol 144 cc2434-45
3 This is interpretable to be a tribute to the french painter’s in�uence and at the same time an

invitation for the public to consider Turner’s worth as equal to Lorrain’s.
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Figure 1.1: G. Jones, Turner’s studio in Queen Anne Street, ca. 1852

the National Gallery where the paintings would have been exhibited free of charge,

and codicils concerning the future of his oeuvre. Finally, the last amend in 1849

set a ten-year limit after the painter’s death to complete a "Turner Gallery": expired

that limit, the paintings would have been sold at current market prices, while in the

meantime the artist’s studio would have been preserved as a temporary exhibition

site. Turner explicitly forbade any sort of drawing activity in his studio, so its ap-

pearance is documented by a painting executed frommemory by George Jones soon

after the artist’s death [Fig.1.1] and some sketches4.

This last condition proved the �rst to be ignored, and the paintings and watercol-

ours were soon trasferred to the National Gallery on the grounds of conservation dif-

4 Although it is not yet clear if they reference the actual studio or an idea by the painter that never
came to fruition.
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�culties, and the Nation, represented by the National Gallery’s Trustees, felt some-

what entitled to the whole collection of pictures without conditions.5 This attitude

conditioned the subsequent history of the Bequest, which migrated from Trafalgar

Square to Millbank once the Tate Gallery (then National Gallery for British Art) was

erected following Sir Henry Tate’s own donation. Turner’s attitude of mistrust to-

wards the British government’s "red tape" proved to be founded, as the terms of his

will were never truly met, and the building of a Turner Gallery su�ered at various

stages from bureaucratic misunderstandings.

Thus the stories of two separate bequests intersect: the Turner one and the Tate

one, the latter made when the donator was still alive. Henry Tate’s gift was con-

troversial, especially in the public opinion,6 and the british Nation was reluctant to

accept the �fty-seven paintings from his own collection, whereas �fty years earlier

Turner’s paintings were acquired in blatant disregard to the painter’s will conditions.

The works of J.M.W. Turner were subjected to a new wave of popularity around

1974-1975, when the Royal Academy of Arts organised a large exhibition celeb-

rating the bicentenary of the painter’s birth: the event attracted large crowds and

was complemented, in the same year, by an exhibition at the British Museum of

the drawings and watercolours that were kept there since the Thames’ �ood dam-

aged them in the basement of the Tate Gallery in 1928.7 The fact that the works of

a major British painter were split between three sites (the Tate Gallery, the British

Museum and the National Gallery) was made even more evident by the exhibition

at the Royal Academy, explictly contradicting the painter’s will of having them ex-

5 HL Deb 19 March 1857 vol 144 cc2434-45
6 Hennebury, 2014.
7 Wilton, 1975.
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hibited in a single site. This renewed the interest toward a possible Turner Museum,

which did not lack illustrious proposals in its past but was almost constantly lacking

the necessary funding.

1.2 The 1975-76 proposal for a Turner Museum at

Somerset House

The 1975 exhibition also coincided with the foundation of the Turner Society8,

devoted to the promotion of the painter’s oeuvre through events, conferences and

publications. As the �rst act of their organisation, they put forward a campaign in

order to �nally obtain a dedicated Turner Museum, ful�lling the painter’s wish after

more than 120 years. Their e�orts exploited various information channels, includ-

ing the BBC World Service, where a petition to the Prime Minister was advertised.

The campaign was not universally endorsed, as the Tate felt slighted by the peti-

tion’s wording and challenged it as misleading9, for the statement that the majority

of his paintings have never been seen in public and many are stored in boxes in the Brit-

ish Museum made no distintion between watercolours and oils, the latter exhibited

permanently at the Tate.10

The �rst choice for a site fell on Somerset House [Fig. 1.2] , a late-eighteenth-

century monumental building designed by Sir William Chambers11 and expanded

8 a private organisation similar in scope to the Victorian society and a registered charity.
9 TG 4/4/158/9 15 January 1976, Charles Curran to Sir Norman Reid
10 TG 4/4/158/9. Sir Norman Reid to Sir Charles Curran, 29 December 1975 this is most arrant

nonsense [...] because over the past ten years or more we have never had less than 110 paintings by Turner
on show here.

11 British architect (1723-1796)
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in the nineteenth century, located on the Strand in central London12.The building,

ancient home of the Royal Academy, after a period of use as a Government o�ce be-

fore the SecondWorldWar, was only slightly damaged during the Blitz and restored

at the beginning of the 1950s. In the early seventies a parliamentary campaign resul-

ted in the building being open again to the public13, and the Turner Society, together

with some governmental representatives, saw there a �tting house for the Turner Be-

quest. It was a symbolic choice as well, seing that the Great Room at Somerset House

once hosted the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition, where Turner exhibited some

of his major works.

The �rst proposals came in the spring of 1975, including some for using the Fine

Rooms for the Theatre Museum14, but it was not until the following year that more

serious consideration was given to the idea of exhibiting some of Turner’s paintings

and watercolours at Somerset House.

This �rst proposal is crucial in order to understand the following development of

the concept of a TurnerMuseum, the ideas and the people involved, and the ultimate

realisation of the project, as well as the expectations, the hostility and the controversy

that accompanied the opening of the Clore Gallery. It was, at times, a discussion

conducted not in entirely rational terms: the desire to have the best museum pos-

sible for the most important British painter meant that sometimes technical factors

were ignored or underestimated, while some inaccurate accounts on the press’ part

complicated the relations between the actors involved.

12 "London’s very own stately home. Mr. Robert CookeHC Deb 21 March 1975 vol 888
cc2176-86

13 House of Commons, HC Deb 21 March 1975 vol 888 cc2176-86. It was released to the public as
a result of a parliamentary campaign considerably aided by the Evening Standard, and that newspaper is
not uninterested in what is happening now.

14 it was eventually located in Covent Garden.
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Figure 1.2: Somerset House (1776), London.
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Figure 1.3: Visitors queueing at the Royal Academy for the Turner Exhibition.
Source: Royal Academy, Photo Studio
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The fact that such a large building on the Strand did not have a clear purpose

was evidently a source of discontent: the D.o.E. had already considered, between

1975 and 1976, to re-furnish the so-called Fine Rooms as a country house; while

the Royal Academy’s old exhibition room on the top �oor would be used to show

some paintings by Turner. In a meeting on the 9th of March 1975, the repres-

entatives from the National and Tate Galleries, the British Museum, the Victoria

and Albert Museum and the Royal Academy, together with the Turner Society and

certain specially interested individuals15 discussed the idea, coming to the conclusion

that a further fragmentation of the Turner Bequest was not auspicable, as it would

have made it more di�cult to lend Turner paintings to other institutions, both in the

United Kingdom and abroad.16 According to the Tate report, the discussion had been

rambling, and no decision was made save from setting up a small working party to

examine the question more accurately. The press coverage of the meeting, however,

stated that the decision of the setting up of a Turner Museum was taken17: despite

the concerns of many, it was felt that a public correction of the facts would have

also given the wrong impression of the Tate being opposed in principle to a Turner

museum.18

The plan for Somerset house had a clear emotional appeal that appeared, for the

moment, to override most of the practical issues of a plan that even in an embryonal

stage was far from being simple. The condition sine qua non of the plan was obvi-

ously its funding, as the Tate was willing to seriously discuss the option only with the

15 among wich Henry Moore, british sculputor and future honorary president of the Turner Soci-
ety.

16 TG 4/4/158/9, Board Meeting Minutes, 19 February 1976.
17 Ibid. An impression apparently given in an informal conversation after that meeting.
18 TG 4/4/158/9, Board Meeting minutes, 29 April 1976
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Government providing �nance for the refurbishment and maintenance of the future

Turner Gallery. Consideration was given also to the public communication about

the issue, as the parties involved were clearly not keen on the possibility of a public

controversy on the matter.19

Even though the Tate Trustees were not particularly warm towards the idea of

setting up a Turner Gallery at Somerset house, they felt obliged to acknowledge

the emotional public feeling expressed earlier towards a Turner Museum. In order to

appear favourable to the ful�llment of Turner’s will, the o�er of part of Somerset

House to the Tate was publicly declared as a piece of very good news; privately, if the

investigations of the practical, administrative, �nancial and aesthetic problems proved

them to be insuperable, the factual evidence would have prevented the public opinion

from being adverse to the Tate.20

In April 1976 the proposals for the possible use of Somerset House involved the

principal Rooms being made available for receptions and exhibitions, reconstituting

them to a state as philologically correct as possible in respect to the original, dis-

playing some of William Chambers’ drawings or using them for exhibiting some of

Turner’s oil paintings and watercolours. The top �oor, on the other hand, presented

architectural and technical limitations even for the permanent exhibition of paint-

ings or drawings.21 The humidity levels recorded in the building were overall unac-

ceptable for conservation reasons, and exhibitions could be set up only if the envir-

onmental conditions were radically improved; the need for light reduction devices

would have impacted negatively the listed bulding, and the wooden structure of the

19 TG 4/4/158/9 Trustees meeting, 20 March 1975.
20 TG 4/4/158/9 Minutes of a Board Meeting, 18 September 1975.
21 TG 4/4/158/9 Notes of Meeting, 12 April 1976.
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ceilings put the building at a degree of �re risk that was deemed too serious for "good

Turners" to be exhibited there.22 With the best Turner works remaining on display

at the Tate, the result would have been a further fragmentation of the Bequest in

four di�erent sites, split between the National Gallery, the British Museum, the Tate

and Somerset House.

The rooms had been inspected, at the beginning of March, by a total of about

thirty people belonging to various institutions, among which Sir John Betjeman23,

Henry Moore24, the then director of the Tate Norman Reid25 and his successor

Alan Bowness, Ernst Gombrich and Andrew Wilton, future curator of the Clore

Gallery.26

The possibility of housing there all of Turner’s work was also seconded by Betje-

man, in the light of the improvement work being carried out in those years at Covent

Garden and on the whole of the Strand: thus Somerset House could have become a

cultural and artistic hub for London27. His position was supported by HenryMoore,

who felt that there was a need for a gallery dedicated to Turner whose stature might be

compared to that of Shakespeare. Chambers’ architecture needed also to be adquately

recognised and preserved, potentially clashing with the conservation requisites for

22 Ibid.
23 1906-1984, former pupil of T.S.Eliot and poet laureate in 1972. His literary work is pervaded

with a sense of nostalgia for the near past, while his e�orts for the preservation of Victorian
architecture resulted in the foundation of the Victorian Society and the restoration of King’s
Cross Station.

24 One of themost prominent british sculptors of the 20th century (1896-1986), whose work from
the thirties onwards leaned towards the abstract and the monumental scale. He had close ties
with the Tate Gallery through directors Norman Reid and Alan Bowness.

25 British art administrator and painter (1915-2007), was Director of the Tate from 1964 to 1979.
Under his directorship the Llewelly-Davies extension was completed and some of the most im-
portant contemporary art acquisitions were made.

26 TG 4/4/158/9, Minutes of meeting at Somerset House, 9 March 1976.
27 Ibid.
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paintings and watercolours (the main di�culties being the permanent closure of the

top �oor windows).

There was also a theoretical discussion on the theme of the one-man museum: while

the Royal Academy of Arts representatives stated that the type had not enough con-

tinuous appeal unless other works were incorporated and the display made �exible,

Henry Moore advised against measuring "turnstile-numbers" only, and a distiction

was made between museums hosted in the former house of the artists, as the Musées

Delacroix and Moreau in Paris, and others not directly connected with the artists’

lives and personalities. A 1975 editorial on the Burlington Magazine28, summing

up the issues against the suggested reuse of the Fine rooms for a museum, main-

tained that

One-man museums tend to fall into the limbo of neglect. Dusty, seldom visited,

slightly pathetic, they easily end up like the forgotten graves of once famous heroes.

At the time, admission charges were again introduced in the museums of Great

Britain, and the discussion of the availability of art to the public was poignant: art

should be enjoyed by small numbers at leisure29 or be openly available to masses, as the

Turner Exhibition had shown? The Somerset House discussion aimed to give a

response to that question as well, as Turner’swill made it clear that the paintings

should be freely enjoyable by the public; nonetheless, the refurbishment costs for

the building warranted admission charges as an additional way to recoup expenses.

A series of papers by John Charlton30, meant for internal circulation to theWork-

ing Party, assessed the original appearance of the Fine Rooms at Somerset House,

28 “The Somerset House Problem” 1975.
29 TG 4/4/158/9, Minutes of meeting at Somerset House, 9 March 1976, Henry Moore.
30 TG 4/4/158/9, Ibid.
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the aims of their restoration in the light of various possible future uses. The Geor-

gian interiors of the building had not been open to the public for almost two cen-

turies, and the aim was to restore them to their appearance in the late eighteenth

century, complete with pictures, furniture and plaster casts: the original furnishings

still conserved in the Royal Academy stores and at Burlington House were to be used

wherever possible, while the Victoria and Albert museum would have loaned some

of its furniture collection to adequately complete the set-up.

The philological setting up of the rooms implied a choice of what Turner paintings

would be exhibited there: the selection criteria leaned more towards the pieces with

the strongest historical associations in order to properly depict "the Age of Turner"

in the arts and sciences31. The adaptation to modern standards of exhibition proved

the most controversial point, particularly in regard to light and humidity levels. The

architects of the Historic Buildings section pointed out that, despite the rooms be-

ing a valid setting for the paintings, the technical requirements should not damage

their architectural quality, as there are many picture galleries but there is only one Somerset

House.32 There was a general consensus on the fact that the paramount architectural

quality of the building, and the �rst �oor rooms in particular, should be the determ-

ining factor for the future use of Somerset House.33

At the same time, the Turner Society pro�ted from the resonance of the relatively

recent Evening Standard campaign for the restoration of Somerset House, in order

to further their agenda of seeing the Turner paintings exhibited in a setting of note:

the extraordinary �gures of the attendance to the bicentenary exhibition were quoted

31 Roughly between 1780 and 1850
32 Ibid.
33 TG 4/4/158/9 17 February 1976, Vivian Lipman to Sir Norman Reid.
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as sign of a strong public feeling towards Turner, and thus the Society petitioned the

newspaper readers to make their voices heard once more to �nally obtain a glorious

home of a Turner Gallery.34

In the autumn of 1976, Sir Hugh Casson35, at the time President of the Royal

Academy, drafted an independent report in which he supported the idea of a Turner

Museum at Somerset House, minimising the �re risks and other structural con-

straints.36 His driving idea was that the best deserves the best37, and that end could

be achieved, in the case of Somerset House, by a more �exible approach taking into

consideration the need to temper scholarship with common sense. The conceptual ap-

proach is to allow a degree of risk, in this case of �re, as inevitable in order to allow

the pictures to assume an active role for the public: seeing them as human artefacts,

thus inherently perishable, was functional to avoid a situation in which they are wor-

shipped, or buried in elaborately designed tombs and only occasionally exhumed for

the bene�t of accredited scholars.38 Casson here considers the museum as an eminently

educative and divulgative institution, and advocates that both laypersons and special-

ists should work to the best of their competence, although both buildings and artefacts

must be allowed to live a little dangerously.39

34 Whittingham, 1976.
35 English architect (1910-1999), former director of architecture for the 1951 Festival of Britain

and author of a number of university buildings projects, as well as the interior design of the
Britannia yacht thanks to his close friendship with the Royal family. Two awards are given in his
name: the Casson Prize for drawing, by the Royal Academy, and the Sir Hugh Casson Award
by the magazine Private Eye, for "Worst New Building of the Year".

36 TG 4/4/158/11, Sir Hugh Casson Report.
37 Somerset House is one of the masterpieces of British Architecture. Turner is arguably England’s greatest

artist.Ibid., p.3
38 Ibid.
39 A sort of London is drowning and I live by the river approach, as The Clash would sing only three

years later.
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The specialists in this case were the architects of the D.o.E., who felt that the

physical conditions at Somerset House could not be brought to a minimum conser-

vation standard without being detrimental to its architecture: this, in turn, prevented

the conservation experts from authorising the loan of high quality works to be ex-

hibited there. The importance of the artworks was not lost on Casson, and neither

was the need to preserve them in the best conditions; yet the "popular" demand for

a grand setting for the paintings seemed to prevail over the preservation concerns.

Where the experts’ opinions disagree is on mitigating the rot risk to the wooden �x-

ings of the paintings due to condensation and, more crucially, the �re risk caused by

the large amount of timber used in the building’s walls and �oors. Fire-proo�ng the

building tomodern standards whilemaintaining architectural integrity was obviously

impracticable, and the Tate conservation department �rmly disputed Casson’s view

that Somerset House was nomore risky than the Royal Palaces or Burlington House,

and that all but the most important works of art could be exposed to that kind of risk.

The reasoning was reckoned as fallacious on the account that, if indeed Turner was

the most important English painter, his works could not conceivably be subjected to

that risk of damage by �re without an implicit attribution of inferior importance.

The D.o.E., however, issued a press notice in which their acceptance of Casson’s

report was made public, as well as the involvement of the Minister for the Arts,

Henry Moore and John Betjeman in quality of presidents of the Turner and Vic-

torian societies in order to devise a solution to the technical issues.40 In a personal

letter to Henry Moore, the Tate Director expresses the wish of reuniting Turner’s

40 TG 4/4/158/11, Press Notice 21 December 1976.
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watercolours and oils at the Tate, an idea that was opposed at the time by the British

Museum, setting in motion a �rst tentative concept of the future Clore Gallery.41

The Government and the Tate, however, were ultimately and �rmly opposed to

the installation of the Turner Bequest at Somerset House, the latter mainly on �re

safety grounds, as the positioning of the paintings on the second �oor made the risk

unacceptable :

The main reason that the Tate Trustees are so �rmly opposed [...] is that the

suggestion was that �fty or more oil paintings by Turner should be placed on the

topmost �oor and [...] in the event of �re there would be virtually no chance of

getting them out safely. 42

The Govenment’s position is closely linked to that of the Trustees, seeing that the

Prime Minister’s o�ce declares to be prepared to undertake the necessary work and

expenses, as well as assuming its maintenance and surveillance, only in the presence

of an agreement to the display of part of Turner’s work at Somerset House. After

two years of seemingly irreconcilable disagreement between the parties involved, the

proposal had little hope to go through; at the same time, the Queen AlexandraMilit-

ary Hospital site was �nally available to the Tate43 and began to be considered as the

solution to the Turner conundrum. The possibility of a Turner Gallery had taken

root in the public imagination, due to the Turner Society’s campaigning, and the

Tate was in a position where retreating on that intention would have been politic-

ally ill-advised.A new building on the Millbank site would have satis�ed all the ne-

cessary conservation requirements, all the while ful�lling both the Bequest and the

41 Tg 4/4/158/11 Sir Norman Reid to Henry Moore, 5 January 1978.
42 TG 4/4/158/11, Lord Bullock to Geo�rey Finsberg, 24 January 1978
43 As the Hospital had, in the meantime, de�nitely ceased operations and was being vacated by the

army.
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Turner Society wishes, albeit in theory only: they continued to campaign for Somer-

set House long after the Clore Gallery was designed and approved and Somerset

House assigned to the Courtauld Institute.
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1.3 The site: Millbank

The neighbourhood was a dreary one at that time; as oppressive, sad, and solitary by night, as any

about London. There were neither wharves nor houses on the melancholy waste of road near the

great blank Prison. A sluggish ditch deposited its mud at the prison walls.

— Charles Dickens, David Copper�eld

The Clore Gallery is located on the Thames riverside next to the Tate Britain, in

an area calledMillbank under the jurisdiction of the City ofWestminster. As a whole,

Millbank has been designated as a conservation area in 196944, that is to say an area of

special architectural and historic interest, the character and appearance of which it is desirable

to preserve and enhance. The name derives from the AbbeyMill, a 16th century facility

that served Westminster Abbey until 173645: it was a rather poor and desolate area

where somemarshes remained, somuch that Dickens describes it inDavid Copper�eld

as a melancholy waste where carcasses of houses, inauspiciously begun and never �nished,

rotted away.46 The area was actually developed in part by Thomas Cubitt47 as the

easternmost point of his Pimlico masterplan48, but a complete reform of the area

was achieved only in the early 20th century, with the demolition of the Penitentiary

and the building of the Tate Gallery and the Military Hospital and College, followed

by the Millbank estate, a public housing scheme that followed the Arts and Crafts

principles. The administrative status of the site of the future Turner Museum is

44 Baxter and Associates, 2005.
45 Ibid.
46 Weinreb and Hibbert, 1995.
47 English master builder and urban developer (1788-1855), responsible for the development of

many central London areas such as Belgravia, Pimlico and Bloomsbury.
48 Baxter and Associates, 2005.
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detailed in a report circulated by the Tate Gallery at the beginning of 1980 and

produced by the P.S.A. members of the Design Team.49

The whole site is the former location of the Millbank Prison, completed in the

1820s and demolished at the end of the century. Constructed to relieve inmate con-

gestion at other London penitentiaries, it was at �rst a temporary accommodation

for inmates destined to forced labour in Australia50, pro�ting by the location on

the Thames riverbank.It was built in part following to Jeremy Bentham’s 51 Panop-

ticon principles in a radial array of pentagonal fortress-like shapes, and Sir Robert

Smirke 52 oversaw the construction. Bentham himself had published a formal pro-

posal to build a prison on the Millbank site, which he advocated to the point of

acquiring the land on which the penitentiary was later erected.53 The actual building

was in fact quite distant fromBentham’s proposal, mainly for practical reasons54, but

still was disproportionately large and su�ered numerous problems, many of which

regarded the hygienic conditions of the huge complex and its costs. One of its most

innovative features was the massive concrete foundation block, among the �rst of

its kind. The prison’s outer wall, roughly octagonal in shape, was an element that

dominated the urban fabric of that area of London, and some trace of the perimeter

49 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.131.c203
50 [...]the sole reformatory for promising criminals, the �rst receptacle for military prisoners, the great depôt

for convicts en route to the Antipodes.(Gri�ths, 1884)
51 English philosopher who theorised a reform of the prison system substituting punishment with

forced labour following a principle of utility and personal reformation.To guarantee orderly
conduct and to reduce expenses, prisons would have to be built in a radial scheme that would
have allowed guards, placed in a central rotunda, to constantly control a whole �oor. The idea
was not strictly new, but Bentham’s theorisation was the �rst of its kind and the most in�uential.

52 1781–1867.Architect of the British Museum and Covent Garden buildings, he worked under
John Soane and is best known for his "Greek Revival" style. Encyclopædia Britannica, Sir Robert
Smirke.

53 Gri�ths, 1884.
54 His promises to the Crown and general public included an agreement to impose a �nancial

sanction on himself for each prisoner who might escape or die in prison above a median rate.
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is still evident in the public streets that have been built following the demolition of

the prison.55

The foundations were partially used in the construction of the Military Hospital,

but their exact location was never fully mapped: as the TurnerMuseumwas designed

to lie entirely within the area of the old prison, during the preliminary phases of the

project the structural engineers were concerned about the possibility of �nding some

remnants of the concrete blocks while excavating for the new building. Although

a survey was available and it was supplied to Stirling’s team by Ove Arup in the

�rst phases of the project, excavation samples were required in order to establish

both the composition of the terrain and the possible presence of some remainders

of the foundation block. These were collected at the end July 1980, when the exact

stratigraphy of the soil was analysed through a set of boring tests. These, in turn,

did not �nd the penitentiary foundations but showed the presence, in the super�cial

layer, of loose concrete pieces as well as masonry and other miscellaneous aggregate

that could be associated with other building phases.

With the Millbank Prison Bill of 189256 the area was formally vested to the

Crown, making the Queen the nominal owner of the land: however, the manage-

ment of the property is delegated to the Crown Estate Commissioners who, at the

time of the report, are apparently not in any way concerned with it. An additional clause

of the Bill stated that the Crown may sell the property to the London City Council

or theMetropolitan Board ofWorks but not to private persons or Corporations, thus

ensuring that the area remained under governmental ownership.57 The bill re�ects

55 Baxter and Associates, 2005.
56 HL Deb 15 March 1892 vol 2 cc868-70
57 As a consequence, extensions to the Tate Gallery had been inevitably managed by the govern-

ment.
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Figure 1.4: Aerial view of the Millbank area in 1891, with the prison in the fore-
ground. Source: Barber and Wickstead, 2010, reprinted from The
Strand Magazine, 8 May 1891
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Figure 1.5: Traces of the penitentiary boundary.
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Figure 1.6: Ordnance Survey, 1916: Millbank with the Tate Gallery and the Milit-
ary Hospital.

the poor state of the prison buildings at that time, rapidly become derelict due to the

highmaintenance costs in respect to the number of inmates58. The area surrounding

it was in particularly poor condition as well, both from a social and urban perspect-

ive, and the substitution of the prison was envisaged as early as the late seventies of

the 19th century59 as a much needed reformation of the entire area.60

58 At the time it served as a female-only penitentiary.(Gri�ths, 1884)
59 Ibid.
60 Hennebury, 2014.
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Stirling and Wilford’s �rm, towards the end of July 1980, contacted the Millbank

residents association to propose a meeting to discuss the development of the Turner

Museum site: it was not an attempt to transform the Clore project into a participative

one, but an informative encounter to make the project known to the neighbouring

residents. The possibility of discussing the whole expansion (with the newmuseums)

was put on the table but discarded almost immediately as the possibility of the whole

project coming to completion was still a remote one.61

The most relevant recent addition to the Millbank landscape was the Millbank

Tower, previously Vickers Tower,62 that dominates the riverfront with its 118-meters

high silhouette. The tower’s presence is an important constraint in the design of the

Tate extension, as privileging a horizontal design, rather than vertical, could mitigate

the visual prominence of the skyscraper, seen as detrimental to the urban quality of

the area. A "low" design for the Turner Museum and the additional development of

the NewMuseums was better suited to assuage the fears of the Millbank residents on

a possible change of sunlight exposure.

1.4 Queen Alexandra’s Military Hospital and the Tate

Gallery

Immediately adjacent to the Tate Building was the Queen Alexandra’s Military Hos-

pital, a small complex (approximately 200 beds) built around 1905, by an unknown

61 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 23.7.1980
62 O�ce building completed in 1962 and designed by Ronald Ward and partners.
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Figure 1.7: Queen Alexandra’s Military Hospital damaged in 1940. Source: West-
minster City Archives.

architect, following the Nightingale pattern. 63 The buildings themselves, red brick

with stone elements, particularly in the entrance pavilion, represent the �nal stages

of the victorian period, where revivalism and vernacular reminiscences tended to

mix. One of the wards was damaged during the war, even if the hospital and the

Tate, as well as the whole Millbank area, reported little damage overall. The hospital

gradually lost importance to newer and larger complexes, and as early as the end

of the sixties the Tate saw the site as the ideal place for an expansion, following the

63 A layout �rst proposed by Florence Nightingale, in wich patiens are housed in a single large,
open-space ward, opposed to the separate smaller ward pattern popular in contemporary hos-
pital.
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growth of its collections64. In February 1969 a "power-struggle" was reported to ex-

ist between the government, together with the Tate’s director, and the Royal Army

Medical Corps, who maintained that the the hospital was "essential to the health

of the army".65 The dispute was brought to the House of Commons66, where then

Prime Minister Harold Wilson, acknowledging the Tate’s need for space to house

their growing collection, proposed the fusion of the Queen Alexandra hospital to

the one at Woolwich, enabling the Tate to expand on the Millbank site. This al-

lowed, in turn, to save the Tate’s entrance portico, which would otherwise have been

demolished: the matter had been reopened after a quite �rm public reaction against

the possible loss of both the garden space in the river front and the Tate’s façade.

The issue of the expansion across Bulinga Street is also included in a 1971 govern-

mental plan of global refurbishment of the national museums.67 The hospital was

retained by the Army until 1972 and ceased operations in 1975.

The Tate Gallerys stance on the preservation of the former hospital premises was

initially quite radical: with the exception of the Logde, in January 1980,

The Tate prefers to clear all buildings on the site with phasing of development.

They would like to obtain immediate agreement to remove all buildings. 68

whereas the Department of Environment had pronounced itself in favour of issuing

approval case by case as necessary. Moreover, the Tate Gallery building was listed

as a grade II building that could thus be altered (provided there was the necessary

64 Hennebury, 2014.
65 n.a., 1969.
66 House of Commons debate. Hansard, HC Deb 08 July 1969 vol 786 cc1161-6
67 House of Commons debate. Hansard, HC Deb 21 June 1971 vol 819 cc993-1067
68 their envisaged use was as temporary storage.CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117

24.11.1980, minutes of general meeting, 16.01.1980
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approval), while the hospital was not: thus the Tate’s position was initially in favour

of having, once and for all, the whole expansion site freed.

The caution used by the Department of the Environment in 1980 was very dif-

ferent from the attitude towards the preservation of historical buildings in London

that was prevalent until the end of the sixties. Up until that moment, many histor-

ical buildings that did survive the war were lost to the reconstruction, and to pre-

vent unchecked destruction even of listed buildings a preservation bill was approved

in 196869, introducing a stricter system than the previous one approved in 1947.

While under the �rst act listing did not equal protection, as a building preservation

order was needed, the 1968 bill conferred "automatic" protection to listed structures

70, ensuring that express authorisation was given in case of interventions such as

consistent structural alterations.

The apparent disregard for the architectural qualities of the previous centuries,

the nineteenth in particular, resulted in the spontaneous foundation of civil soci-

ety associations, of whom a notable example is the Victorian Society founded in

1958, and composed of historians, architects and amateurs alike, campaigning for

the preservation of Victorian buildings. Championing the constitution of the society

were the poet laureate John Betjeman and Nikolaus Pevsner71, together with H-R.

Hitchcock72, and their initial purpose consisted in both the preservation of the actual

buildings and an attempt to change the public perception of Victorian architecture

69 House of Commons debate. HC Deb 31 January 1968 vol 757 cc1361-479
70 "Under Clause 33, "listing" itself will confer protection, and express consent will be required

for the demolition of any listed building or for alterations or extensions which would a�ect its
character."

71 German-born art historian (1902-1983), scholar of british architecture and author of a
46-volume guide to the architecture of each county in Great Britain.

72 American architecture historian (1903-1987), co-curator with Philip Johnson of the MoMA
exhibition on the International style.
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as a whole, the merits of which were at the time perceived as surpassed by a gen-

eral dislike of its revivalist aesthetic.73 In the Clore case, the D.o.E. was well aware

of the in�uence that the Victorian Society had had in the previous years, with their

sta� relaying to the Tate (and the architects) during the preliminary consultations

for the new building that the proposed complete demolition of the hospital would

econcounter a problem in terms of a Victorian lobby.74

Thei Victorian Society’s attitude was in fact quite belligerent from the beginning,

employing distinctive war analogies when describing their aims and activities. Their

�rst relevant campaign was launched in 1962 to save the Euston propylæum from

destruction: their e�orts failed and the structure was destroyed with the complacency

of public authorities.75 Not mincing words, J.M. Richards published in the Archi-

tectural Review an article titled The Euston Murder, where the destruction is de�ned

as wanton and unnecessary, the product of o�cial apathy and philistinism76. The article

was reprinted in 1968 as introduction to a volume by Peter and Allison Smithson on

Euston Station, documenting an interest that was not limited to scholars but involved

also contemporary architects. The account of the bureaucratic miscommunication

and failed attempts to relocate what was informally called "The Arch" aims to point

out both the shortcomings of the preservation procedures and the o�ces’ attitude,

guilty in particular of failing to recognise the importance of a historic monument

and not seizing the chance to incorporate it in the city:

73 "The objects of the Society comprise the study and appreciation of Victorian architecture and
associate arts with a view to the preservation of outstanding examples."(Stamp, 2008)

74 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c86 19.12.1979
75 The contractors tasked with the removal of the arch reportedly wondered why no attempt at

numbering and storing the stones for an eventual reconstruction was made. A silver scale model
of the Euston Arch was gifted to the Victorian society in 1964 and stolen some months later.
Stamp, 2008

76 Richards, 1962.
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Just as the architects of the Rome railway terminus made something positive—

and a visual asset—out of the idea of incorporating some ruined Roman walling

in their modern complex of transparent walls and spaces, so the architects of the

new Euston station, given the will to �nd the perfect answer, not merely the easy

way out, could have regarded this great arch as a challenge to produce a plan

incorporating the old with the new and thereby showing it unnecessary to wipe

out all of history whenever modernization is required.

The perception of many nineteenth century buildings as works of minor archi-

tects, with signi�cant functional problems and whose grandeur was often di�cult to

adapt to modern needs and scale, made the simple solution of demolishing them and

rebuilding a very attractive one; however, the disappearance of some iconic build-

ings made it clear that London can’t a�ord to go on sacri�cing the buildings that give it

character and re�ect its history.77

By 1976, the only modern work on the subject of Victorian architecture had been

H-R.Hitchcock’s volume78, and John Summerson’s work, �rst published from lec-

tures given in the United States, aimed to analyse both the architecture and its in-

�uences (�rst Italianate, then more markedly Gothic and / or vernacular) and the

people and society who commissioned them.79 It tried to document buildings, par-

ticularly in the City of London, that had been since demolished or otherwise lost,

while some of the remaining ones were undergoing a sort of "cycle" of menace, cam-

paigning and subsequent preservation. Summerson’s analysis proposes that the con-

ventional label of "Victorian" architecture comprises heterogeneous tendencies that

77 aa.vv., 1964c.
78 Summerson, 1976.
79 Ibid.
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see a point of culmination around 1870, followed by a period of elaboration lasting

until the early years of the 20th Century.80 This variety of architectural references

and formal solutions had a marked importance on the urban fabric of the English

cities, a fact recognised by many of the post-war architects.

In his Conversations with Students, Stirling makes his stance particularly clear in the

fray between conservationists and "innovators", declaring himself

almost 100 percent a conservationist, particularly in regard to 19th century

towns in England, which are being transformed by ’contemporary’ architecture

into meaningless, anonymous and ine�cient places.81

This attitude is consistent in his career, prompting him to write (as didWalter Gropius)

to the Manchester City Council in defense of York House82, an early 20th century

factory that is an evident in�uence for the Cambridge History faculty. The Vic-

torian Society’s proposal to house the new Turner museum entirely in the wings

of the military hospital, avoiding completely any kind of demolition of a valuable

building and ensuring that its context can be preserved as well is however rejected

on exhibition grounds: the interiors of the hospital are designed in a way that is dif-

�cult to adapt to museum spaces, mainly because of the extensive renovation works

necessary to �t a climatisation system as well as lighting control.83 There is no docu-

mental evidence of communication between the Victorian and Turner Societies, yet

this proposal mirrors the Somerset House one, albeit with a building that was much

less grand in architectural character. Eventually, the Tate and the D.o.E., together

80 Summerson, 1977.
81 James Stirling, 1967.
82 Waterhouse, 1973.
83 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 15 September 1980
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Figure 1.8: Front cover of Twentieth Century Architecture n.7 (2004)
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Figure 1.9: York House (Harry S. Fairhurst), Manchester, c.1970

with theW.C.C. reach an agreement on the parts of the hospital to be preserved: the

entrance pavillion, together with the nurses’ wing and the Lodge are recognised as

qualitatively relevant buildings that can be incorporated in the development of the

whole area.

Stirling’s intervention both on the Tate building (an example of late Victorian ar-

chitecture, completed in 1897 by Sydney Smith) and on the Military Hospital gains

relevance when viewed as a critical and almost curatorial operation: the Clore ex-

tends a Victorian building, and its very existence means, in the scheme’s context, a

selection of the nearby structures. This approach, viewed in the broader context of

the debate on conservation and its aftermath, is an example of a possible compromise

between preservation and new building in a layered urban fabric.
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1.5 The Lodge and Bulinga Street

Within the Millbank property, many buildings are (or were) in close proximity to

the proposed extension of the Tate, the closest of which is the so-called "Lodge" at

44, Bulinga Street, that in the initial phases of the project was still allocated to the

Ministry of Defense and used as Married O�cers’ Quarters.84 [Figure 1.11] The

project did not necessarily entail the demolition of the Lodge and for some time its

fate remained uncertain. Were it to be retained by the Ministry, then alterations to

the project to allow car access to the building would have proved necessary; were it to

be acquired by the Department od Environment and then demolished, the author-

ities would not have approved a new building in its stead, e�ectively creating simply

a void in the foregrounds of the Tate. The idea of an acquisition of the Lodge by

the Tate begins to take root at the beginning of 198085, but it is only in the sum-

mer of the same year that the Tate pressured the P.S.A. in order to formalise the

operation: the building could serve as a much-needed space for the archives, but

also as a convenient location for the Director’s o�ces or a place to host small garden

receptions.86 The resistance opposed by the Ministry put the Tate in an unpleasant

situation: as long as the Lodge issue remains unresolved, no work can begin on the

site.87 Stirling and Wilford have always been favourable to the conservation of the

Lodge, and indeed Stirling considered the small building a key element in the ar-

chitectural uni�cation of the whole site, linking the Tate to the Hospital. Without

this link, the visual continuity would be compromised, maintaining a "foreign" ob-

84 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.131.c203
85 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117
86 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 20.6.1980
87 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 23.7.1980
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Figure 1.10: Buildings retained by the Ministry of Defense in 1980 (highlighted in
green)
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Figure 1.11: The Lodge, 44 Bulinga Street

ject in the museum’s vicinity: this is re�ected in the alignment of the new building

with the lodge and the use of red-brick cladding in order to achieve a �gurative con-

tinuum.88 The prospect of a long-term use of the Lodge by the Tate is presented to

the Ministry in a detailed report, in order to facilitate the acquisition.89

The issues of the Lodge are interconnected with those concerning Bulinga Street90,

and it is only the resolution of the access problems that allows work to begin on site

despite the fact that the Lodge was still owned by theMinistry, as only inMarch 1984

the building is �nally acquired by the Tate to house the o�ces of the Director and

88 Interview with Michael Wilford, see Appendix.
89 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 15.9.1980
90 The street that divided the Tate from the Hospital. A resolution to its proposed closure was

deemed essential before work could begin as early as 1971.
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some curators. The choice of maintaining the building from the beginning and actu-

ally designing the Clore Gallery as responding to the Lodge on one of its sides, even

at a time when its conservation was uncertain, proves thus to have been a lungimirant

one.

For its part, Bulinga Street separated the Tate from the ex-hospital site: the build-

ing of the new Turner Museum made it necessary to close the street, and transform

part of it in a private drive for the Tate, where sta� cars and school coaches would be

accommodated. At the beginning of 1980, the street had paying parking spots and

a bus stop, meaning that a closure would have in part a�ected both public service

and revenues and would have certainly involved Transport for London in the whole

scheme as well. One of the concerns, at the time of the discussion, was the Tate’s

location, unusually far from public transit stops: the nearest Underground station is

Pimlico, opened in 1972 and served by just one line (Victoria), while the only bus

route at the time connecting directly the Tate with central London passed through

Bulinga Street. While the new Turner Museum would certainly attract a consider-

able number of visitors, there were concerns that this rise might be counterbalanced

by a poorer connection of the Museum with public transport.91

The closure problem was further complicated by the passage of services mains

underneath the road: electric cables, gas mains and a sewer. The latter was, in turn, a

factor in the �ooding risk of the lower areas of the gallery, as in the event of abnormal

rains the water �ow would have exceeded the pipes’ capacity, and in case of a Thames

�ooding they would not have been capable of adequate draining. The proposal for

the Turner Museummeant building over the sewer: preliminary inspections showed

its poor state of maintenance and spurred the subsequent decision to re-route it. The

91 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 13.6.1980
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fear of a possible �ood was justi�ed by the proximity to the river: artworks had to

be stored well above the line of maximum �ooding to avoid damage comparable to

the one provoked in the course of a exceptional �ooding of the Thames in 1928,

when the Turner watercolours had to be transferred to the British Museum for fear

of irreparable damage. The responsibility for the maintenance of the sewer was not

clear, preventing the clients and architects from deciding whether it was advisable or

not to build right over the pipes.

The substitution of Bulinga Street, be it by a road or a footpath, ends up being

crucial in the approval process of the new building. In a general feasibility report

presented by the architects in March 1980 the proposal was to introduce a private

footpath across the whole development site, in in order not to hinder a possible fur-

ther extension on the north Side with the NewMuseums complex.92 This, however,

does not encounter the approval of the Westminster City Council: the request is for

a wholly public path substituting Bulinga Street. The Council and the Tate stand on

opposite grounds, one wishing to guarantee the circulation status quo, the other aim-

ing to optimise security costs by opening the path only during the museum’s opening

hours, commissioning a survey showing that, on average, four people per hour use

Bulinga Street to reach Millbank.93 The bureaucratic procedures allows anybody to

submit a formal objection once the request for the closure of the street is submitted

to the W.C.C., thus making possible considerable delays to the entire building.

The matter of the public passage stayed unresolved for a considerable period of

time, as in June 1981 a formal decision had not been reached. Although residents in

the inner section of John Islip Street must be able to reachMillbank, passage through

92 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c87
93 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 25.3.1980
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the Tate garden presents an obvious security risk and the Gallery, probably aiming

to avoid additional personnel costs, is opposed to an open footpath. Another option,

even more expensive and impractical, was to re-route the passage near the Vickers

Tower: its isolation would have exposed the residents to an increased risk of personal

attacks.94

The Bulinga Street issue puts Stirling in a position that appears opposite to the

one chosen in Stuttgart for the Staatsgalerie: in that case the public passage that

allows people to cross the museum complex without the need of a ticket is a virtual

backbone for the project, connecting its parts and making the building a vital part of

its urban context. In the Tate case, establishing a priori the route of a public passage

through a site still to be developed completely appeared more as a constraint that as

an asset, and at a time when the New Museums scheme had some hope to go ahead,

it would have seemed counterproductive. The public, social purposes of the Clore

Gallery exteriors had to be ful�lled by the garden and the seats under the pergola.

The o�cial order for the closure of Bulinga Street was con�rmed on the 22nd

October 1981, making way for the beginning of the demolition work and the found-

ation excavations for the new museum.

94 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 18.6.1981
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2 Ful�lling the Bequest’s conditions
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2.1 Designing a museum

The Tate Gallery1 can be considered as a building that has grown by accumu-

lation in its century-long existence, opening new wings as the collection ex-

panded by way of acquisitions and donations. As Alan Bowness put it in a report in

19802, the Turner Bequest is an awkwardly large group of works by a single artist, stress-

ing the fact that the substantial quantity of paintings and drawings was perceived both

as an asset and as a problem. Furthermore, the building of an entirely new museum

for these works constitued a sort of museographic unicum, seeing that new edi�ces

were almost exclusively built to house varied collections of miscellaneous artworks,

often spanning several centuries and styles.

In this respect, there had been strong objections3 to the very concept of a Turner

Gallery in 1975, at the time of the Somerset House proposal: some even stated that

museums devoted to single artists are on the whole moribund institutions. Some examples4

of similar collections were brought forward to support this point, as well as notable

exceptions: the newly opened Van Gogh Museum was in a favourable location by

virtue of its proximity to the Rijksmuseum and the Stedelijk, whereas the Fra An-

gelico "collection" in Florence drew much of its attendance from the impossibility

of deplacing the frescoes, and the willingness of tourists in the city to spend a lot of

time looking at works of at in a number of di�erent places outside the main art galleries. It

1 Keeping with the London tradition of calling museums only those institutions that exhibited
everything except oil paintings, which belonged in galleries .Simmons, 1976

2 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c86. The report is probably intended not only for internal
circulation but also for press distribution.

3 TG 4/4/158/9, 7 January 1975. Document signed MB, most likely Martin Butlin.
4 Fra Angelico, Van Gogh, Rodin, Canova, Thorwaldsen and Watts. The Musée Picasso in Paris

was in the very initial stages of design at the time, a fact probably the Tate department of con-
servation was not aware of.
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was perceived that the success of a single-artist museum depended largely on ex-

ternal circumstances rather than on its collections, such as its location relative to the

urban setting and the presence of other museums, as well as the nature itself of the

city it was located in. Moreover, the comparison between a museum devoted to a

single artist and a temporary exhibition, with its publicity campaigns and threat of a

�xed closing date, was felt unfavourable to the former as there was a risk of declining

attendance after an initial "novelty" phase immediately following the opening. In

three years’ time the Tate’s position would radically change: the idea of a Tate ex-

tension dedicated to Turner resolved the potential issue of further fragmentation of

the Turner paintings in the event of a dedicated museum elsewhere (as exempli�ed

by the Somerset House proposal), as the whole Bequest was at last to be exhibited in

context and continuity with the British Art collection. Furthermore, the admission

charges being removed and the new museum being attached to the old Tate, attend-

ance �gures were no longer a determining factor in evaluating the feasibility of the

new building.

To propertly address the Bequest’s characteristics, the Tate curators supplied the

architects with the UNESCO practical guidelines published in 19605, in order to

better understand not only the exhibition requirements but also what the conserva-

tion and educational sta� would have needed in the new museum. This text, albeit

published twenty years prior, was still considered valid in its fundamental guidelines,

particularly on the technical side. Nonetheless, British curators and art historians

had an active role in contemporary international discussion on museology, in par-

ticular on the signi�cance and characteristic of the art museum. Gombrich in 1977

drew a distinction between the "treasure" and the "shrine", where the former requires

5 Evans, 1960.
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the visitor to be in awe, awakening a sense of the marvelous though accumulation,

and the latter celebrates the uniqueness of its contents in an almost sacred, spiritual

setting.6 In addition to this, the museum of the last two centuries has served as a

depository and as didactic display, born of the desire to collect and to explain (both

potentially endless): the temporary exhibition was introduced as a relatively modern

device in order to evade the inherent problems that these categories present, such as

fatigue and degrees of selectivity in respect to the works shown. Albeit being much

more attractive to the public because of its restricted, often poignant theme7, the

"old-fashioned" museum allows visitors to experience a large variety of objects of

various types, drawing connections and analogies.

An early proposal by the Tate, advanced during the architects’ interview stage,

suggested that James Stirling andMichaelWilford be supported byMichael Brawne,

a prominent �gure in museum studies and design whose The New Museum was still

considered one of the most relevant references for museum architecture, both on

the formal and technical side. Although there is no further reference to an actual

involvement of Brawne in the project8, it is possible that some of his ideas were

shared by Stirling and Wilford.

The fact, in particular, that the historic museum was contrasted with the con-

temporary, where the �rst is an aloof and monumental building, designed to show

power and magni�cence of its promoter, far from the mainstream of public life9 and

6 Gombrich, 1977.
7 Ibid., Here the great one-man-shows assemblig the work of a particular master who had been neglected

for one reason or another and the ceremonial tributes of centenariesseem to apply quite well to the
1975 Turner exhibition.

8 Whether it was Brawne that did not want to be part of the design team or rather the Tate Trustees
deemed that the number of consultants was already critical for coordination reasons is at present
unascertainable.

9 Brawne, 1965.
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the second becomes more and more a part of the everyday experience, is echoed

by Michael Wilford in recounting the broad underlying concepts that guided the

design of the �rm’s museums.10 The Clore Gallery, however, bears also a similarity

to the historical museum in respect of its very raison d’être, being more, as it will be

further analysed, a product of national pride (the ful�llment of Turner’s will) and

philantropy (The Clore Foundation donation); furthermore, the case of a major ex-

hibition kindling public interest and resulting in the building of a museum echoes the

events that led to the construction of Schinkel’s Altes Museum.11What sets apart the

Clore from most of the contemporary and some of the past models is the coherence

of its collection, pertaining to a single artist: the conservators at Tate at the time felt

that such a scheme could prove popular only through the combination of an unique

architectural design12 and more conventional means of publicity.

A possible Turner museum, whatever its location, was in fact to be a permanent

one-man-show, whose attractiveness could dwindle in time as there was little to no

intention of hosting temporary exhibitions there13: Gombrich’s talk at the Amer-

ican Assembly Symposium was known both to Turner Society members and Tate

personnel, and it could be argued that the Somerset House proposal and Stirling’s

appointment had something to do with the desire of keeping the public interested,

whether by means of the intrinsic fascination of an historical stately home or a buid-

ling designed by an internationally famous, but divisive, contemporary architect.

10 See appendix, Interview with Michael Wilford.
11 Brawne, 1965, The treasures taken during the Napoleonic Wars and then returned were exhib-

ited in Berlin in the autumn of 1815, leading to the building of the Altes Museum eight years
later.

12 At least, as distinctive as possible without diverting the attention from the paintings.
13 Gombrich, 1977, I know full well that the veritable bugbear of the exhibition age is the so-called static

collection where nothing is allowed to be changed or shifted.
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The brief for the new Turner Museum underwent numerous revisions and it par-

tially overlaps the one, much wider in scope, for the development of the whole hos-

pital site. Drafted by then director Alan Bowness14 and members of the Tate cur-

atorial sta�, it represents an attempt from the �rst drafts to address the needs of a

museum who wanted to represent itself both as a contemporary, up-to-date educa-

tional institution and as a traditional repository for the works of one of the greatest

painters of the romantic period. Fittingly, all revisions of the brief give but a vague

hint as to the external appearance of the building, requesting only a general sense of

deference to the old Tate15 while leaving the majority of the details to the architects,

and focuses instead on some of the more technical requirements on exhibition and

conservation. The fact that no �nal brief was ever issued and that some details re-

garding the interiors were never fully established until the time when they were to be

materially incorporated in the new building, resulted in a very �uid approach to the

whole design process and produced many misunderstandings, particularly regarding

the interiors, among the whole design team.

The functions of the new museum, however, were clear: the paintings were not

only to be contemplated, but also actively experienced - and shared - with other vis-

itors, educating the general public of all ages and instruction levels, involving both

primary schools and scholars and researchers. The presence of a conference room

and a classroom was a direct product of the Tate’s educational intentions and the

14 British art historian whose �eld of expertise is mainly contemporary sculpture, he was appointed
Director of the Tate Gallery on the 1st January 1979 after serving as Deputy Director and
Professor at the Courtauld Institute. Being the husband of BarbaraHepworth’s daughter put him
in close connection with the Henry Moore estate (He directed the publication of the complete
catalogue of his sculptures).

15 There is a reminiscence to a rejected project that in the sixties proposed the demolition of the
entrance portico to achieve a complete redesign of the riverfront.
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museusm was to be equipped with the necessary facilities to host school groups; the

inclusion of a public reading room that could also host the meetings of the Turner

Society re�ected the fact that, at least initially and not without controversy, the char-

ity was involved with the Tate. It is probably this global functional clarity, despite the

lack of de�nition on the details, that permitted the scheme to eventually go through,

overcoming �nancial issues and controveries, and Stirling and Wilford, with their

case-by-case approach, less prone to resort to a house-style than others, were par-

ticularly right for the task.

The educational facilities were originally to be collocated in the north-eastern ex-

tension completed in 1979, although that part of the Tate had not yet been furnished

after the opening of the galleries: the electrical power plant for the whole museum

had been temporarily placed there and in the initial phases of the Clore design this

part of the Tate was proposed as the school entrance for the new Turner Museum.16

The disposition of the works of art was equally clear almost from the beginning,

with criteria both thematic and chronologic17, ideally with a room for each group of

paintings, from the early ones to those of the late maturity of the artist, more abstract

and materic. In contrast to most collections, the Turner Bequest did not include

three-dimensional works of art, a unique characteristic that reinforced the decision

of adopting a traditional model for the galleries: they would not have needed to

di�erentiate lighting and exhibition structure for bidimensional and tridimensional

artwork, and at least in the early phases, no showcases were envisaged to be present in

the rooms. The �xed character of the spaces was also possible because no temporary

16 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 25 March1980
17 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c86 2 January 1980
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exhibition was envisaged in the new building: this is also a distinguishing feature

from most museums of the second post-war period.18

The architectural form that could embody these functions, however, was subject

of extensive discussion among the Trustees and changed in the course of eight years,

from the very initial ideas outlined in chapter one to the actual realisation, prob-

ably also due to the change in sensibilities from the directorship of Reid to that of

Bowness. In the former’s time, at the beginning of the Seventies, the models that

were considered most �tting for the future development of the Queen Alexandra

Hospital site were almost polar opposites of the gallery designed by Stirling andWil-

ford: the project for the Beaubourg in Paris by Piano and Rogers19 and the Berkeley

University Art Museum by Mario Ciampi20 shared the characteristic of an open

plan, with partitions that could subdivide the spaces as needed,the interiors being an

adaptable and neutral space, open to a wide range of possible con�gurations.

Ten years after the �rst inception of a Tate extension on the Queen Alexandra

Hospital site, Stirling was invited, in 1983, to take part in the annual I.C.O.M. con-

ference taking place that year at the Barbican in London21, to speak of the new Clore

Gallery project and his previous work on museums, as well as to recount his experi-

ences of theMuseum as client. In Stuttgart, after winning the competition, the public

authorities had proved supportive to his �rm, with the only exception being other

german architects campaigning against him: the lack of internal hostility between

clients and architects made for a very successful building phase. In Stirling’s opinion

18 Evans, 1960.
19 They were awarded the �rst place in the summer of 1971. The design was well-known and

exerted an in�uence even before actual building operations began.
20 American architect of Italian origin (1906-2007). The Berkeley Art Museum, completed in

1970, represents is major work.
21 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.191.c87
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the Tate and Fogg cases were similar, as the selection process was carried out more

privately by means of interviews rather than an open competition; the real client

in the former case are the Tate Trustees, who are but one of the three "heads", the

other two being the P.S.A. and Vivien Du�eld representing the Clore Foundation.

The event was a pro�table occasion to again publicise the Clore project in an in-

ternational setting, seeing as there was much curiosity on Stirling �nally obtaining

a notable commission in London. In a small note on the rear of the presentation

notes, Stirling states that

working for Museums galleries the best (ie. public buildings, ie. city center ie.

culture) – better than biology labs.

On Stirling’s part, the optimism was justi�ed by the very successful precedent of

the Stuttgart Nationalgalerie, and this optimism persisted at least until 1985, when

Stirling writes three times, in the margins a letter to Alan Bowness, that

as we were successful at the Sackler + Stuttgart, all else being equal (?), we should

be successful at the Clore.

There is in fact a �l rouge connecting these three building, as they all represent an

extension to an existing museum where the urban context was a prominent factor in

the design. What was ultimately requested of Stirling andWilford by the Tate was a

sort of diplomatic compromise between building ex novo a state-of-the-art museum,

with ample accommodation for both technological innovation (computer-controlled

lighting, for example) and the various cultural functions that a contemporary mu-

seum had the purpose to host, and the practical necessities that made it necessary to

stay on a tight budget, e.g. occupying the smallest possible portion of the site and
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designing rooms and services so as to allow the museum to be run with the least per-

sonnel and to avoid the unneccessary dispersion and duplication of services. Despite

the small size of the building, this would prove, in the following years, a di�cult task,

complicated by the intervention of numerous subjects and issues.

2.2 The institutions

By virtue of its nature of an extension to one of the major London museums, and

its symbolic quality as the embodiment of the ful�llment of the will of the most

famous British painter, many public institutions at all level took part in the Clore

Gallery scheme, from the government to civil societies. The main link between Tate

Trustees and Government was Lord Hutchinson22 as both member of the House of

Lords and Chairman of the Tate Trustees.

Themain public institution involved in the Clore Gallery building as client was the

Property Services Agency (P.S.A.), a branch of the Department of Environment; as

of 1980, it had recently received responsibility for building work pertaining to cul-

tural institutions, such as museums, from the O�ce for Arts and Libraries. At the

time of the Clore project, it was already su�ering from frequent cases of internal cor-

ruption that the competent authorities were somewhat reluctant to address.23 The

agency’s internal workings produced a frequent turnover of the o�cers working on

the Clore project, amounting to three di�erent people responsible for the technical

aspects of the project over the course of almost seven years. The �rst to be assigned

22 Jeremy Hutchinson, Lord Hutchinson of Lullington (1915 - 2017), barrister and professor of
Law at the Royal Academy of Arts. Member of the Tate Trustees and later chairman from 1980
to 1984 and member of the Arts Council.

23 Doig, 1985.
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to the new Turner museum was David Palmer, who had a particularly high degree

of understanding with Stirling and who was appointed to the project up until 1983,

although the possibility of his eventual retirement was known to the architects since

1981. Citing the need of continuity for the whole duration of the builiding phase,

Stirling requested the assistant director of the Museum and Galleries division of the

P.S.A. to keep Palmer in the team, as he could imagine [...] as easily having personality

di�culties with a regular administrator.24 This exposes a degree of mistrust on Stirl-

ing’s part for "regular administrators", justi�ed in part by the largely conservative

environment of public institutions and their bureaucratic approach, and a sensibil-

ity toward contemporary architecture on Palmer’s part, as well as his pragmatic and

sensible approach. Palmer himself would have agreed to continue working on the

project25, as his presence from the earliest phases would have guaranteed a thorough

understanding of the building as a whole.

The P.S.A., on its part, was already engaged on another project of much larger

scale, that of the British Library, a far more controversial scheme that began at the

end of the sixties and whose fate was perceived as far from certain.26

The matter of the approval of the Clore Gallery project is a complex one, as it

involved many public subjects and did not unfold in a straightforward manner. Ini-

tially, Stirling intended to informally make the project known to the relevant author-

ities, the Westminster City Council (W.C.C.) and the Royal Fine Arts Commission

(R.F.A.C.), contacting personally some of the o�cers before o�cilally submitting the

24 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c102 17 September 1981 James Stirling to Colin Pain
25 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.091.c103 28.2.1983
26 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.131.c205 23 January 1980, N.A. Davis to James Stirling and

Michael Wilford. The British Library project [...] one does not need to read the newspapers to know
that it is a scheme which is far from certain to go ahead.
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scheme for approval, in the hope of expediting the whole process. In April 1980 a

preliminary design is approved in principle by all parties involved (Tate and P.S.A.)

and is submitted at the same time both to the W.C.C., albeit informally, and the

R.F.A.C.27: the o�cial presentation in May before the full commission involved a

small scale model that illustrated the main volumes and the spatial relationship both

with the Tate and its context, some photos, coloured drawings and the feasibility re-

port.28A preliminary approval was forwarded from the R.F.A.C. to the W.C.C. in

June 1980 29

Another institutional body partially involved in the schemewas theHistoric Build-

ings section of the Greater London Council (G.L.C.), as the project included some

work on a listed building. This governmental bodywas reformed followingThatcher’s

election and the administrative elections in London, and the institutional interim

caused the project to be evalued by them at an already advanced stage, meaning

that any kind of change would have been harder to incorporate. The point of con-

tact between the old Tate and the new extension was however approved, albeit with

a demand for further details. A favourable opinion was given particularly on the

grounds that the new wall was to be built immediately adjacent to the old limiting

the demolitions to a bare minimum.

An article onThe Sunday Times30, however, stated that the newly-reformedG.L.C.

Historic Buildings Committee had in fact rejected the Tate scheme on aesthetic

grounds as being un�t both for the proximity to the old Tate and for housing of

27 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.147.c7, 8 April 1980, James Stirling to Sherban Cantacuzino
and reply on 19 April 1980

28 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.147.c7, Note on 22 April 1980
29 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.147.c7 6 June 1980, Sherban Cantacuzino to Ian Lacey.
30 Sudijc, 1981.
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Turner’s paintings, when, in fact, no such rejection was communicated to the design

team. Furthermore, the approval from the W.C.C. was valid for all the civic institu-

tions, G.L.C. included. Stirling’s hypothesis on the matter was that the W.C.C. had

issued the approval when the Committee was not yet formed, thus not receiving their

opinion. For this reason, he had deemed it unwise to establish any contact between

the design team and the Committee members. The press, in this instance, tried to

capitalise on Stirling’s controversial reputation introducing a supposed rejection by

the public authorities that �t well with the ambivalent critical opinion of Stirling’s

built work up to that moment, international prizes notwithstanding.

After the public announcement of the building of a Turner Museum, the press

followed closely the bureaucratic developments over the approval process, publishing

news, sometimesmisleading, over the course of the following year. Stirling himself at

times wrote in order to rectify the incorrect facts, for example to the aforementioned

Sunday Times article.31 The article32 presented in facts some fallacies designed to

convey a sense of potential controversy. The image attached to the article is not

a drawing of the façade that was actually critiqued by the R.F.A.C. but the main

elevation towards the garden [Figure 2.1]; the title and the opening state a rejection

of the scheme on aesthetic grounds that was never voiced by the authorities, who

suggested instead a substantial revision of the back elevation, deemed too utilitarian

in character. Although reporting that a department o�cial stated that submitting the

scheme for planning permission was a courtesy, the conclusion was that the Council’s

31 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.147.c7 29 June 1981, James Stirling to the Sunday Times
Editor.

32 Sudijc, 1981.
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comments are clearly a rebu� to what the gallery saw as an important piece of architectural

patronage.33

In June 1981, with the design already at an advanced stage, Stirling and Wil-

ford’s �rm invited the Victorian Society representatives to view and comment the

scheme.34 Despite only the society’s secretary actually visiting the architects’ o�ce,

the Society forwarded their comments to the W.C.C.: althought favourable to loca-

tion and volumes, their reserves on the elevations are too speci�cally architectural for

Stirling’s liking. The involvement of the Victorian Society was probably intended as

an acknowledgment of its in�uence and achievements in conservation and not as the

will of involving them in the architectural design: nonetheless, a favourable attitude

on their part would have helped shift the institutional perception of the scheme to

the Tate and Stirling’s advantage.

2.3 The competition

Discussion on the possibility of building an extension to the Tate on the Queen Al-

exandra Hospital site began as early as the summer of 1971: at the time the purpose

of the extension was not yet clear, and only with the rejection of the Somerset House

proposal for a Turner Museum the Tate began to see the site as suited for housing

the Bequest .

In July 1971, then Tate Director Sir Norman Reid, together with curator Michael

Compton met RIBA president Eric Lyons35 to discuss the mode of the competition

33 Sudijc, 1981.
34 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117
35 Architect and designer (1912-1980). Not to be confounded with Edward Lyons of Lyons Israel

and Ellis, Eric Lyons worked with Walter Gropius and Maxwell Fry, and was president of the
RIBA from 1975 to 1977
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Figure 2.1: The Sunday Times, 28 June 1981. Deyan Sudijc.
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for the future museum.36 Although the RIBA were favourable to a competition, as it

would have allowed emergent or undervalued architects to participate and have the

chance of being awarded a prominent project, the degree of study of detail required

more time that a normal competition could have allowed, lest the design result �awed

or unworkable.

The model recognised at the time as the most relevant for the Tate’s purposes

was the competition for the Plateau Beaubourg in Paris37, as it allowed the further

development of shortlisted projects before a �nal decision by the assessors could be

made; the Tate’s proposal in which a confrontation between architects and client was

preliminary to the �nal stage was felt as violating RIBA’s principle of anonymity and,

interestingly, that it gave too much scope for showmanship and the play of personality.38

The RIBA proposal was a middle ground of sorts between the ideas competition,

in which there was no committment to build and therefore produced results that

were too vague to be correctly appraised for future construction, and the project

competition, held in successive stages with a �rm committment to build. As there

was, as yet, no certainty to the project going through or being given any form of

approval or funding, the Tate needed a project that was su�ciently detailed to allow

the appointment of the right architect, as well as the possibility to commission further

studies from the same �rm or the runner-ups. To counterbalance the potentially

unattractive prospect, on the architects’ part, of spending valuable working hours

36 TG 14/8/2/2 Minutes of meeting at RIBA, 28th July 1971
37 The Tate was sent some material about the competition and the selection of the winning team

by the Cultural Attache in Paris. Ibid. Jean-Marie Benoit to Michael Compton, 20 July 1971
38 Ibid.
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for such an uncertain project and to promote attendance, the proposed competition

included a �nancial prize for the �rst place and the runner-ups.39

At the same time David Eccles40, Minister for the Arts, expressed the desire of an

imaginative scheme for the Tate: they, in turn, felt that turning the competion into

an event in itself was the right course of action to obtain both governmental assent

and the necessary funding.41

The Minister had the responsibility of appointing the assessors of the compet-

ition, even though the drafting of the conditions and of a list of potential names

would have been carried out by the RIBA on their behalf. The chosen format of

the experimental competition had the characteristic of taking an un unusual amount

of time both in the preparation and evaluation phase42, so much that to expedite

progress the D.o.E. representatives suggest the Tate to begin working right away on

it.43.

The prospect of a new building had already attracted some attention at the end of

1972 and the Director’s correspondence at the time shows a haste and impatience

to formalise the announcement for the new building, as if the right conditions of

governmental assent were liable to change, much like a small opening in a chess

game. Nonetheless, progress came slowly and although the Tate attempted to make

39 TG 14/8/2/2 Judith Strong to Sir Norman Reid, 3rd september 1971
40 English politician (1904 - 1999). At the beginning of seventies was nominated Paymaster-

General and Minister for the Arts, and was responsible for the temporary introduction of ad-
mission fees to museums in Great Britain.

41 TG 14/8/2/2/ Memo from Michael Compton to Sir Norman Reid.The only solution seems to be
to convince Eccles that a competition is an integral part of such an imaginative scheme [...] if he does go
as far as a competition, it should mean that he does indeed assent to the whole idea [...].

42 TG 14/8/2/2 [...]once we have set the competition up we shall have to stand aside and wait with all the
patience we can summon until the assessors have premiated the entries as they think right. 27 January
1972, Harold Hobbs to Sir Norman Reid.

43 TG 14/8/2/2 2 February 1972, Sir Norman Reid to Harold Hobbs.
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preparations well in advance, the D.o.E. apparently did not share the same urgency

for the competition.

In May 1972 the work on the competition details was underway, so that a pro-

visional sum of money for the �rst stage of a project on the hospital site was set at

4.65 million pounds, even though funding matters were not to interfere too much

with the project at that stage. The architect assessors were to be proposed to the

RIBA for consideration before forwarding the list to the Minister for consideraton,

and the Tate’s preference in this instance fell on P.M. Dowson of Arup Associates,

James Stirling, and Philip Powell of Powell and Moya, thus e�ectively excluding

them from the pool of competitors.44 In the same instance, it was agreed, in a truly

understated way, that "no attempt should be made to change any decision on the part of the

Ministry or RIBA to limit the competition to the United Kingdom[...]., as an international

competition, while potentially involving more prominent architects, was deemed too

complex and costly for the scheme.

When potential assessors were approached by the RIBA, some of the names pro-

posed by the Tate refused the position, although it is unclear whether Stirling accep-

ted or not at that stage. An internal memo stated that W.G.Howell accepted, and is

thought to be of the same general type (though not style) as Sterling [sic]. The two should not

be on the same panel.45 It might be that whereas Dowson represented the technical and

engineering expertise of Arup and Powell the theoretic side, given his experience as

lecturer, Stirling was suggested as assessor in the light of his international activities,

as he had been collaborating with Yale for some time; however, it is also possible that

44 TG 14/8/2/2 Minutes of a meeting at the Tate on 15 May 1972. In alternative to Dowson and
Stirling, Anthony Cox and Alan Colquhoun were proposed.

45 TG 14/8/2/2 Memo from Michael Compton to Norman Reid, 6 July 1972
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the Tate Trustees in 1972, given his controversial reputation, opted for a purposeful

exclusion by way of a prestigious, yet passive, role.

At this stage, there were still no explicit mentions of hosting the Turner Bequest

in one of the buildings that were to be erected on the Hospital site, as the general

considerations cite �exibility of arrangement as a fundamental requisite, and that

the design must take into account the wide range of forms which works of art

may take and of the conditions which they require, and also the fact that art will

develop modes and manifestations which can not be predicted at the moment.46

The preparations for the large-scale competition seem to continue throughout the

summer and autumn of 1972, when rough estimates of the costs were drawn and

the names of the assessors appeared to be �nalised. The site, however, was not yet

formally available as the Hospital ceased operations only in 197547, and this may be

one of the reasons behind a lack of documentation on the matter between October

1972 and December 1978, together with funding issues and the Tate being occupied

with the extension in the north-eastern sector of the museum.

It may well be that, in a decade or two, more documents currently unaccessible

under the Freedom of Information Act will be open to consult, and that additional

information of the transition from the general brief to the Turner Museum one, and

the choice of Stirling and Wilford will become available. In the meantime, hypo-

theses can be made on the basis of the documents currently in open access.

When news of an anonymous donation to the cause of a Turner Museum reached

the Tate,a Building Sub-Committee was formed to interview �ve potential archi-

46 TG 14/8/2/2 Draft of competition brief.
47 The press had covered, as soon as 1969, a supposed animosity between Tate and Army over the

hospital site.n.a., 1969
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tects48 in november 1978. Three days later, during a Board Meeting, Colin St.

John Wilson49 announced the unanimous resolution to recommend James Stirling

& Partner together with Professor Michael Brawne50. The reasons given pertain to

Stirling’s outstanding international status and his being engaged in two gallery exten-

sion projects similar to the Tate’s own situation, in particular the Stuttgart Staats-

galerie. It is interesting to note that the Committee’s motivation lies in the perceived

marked change of style from the architect’s previous buildings, as

[...] his use of materials was more conventional than his earlier work and it had

been ascertained that his working relationship with the Director and sta� was

excellent.51

Nonetheless, they recommended that Michael Brawne, at the moment adviser to

the National Gallery, was appointed together with Stirling as specialist in museum

design. As a second choice they identi�ed Evans & Shalev52, a small and young �rm

(both architects were in their forties) who had won many competitions despite not

buidling much, and were recognised as capable of devising buildings that were

well planned, elegant but not ostentatious and often meeting di�cult require-

ments, and strict �nancial control.53

48 There is no complete list of the �ve �rms currently open to access in the Tate Gallery archive,
although this information might eventually become available.

49 Architect (1922 - 2007) belonging to the same generation as Stirling, the Smithsons, Colquhoun
and Howell, his career followed roughly the same early path, working for the London County
Council and participating in the This Is Tomorrow ehxibition at Whitechapel. His most famous
project is the new British Library near Kings’ Cross, begun in 1967 and completed in 1997 ("a
30 years war"). At the time of the Clore project he was part of the Tate Trustees.

50 Viennese architect and theorist (1926 – 2003), known for his expertise in the �eld of museum
studies and author of one of the most in�uential texts on museum design of the post-war period.

51 TG/14/8/2/2 Board Meeting Minutes, 16 November 1978
52 Eldred Evans and David Shalev went on to win the Tate St. Ives competition in 1988, with the

building being completed in 1993.
53 TG/14/8/2/2 Board Meeting Minutes, 16 November 1978
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The recommendations were agreed upon almost unanimously, only with the ex-

ception of the Chairman, whose name is omitted from the minute54, who requested

that his dissent be recorded, although there is no speci�cation as to the reasons and

the speci�c object of his discontent. The Committee’s reasoning in the choice of ar-

chitect is based both on aesthetic and pragmatic grounds, and while Evans & Shalev

received a positive praise for the architectural qualities of their work, Stirling was �rst

recognised by virtue of his international fame and for the "conservative" turn he had

taken with the Stuttgart project. The �rm’s victory of a foreign, limited competition

appears here as a proof of quality without which they probably would not have been

selected, together with the relevant factor of a good relationship with the clients. The

timing acted in favour of Stirling as, if the competition had went as planned in 1972,

he would have been e�ectively excluded from the project. On the wake of the com-

pletion of the university buildings he was cast in an enfant terrible role, one that was

most probably deemed un�t for the extension of prestigious institution such as the

Tate. Seven years later, the Tate not only support him unanimously, but they act-

ively seek to include him on some core issues of the brief, such as the consideration

of the source of lighting that

[...]was deliberately left open by the Trustees since they would like to have the

views and opinion of James Stirling.55

At the end of December 1978 the Tate Trustees o�cially communicated to the

D.o.E. their �rst and second choice of architects for the feasibility study.56

54 At the time,it might have been Lord Bullock who was then substituted as chairman by Lord
Hutchinson.

55 TG14/8/2/2 27 April 1979, Judith Je�reys to A.J.Kaye.
56 TG 14/8/2/2 19 December 1978, excerpt of minutes of Board Meeting.
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In the spring of 1979 the almost unanimous support of the appointment of James

Stirling & Partner57 for the initial feasibility study of the hospital site development

is still strong: both the Tate and the D.o.E. agree on the choice and are prepared to

defend it.58 This happened in a moment where a double transfer of responsibilit-

ies was about to occur: Norman Reid resigned from Tate Director, and a new one

was in the process of being chosen, and the P.S.A. was about to receive respons-

ibility for Museums and Galleries from the D.o.E.; thus the actual appointment of

the architects was postponed to the end of the same year, together with the public

announcement to the press.

The decision is however communicated to Stirling in May 1979, pending the

appointment of the new Tate Director. Given the time and resources dedicated,

between the Tate, the D.o.E. and the RIBA, to the setting up of an innovative com-

petition format eight years before, the decision to proceed simply by appointment

might appear contradictory. However, it might be possible that the actual competi-

tion process had, in the end, seemed too expensive in terms of time and money to

be ultimately feasible. The Tate Trustees preferred to proceed in a more straight-

forward manner, as they �rst imagined, in order to ensure that the hospital site could

be developed within a reasonable time frame.

2.4 "Victory for the Turner Campaign"

The Turner society did not manage to make the case for Somerset House convincing

enough for the Tate Gallery and the Government to accept, yet they continued to

57 The �rm was renamed as James Stirling, Michael Wilford and Associates in late 1979
58 TG14/8/2/2 26 March 1979, A. J. Kaye to Sir Norman Reid.
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campaign for a prestigious Turner Gallery and against the proposed new extension

to the Tate. They deemed it in explicit contradiction of the (nebulous) conditions of

the painter’s will59, and advocated for a stricter interpretation. The Society disagreed

on three fronts: the name, the actual presence of all Turner’s pictures together, in-

cluding the watercolours, and the location as a wing of the Tate Gallery: the latter

was supposedly a sore point for the association, and they argued that a gallery for

Turner’s paintings should at least be adjacent to the National Gallery, in order to

compare his art to that of his european contemporaries.

The protest was not in itself completely ill-founded, in fact, the Society members

complained about the lack of public debate and involvement on the location of the

museum as well as their being supposedly ignored by the major actors of the scheme

- a scheme in which they felt entitled to participate as it was perceived largely as the

Society’s own creature, for it is only by its vigorous campaign that the Society has brought

about the very generous gift of money from the Clore Foundation.60

Despite the Tate’s e�orts in paci�cating the Society with the promise of the reuni-

�cation of the Turner Bequest by way of acquisition of the British Museum’s water-

colours61 and the o�er of o�ces and a lecture theatre inside the new Gallery, in the

early months of 1980 the Society still aimed to obtain a more active and contribut-

ing role in the planning of the new gallery, and to become a force exerting in�uence

on the Tate board of Trustees from the inside rather than from the outside.62

59 TG 2/5/7/1, The De�ciencies of the Proposed Clore Gallery.
60 Ibid.
61 A deciding factor in the eventual reuni�cation of the Bequest was the presence of a deposit well

above �ooding level in the new building.
62 TG 2/5/7/1 Turner Society - Special General Meeting. 31 January 1980
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The insistence is on the contextual exhibition argument made by the Tate, as both

the current disposition of the Turners and the proposed one were, according to the

Society, unsympathetic to the paintings, did not adequately show the relationship

with Turner’s contemporaries (particularly the Vernon collection63) and instead at-

tempting to present him in the same way as a 20th century artist. 64 The opinion

of Selby Whittingham, the Society’s secretary at the time, is phrased scathingly65 (a

farcical and deceitful sham) and the Society appears to persist in its belligerent stance

in order to induce the Tate to give it more decisional power in the Clore matters.

A tentative date for the o�cial unveiling of the project for the TurnerMuseumwas

proposed by the Tate sta�, in collaboration with the P.S.A., for the 23rd April 1980

in order to coincide with Turner’s birthday, and later postponed to the beginning of

May to comply with the Queen Mother’s schedule. The press material prepared by

the clients was in some regards scarce, drawing heavily from the architect’s report

but at the same time trying to remain as vague as possible on �nancial matters, anti-

cipating possible questions on costs and time estimates.66 The commented draft of

the press release shows that details about Vivien Du�eld’s donation and the architec-

tural character of the new museums were crossed out [Figure 2.2], opting instead to

focus on the preservation of the symmetry of the Tate frontage and its monumental

portico, as well as the retention of the Lodge and the sympathy of the new building

to its surroundings.67 The actual project was shown through a small scale model pre-

63 A body of paintings assembled on the advice of George Jones, Turner’s contemporary and au-
thor of the paintings depicting his studio in Queen Anne Street.

64 TG 2/5/7/1, 23 September 1980, Selby Whittingham to Judy Egerton
65 TG 2/5/7/1 25 September 1980 Judy Egerton to Selby Whittingham. It is unclear whether

these are in fact his words or a re-wording made by a Turner Society News editor.
66 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.147.c7 15 April 1980, Marjorie Horton to G. Christopher.
67 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.147.c7 Draft Press Release, April 1980.
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pared for Tate and Government approval: the photographs were sent to about 1100

publications of various importance.68 The P.S.A. o�cer responsible for the project,

David Palmer, was however concerned about the fact that all graphic material did not

show the reduced plan that had been actually approved by the Government, possibly

exposing the scheme to undue negative press coverage.

On the 6th of May 1980 69 the Minister for the Arts made the o�cial announce-

ment of the future Turner Museum. The discourse is centered on the Clore Found-

ation’s generous donation and on Sir Charles Clore’s role as Tate benefactor in 1959,

�tting with the climate of withdrawal of public support for the arts in favour of private

sponsorship.70 Indeed, St John-Stevas’ words are a lenghty praise to the Foundation,

stating that

The resulting Gallery will be a �tting commemoration of the life and work of

Sir Charles Clore, who cared so much about this country and its arts, and con-

tributed so generously to its prosperity. I am pleased that it should be known as

the Clore Gallery in his memory.71

The substantial donation served well, in amoment wheremany representatives of the

arts were contrasting the governmental funding cuts, as a demonstration of private

donations as a consistent (and desirable) force to drive forward the arts in Great Bri-

tain. The fact that Stirling and Wilford were mentioned in passing, de�ned as in-

ternational and award-winning and their designs carefully publicised as outline plans

68 The general press were sent lower quality photos done by the P.S.A., whereas the art press
and the main newspapers, like the Times or the Observer, received copies of the professional
photographs by John Donat. CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.147.c7, 24/25 April 1980, note
by Russell Bevington.

69 AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.147.c7, 6 May 1980, Press Release
70 House of Commons, HC Deb 17 March 1980 vol 981 cc24-6
71 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.147.c7, 6 May 1980, Press Release
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Figure 2.2: Draft Press Release, April 1980. CCA,
AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.147.c7
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and preliminary studies only is symptomatic of a degree of di�dence from the lay

public towards their architectural language, probably fueled by a constant negative

attention by critics such as Stamp.

The commission can be however seen as a victory for Stirling himself: as he states

in his acceptance letter, the Clore project

[...] is of great importance to me personally: though we are building prestigious

galleries in Germany and America, this commission is our �rst opportunity to

build on an important public site in central London.

In theminute of the letter [Figure 2.3], Stirling adds the words personally and public to

the last paragraph, highlighting the value that the new building, despite its relatively

small scale, has in his career as an architect, �nally allowing him to build in the heart

of the capital and under public commission. The bulding was in fact quite important

not only for its architect but for the whole nation as well: it was the symbol of a

state celebrating its artistic heritage (and in part its identity) through a building that

intended to synthetise contemporary tendencies and traditional references.

The symbolic relevance of the Clore Gallery is �rst sanctioned by the unveiling

of the foundation plaque for the new museum by the Queen Mother on the 19th of

April 198372, representing another important step towards the inequivocable public

recognition of the Clore Gallery as the most appropriate solution for housing the

soon to be reunited Turner Bequest. The ceremony was attended not only by those

who had been actively involved in the conception of the project (Alan Bowness, Lord

Hutchinson, and Vivien Du�eld) but also by the executives of the contractors who

would soon begin the actual building and involved the unveiling of a commemor-

72 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.147.c7, 13 April 1983, preliminary press release
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Figure 2.3: Minute of Stirling’s letter of acceptance of the Clore commission. CCA,
AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.147.c7
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ative bronze plaque designed by the typograph Michael Harvey.73. The annotations

on the preliminary press release for the foundation ceremony show how Stirling

regarded the project as a collective e�ort (a fact already present in his letter of ac-

ceptance), as the design is credited to James Stirling, Michael Wilford and Associates

rather than to him alone.

The Turner Society was informally approached by Alan Bowness in June 198174

to explain the scheme: their actual involvement had been negligible in the initial

design phases, despite their continuous attempts to gain more decisional power in

the name of a more thorough respect of Turner and his work. The reasoning behind

this lies partly in the fact that the Clore scheme was already in the hands of mul-

tiple actors, and the openly partisan stance of the Society would have complicated

operations evenmore; furthermore, their campaigning for a stronger legal interpret-

ation of the painter’s will was seen as objectionable. Bowness remarks that, despite

the strong public campaign in their favour, the Society was still small as it counted

around 550 members at the time and could hardly claim to be particularly rep-

resentative of the public opinion at large; not unlike what could be told of an unruly

child, the future existence of a Friends of Turner organisation sponsored by the Tate

depends on how they behave [...], this may stop them launching irresponsible campaigns.75

Despite the media attention to the beginning of the design phase, a press confer-

ence held at the beginning of July 1981 was not covered in the press as the Tate

expected, seeing Turner’s popularity and the recent assignation of the Pritzker Prize

73 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.192.c87 3.3.1983 Harvey is known for his work for many
english cathedrals and at the National Gallery, where he would also realise the epigraphs in the
Sainsbury Wings’ hall.

74 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 18.6.1981
75 TG 2/5/7/1 28 September 1981, Alan Bowness to M.W.Hodges.
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to Stirling.76 In hindsight, this cold reception could have proved favourable, as the

consistent delays to the completion of the building could have been more publicised

as a scandalous misconduct both on the government and the Tate’s part.

Nonetheless, given the result of Somerset House "saga" and the Turner Society’s

continuous opposition to the new building, the Tate Director still aimed to make

Stirling and Wilford’s design as known as possible to the specialists and the general

public alike. In August 1982 Bowness began to envisage an exhibition of the present-

ation drawings for the Clore Gallery, timed to coincide with the London I.C.O.M.

conference scheduled for the next summer. The public interest had to be kept high

towards the new building, for reasons both ideological and practical in nature: if the

building su�ered delays, a strong public opinion in its favour would have most likely

brought in the necessary funds, in the form of governmental support or private dona-

tions. The Tate was also favourable, in the spring of 1983, to allow the �lming of a

TV program celebrating the life of Turner and the building of the new museum77,

as well as advancing the idea of commissioning a special cladding for the Clore Scaf-

folding to Daniel Buren78:in this way, even the building site would have temporarily

become an artwork in itself, prominent in its position on the Thames riverfront.79

Nonetheless, the Turner Society continued to object to the Clore Gallery, des-

pite there being no chance of the scheme being called o� at that point, and their

76 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117
77 The �lm, titled Turner — A Celebration never went beyond a preliminary conceptual stage, al-

though its promoters had a clear idea of distributions in cinemas and on British televisions,
without excluding the possibility of foreign distribution.

78 French artist, known for its urban installations with elements painted in white and black bands.
79 The proposal was rejected by the contractors on fears of sharply rising costs and additional

security requirements.
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campaigning e�orts shifted to the reunion of the whole Bequest, at present divided

between National Gallery, British Museum and Tate Gallery. The Clore Gallery

[...] makes no sense as long as the three art custodial institutions keep the Bequest

works arbitrarily divided among themselves.80

thus demanding from the Minister for the Arts81 a markedly stronger coordina-

tion role in order to obtain that the whole corpus of Turner’s work be �nally kept in

one place. Up to that point there had never been many objections from the Turner

Society to the architectural form of the new museum, as the most belligerent mem-

bers had been purposefully kept out of the design team by the Tate Director. In

december 1983, soon after the Clore Gallery foundation ceremony, the British Mu-

seum �nally agreed to the transfer of the Turner watercolours to the Tate, thus �nally

reuniting most of the Bequest. The Society’s objections, however, did not stop even

after the completion of the building.

2.5 Stirling back in fashion

At the end of 1979, James Stirling (53) and Michael Wilford (41) lead, together

with their associates, a �rm of about 20 sta� based in Gloucester Square, London,

just o�cially renamed James Stirling, Michael Wilford and Associates 82. They had

not been building something in their homeland for almost ten years, and they had

established a detached branch in Stuttgart to follow more closely the development

of the Staatsgalerie, their �rst major commission since the end of the sixties.

80 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.192.c87 6.1.1983
81 Norman St John Stevas was substituted by Paul Channon at the end of 1982.
82 The �rm had been known, after the split with James Gowan, as just James Stirling and Partner
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The lack of home projects for the architects for almost a decade, lasting from the

Runcorn Estate and Olivetti Training Centre projects (begun in 1968-70) until the

Clore Gallery (begun in 1980) can be traced to two fundamental reasons, excluding

chance: a sort of "fall from grace" from potential clients, due both to the energy crisis

that impacted the building industry in the seventies and to some evident technical

problems that a�ected Stirling’s major built works, and a broader change in British

cultural, social and political climate. The reasons behind the supposed break between

the �rst and the later part of his career can not be reduced to the simple in�uences

exerted by young assistants and old mentors alike83, and such a break appears more

of a historiography device than a true change in the essence of Stirling’s architecture.

The interest for cities, context and the urban scale of design was not strictly new

in Stirling’s production and theoretical thinking, but its concrete realisation is un-

deniably also a product of the di�erent kind of competitions entered by the �rm,

where public urban authorities asked for designs that could respond to the layered

fabric of urban centres: this could not happen at Leicester, where the scale of the

neo-Georgian adjacent buildings was compensated by the large empty space of the

nearby park, or at Oxford or Cambridge where the sites’s location did not generate

a direct contact with historical preexistence. 84

There was also a shift of sensibilities both in the general public and in architecture,

generated in part by the development, in the sixties, of a new attention to preserva-

tion issues. What Jacobus praised of the Leicester engineering building, that is to

83 P. Jones and Canni�e, 2012, Notably, that of Léon Krier and Colin Rowe.
84 Interview with Michael Wilford, see appendix 6.2
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say its uniqueness and freedom from environmental in�uences85, is precisely what

Stirling had already explored in the "academic" series of building and choose not to

exploit further when designing more explicitly site-speci�c buildings like museums

between the seventies and the eighties.

The only true break was perhaps the split of the partnership with James Gowan

in 1963, during the initial phases of the Cambridge History Faculty design. The

building was both a consecration (with the critics) and a source of strong criticism

(from the �nal users of the building): the �nal decision to rotate the whole design,

stemmed from misunderstandings about the ownership of the site, made it – far

from the architect’s will – an example of functionalist-inspired architecture that did

not actually perform some of its functions, and provoked the You want architecture?

Look at the history faculty reaction in prospective clients in the following decade.86 This

was justi�ed by evident issues regarding temperature control and ventilation: these

were so integral to the design that the discomfort of users persisted well after the

building’s inauguration. The change in orientation occurred after the project gained

approval, thus producing a strong glasshouse e�ect that could not be mitigated by

forced ventilation, as the installed air pumps produced an inacceptable level of noise

and vibration for a library. After a decade, faculty members still reported extreme

discomfort, as

85 Jacobus, 1964, Leicester Engineering is a product of its immediate circumstances rather than of its en-
vironment, present and future. It is a timely solution as well as a timely design. It realistically deals with
the here and now, without obstruction or interference, it leaves the future to �nd its own way.

86 P. Jones and Canni�e, 2012.
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in the summer heat one roasts in a glasshouse from inadequate protection by

ine�cient venetian blinds; in the winter cold one shivers in a glasshouse, inad-

equately warmed by ine�cient central heating.87

and

some of the windows by which ventilation is controlled have been put in such

positions of ingenious inaccessibility that to open or shut them one needs to be

approximately 8ft tall.88

The Leicester Engineering building was a�ected by the same problems of temper-

ature control, particularly in the laboratories, so much that the glazed roof has been

entirely substituted in recent years89; even in other parts of the building the glass

had severe leaking problems. The extent of these technical failures is related in part

to the low budget imposed for the two buildings, so that a complex solution needed

perhaps double the sum to be carried out to e�cience. Budget problems plagued the

Clore as well, as it will be seen in the following paragraph.

Stirling’s interest for the so-called "functional tradition"90spans his whole career

as demonstrated by photographs taken by the architect and his articles published

in the Architectural Review, but also by the constant defense of the urban fabric of

historical cities, reputing the traditional relationship between building and street to

be still the most satisfactory one.91

87 Coleman, 1979.
88 Ibid., It might be a reason for a reduced use of glazing in subsequent buildings.
89 In conversation on site with the Lab Supervisor.
90 The term, broadly, refers to 19th century buildings that had a mostly functional nature and thus

were "spared" the eclectic ornamentation of other contemporary buildings.
91 James Stirling, 1967.
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On the other side of the Atlantic, however, Stirling’s popularity was constantly on

the rise through the late sixties and the seventies with his teaching assignments at

Yale contributing to his fame; British newspapers referred to Stirling’s American wor-

shippers. The inputs coming from the United States pointed in a direction that would

soon be de�ned postmodernism after Venturi and Scott Brown’s work on Las Vegas and

the collaboration between Peter Eisenman and Jacques Derrida, and Britain seemed

toward the end of the sixties to be catching up with infrastructural projects geared

towards a steadily growing number of motorists. At the time, Venturi was seen as

the American architect who boxes and coxes with James Stirling of London as Davenport

professor of Architecture at Yale92.

In fact, around 1978-1979 Stirling received threemajor commissions in theUnited

States, one of them being Harvard’s Fogg Museum, construction of the Stuttgart

Staatsgalerie was underway, and the Wissenschaftszentrum in Berlin was almost

complete. The Tate appointment dates to early October 1978, one of the busiest

periods for the �rm, and Stirling’s international recognition at the time is one of the

factors moving the Trustees’ choice in his favour. For a still essentially conservative

environment, the fact that supposedly

Having invented a new vocabulary for the avante (sic) garde, Stirling has

plunged into a wave of what looks suspiciously like revivalism93

was actually a favourable argument towards allowing a former controversial architect

to build in the heart of London.

Stirling and Wilford were quite active in continental Europe as well, both on the

didactic and design side: their most prestigious commission to date, the Stuttgart

92 Bendixson, 1969.
93 Sudijc, 1979.
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Staatsgalerie, originated from the victory of a limited competition, and in 1978 the

�rm participated to the Roma Interrotta exhibition, an invitation from Giulio Carlo

Argan and Christian Norberg-Schulz for architects to reassess and reinterpret the

role of history in contemporary architecture through personal elaboration on the

Nolli plan of the city drawn in 1736. The architects’ presentation is declensed in the

plural person, stating that the major source of frustration for a megalomaniac archi-

tect are unbuilt projects, that are thus incorporated in the Nolli plan as a correction.94

The description reads as an ironic take on the presentation of projects and a play on

its conventional language, as well as serving to express a critical view, oftentimes re-

peated by Stirling, on the ultimate irrationality and inadequacy of the "New Towns".

Here the loss of historical British cities like Glasgow, Liverpool and Newcastle by

way of the removal of "anachronistic" buildings95 is ascribed to the ideal of progress

and not to progress itself: unlike genuine revivalists, Stirling did never advocate the

return to a golden age, rather encouraging the acceptance of the anachronistic, the

discordant, the contradictory in the layered fabric of the historical city, a urban-scale

version of what he meant to achieve through the allusions and references present in

most of his projects.

The perception (as we shall see, largely incorrect) that Stirling transitioned from

pure geometry to heavy quotations from the past96 �t in well with the conservationist

approach, and the reduced use of glazing in favour of more massive wall elements

(like in Berlin) and a more conservative use of materials (less glass, more stone, as

in Stuttgart) were felt as a sort of reassurance against the issues that plagued the "red

94 Argan, 1978.
95 Ibid.
96 Sudijc, 1979.
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trilogy". As late as 1983, the british public still regarded Stirling as a British architect

of note overseas.97

2.6 The Royal Gold Medal and the Pritzker Prize

1980 is the year where Stirling’s fortunes appear markedly to rise again in England:

in March, he was awarded the Royal Gold Medal by the RIBA,

as a mark of recognition for those past achievements which exist in their own

right as well as the potential of unbuilt projects, both past and future, which are

an inseparable part of the Stirling vocabulary.98

when the news of his appointment for the Clore Gallery had been made public just

twomonths earlier and results from theWissenschaftszentrum competition in Berlin

were awaited. It is well beyond time that you should have received a commission of import-

ance in this country99: the feeling expressed by N.A. Davies, a quantity surveyor that

had worked with Stirling in the past and who was to collaborate again with him to the

Clore project, might have been shared by the directors of the RIBA and a contrib-

uting factor for the assignment of the Gold Medal: foreign commissions received by

Stirling’s �rm were beginning to surpass in number and importance those in Eng-

land, and this sign of recognition of the potential of future projects can be read as

an attempt to "bring back" Stirling to England.100 The circumstance of being more

97 Nurse, 1983.
98 aa.vv., n.d.
99 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.131.c205 23 January 1980, N.A. Davis to James Stirling and

Michael Wilford.
100 Metaphorically only: although two german branches of the o�ce were opened, the main one

still remained in London and no american branch was established.
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recognised abroad that at home was common to other prominent British architects

of the same generation – Norman Foster and Richard Rogers – although it can be

speculated that the idea of the most brilliant architects not getting prominent home

commissions was in part fueled by the "what’s wrong with British architecture?" sen-

timent. A footnote in a RIBA Journal101 article dedicated to the Gold Medal states

that, apart from the ongoing competition in Berlin and the almost-completed Staats-

galerie in Stuttgart, of six projects on Stirling’s table just one is in Britain (The Clore

Gallery): the other �ve are all commissions from the United States.

The address given by Stirling upon reception of the Medal was published in the

RIBA Journal under the title James Stirling: Architectural aims and in�uences102, in

which a �rst section of acknowledgments and references is followed by a brief sum-

mary of the �rm’s work. According to a letter published on the same journal some

months after, Stirling was not pleased with the published version of his speech103,

with sentences cut short, words substituted and whole sections missing. without the archi-

tect’s agreeement, as

The omission of whole sections (without my knowledge) changes the balance I was

trying to maintain and invalidates the point of view I was trying to argue.104

Disagreeing on the use of written and spoken English and the courtesy of sending

the article beforehand for checking, the tones of the letter exchange appear sarcastic

on both parts, signalling a far from idyllic relationship with some members of the

specialised press (a more favourable comparison is made with Architectural Design).

101 aa.vv., n.d.
102 James Stirling, September 1980.
103 James Stirling and P. Murray, January 1981.
104 Ibid.
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In his introductory speech105, Norman Foster remarks that Stirling is long overdue

a formal recognition in his country, as

In recent years the profession in this country has found itself increasingly under

attack for its standards, quality and values. It does seem strange that during

such a period, an architect of the calibre of Jim should be virtually dependent on

recognition abroad. Their gain and our loss.

This is symptomatic of the fact that public opinion in Great Britain was still di-

vided about Stirling, while his American reputation was far less controversial: partly

because his main activity, until the eighties, was teaching rather than building, as his

collaboration with Yale began in the beginning of the sixties, and apparently Stirling

tried at some point to establish a practice in the United States.106 While the amer-

ican commissions proceeded, Stirling was awarded in 1981 the Pritzker Prize, being

e�ectively the third architect to win it and the �rst British one. The jury was com-

posed, among others, by Philip Johnson and Arata Isozaki, who stated that the award

was given

as a leader of the great transition from the Modern Movement to the archi-

tecture of the New – an architecture that once more has recognized historical

roots, once more has close connections with the buildings surrounding it, once

more can be called a new tradition.107

With Philip Johnson announcing, not without irony (intended or otherwise) that

James Stirling has been the Wunderkind of modern architecture for some twenty years. Today

105 Foster, August 1980.
106 Girouard and J.F. Stirling, 1998, As Girouard reports, in 1961 Stirling, Norman Foster and

Richard Rogers were all enrolled at Yale in di�erent capacities.
107 Pritzker Prize jury citation, May 1981.
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he is a mature leader of world architecture. and 1981 is Stirling’s year, at a time when

none of the major works he came to be recognised for in the eighties were actually

completed108, particularly those in the United States. This can be read as a will

to "create" an architect on the part of Philip Johnson109, implying that up until his

american consacration, Stirling still was a �fty-year-old enfant prodige: in this case

partly the mixed reception his buildings actually received (particularly the Sackler

Museum in Harvard), and partly Stirling’s attitude, independent and adverse to the

postmodernist label and to adopt a house-style did not contribute to bring his reputation

to "superstar" status in the United States.

On the London side, the Tate clients and in particular Alan Bowness and Lord

Hutchinson were present at the Pritzker ceremony: the former remarks that al-

though the award’s fame is not as signi�cant in the UK, they as patrons (and the only

ones in London) can begin to bask in your glory110 while the latter is more generically

formal, albeit stating that Philip Johnson paid you some delightful compliments, and made

the excellent point that in America its dollars not decorations - all the more satisfactory! 111

This feedback between two side of the ocean is relevant in understanding the dy-

namics of public opinion towards the architects at the beginning of the eighties.

In his acceptance speech, Stirling makes a remark that could be better understood

by contrasting it with an earlier one, dating to the end of the �fties, found in the

so-called Black Notebook. While as a young, emerging architect he stated that he

108 The Staatsgalerie in Stuttgart was at an advanced stage of construction, and even incomplete it
impressed the jurors enough to award the prize. In the perspective of a critical reevaluation of
the role of history and urban context, Stirling was regarded as the man of the moment.Curtis, 1999

109 Conversation with J-L. Cohen
110 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c86
111 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c86, LordHutchinson to James Stirling. Hutchinson here

refers to the fact that the Pritzker Prize included a monetary award, while the RIBA Gold Medal
did not.
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was �nding it di�cult to be an englishman and an architect, particularly a modern

one112, in accepting the Pritzker Prize at the age of 53,

Its always been di�cult for me to see myself. I work very intuitively. Im not

even sure whether Im an English Architect, a European or an International

Architect[...].113

Thirty years after the Festival of Britain, the architect’s attitude has shifted and

matured, no longer aspiring to establish a somewhat utopistic idea of a british idiom

ofmodern architecture, instead focusing on its continuous (and inevitable) evolution,

balancing between progressive and retrospective tendencies, looking as at home as

much as abroad. Stirling’s intention, at a midpoint in his career, is to keep pursuing

the objective of architecture as art, keeping history as a vast source of possibilities to

be explored in the development of an architectural language that is free and relevant

to its time.

In continental Europe, where Stirling taught and achieved international fame, Fin-

land awarded him the Aalto Medal in 1978,

for boldly rejuvenating the formulaic contemporary architecture and for speci�c-

ally approaching architecture as building art. In granting him the award, the

committee drew particular attention to a trait shared by Stirling and Aalto: the

determined e�ort to use contemporary technology, primarily in a way that serves

people.

Expectations were high as other major projects by Stirling and Wilford neared

completion, Bowness and the Tate took pride in being the only London patrons

112 Crinson and J.F. Stirling, 2009.
113 James Stirling, Pritzker Prize acceptance speech, May 1981
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of the �rm and the Turner Museum was, small scale nothwistanding, a symbolic

building for Britain as it involved one of its major painters. All this would take, as

we will further discuss, an unexpected turn with the National Gallery competition,

the opening of the Mansion House controversy and the excessive delays of the Clore

Gallery.

2.7 Funding

2.7.1 Public and private support for the arts

The Thatcher government, following its installment in 1979, adopted a policy of

sharp cuts towards the �nancing of the arts, aiming to shift a part of the �nancial

support from public to private, as part of a broader policy of cuts in public ex-

penses. The �rstMinister of Arts under the Thatcher government, Norman St.John-

Stevas114 had to confront the representatives of numerous artistic establishments on

these choices: although the government white paper on public expenses stated that

in 1980-81 the cuts should nontheless allow a level of activity "broadly comparable"

to the previous years 115, many feared the resources available for the arts would ul-

timately not be su�cient to keep up the previous years’ standards.

The discussion of the �nancial cuts to the arts sector, brought forward in theHouse

of Commons by numerous representatives of museums, theaters and orchestras,

contrasted the o�cial communication line, which aimed to represent private spon-

sorship as an advantageous move that would bene�t both the institutions and the

114 British politician and barrister (1929-2012) he was minister for the arts from 1979 to 1981.
115 Direct central government expenditure in support of museums, libraries and the live arts in 1980 – 81

should allow a continuation of activities at a level broadly comparable to what has been possible in the
current year. House of Commons, HC Deb 05 November 1979 vol 973 cc22-4
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private sector, keeping in governmental hands only the running costs of the artistic

establishments. There was a di�dence towards private money, as the richest indus-

tries at the times, oil companies and banks, were seen as making windfall pro�ts by

less than fair means thanks to government policies favouring them, and appeared

not inclined to share these pro�ts to allow the arts to grow.116 The fear of a less

continuous and reliable source of funds was in part founded, as bank representat-

ives in discussion with Stevas, on his proposal to increase funding for the arts, stated

that they were in fact already supporting them and that it was important to them, as

competitive enterprises, to decide for themselves how to use their money. This can be inter-

preted as the core reason for many of the artistic establishments’ misgivings on the

governmental policy, as it o�ered at the time no real advantage for private investors

in the arts, thus keeping private sponsorship more as a matter of moral benevolence

or civic duty rather than presenting it as a viable investment.

The Clore donation for the Turner Museum was given with perfect timing re-

garding the agenda of warming the arts world to the idea of private sponsorships,

and indeed the o�cial announcement by the Minister for the Arts reads in equal

parts as propagandistic and apologetic:

What a splendid year for the arts and our heritage this is turning out to be.

How right we were to keep our faith and not be deterred by the false prophets

of gloom and doom. We have recently celebrated the setting up of the National

Heritage Fund, itself the realisation of another dream [...] A new era for private

patronage of the arts is opening up to supplement public support.117

116 House of Commons,HC Deb 17 March 1980 vol 981 cc24-6. In view of the enormous windfall
pro�ts of the oil companies and the banks, will he [St John-Stevas]undertake to approach them to disburse
some of their ill-gotten gains for the sake of the arts?

117 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.147.c7
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Such a speech re�ected accurately the government’s policies andwas aimed at quelling

the fears of many artistic establishments by showing them that, by undertaking the

management of a prestigious project funded by private money, the government was

apparently neither abandoning the arts nor sacri�cing their growth. There is of

course a dissonance between narrative and facts, which became apparent during the

early stages of the Clore project, and will be further analysed in the following sec-

tions.

There could have been a means to raise supplemental funds without resorting to

governmental aid or more conspicuous private donations: the introduction of ad-

mission charges. Such a measure, however, would have challenged the very nature

of Britain’s national museums: they were (and still are) considered institutions for

the education of all citizens, and in this respect their free accessibility is the core

of their mission. Norman St.John-Stevas was well known for his proposal, made

several years before, of introducing an entry fee for the national museums that was

temporarily implemented, and the �ery dispute that followed, resulting in the ulti-

mate (and permanent) renounce to the admission charges. During the years-long

discussion many issues were raised on the practical introduction of such a measure:

the introduction of a weekly free day, the amount of governmental money received

in respect to the revenue made by admission charges118, as well as the estimated

additional income to accrue to the state Treasury 119

118 there was a concern on the possibility that the more money museums made from entrance fees,
the less money they would receive from the Government. House of Commons, HC Deb 11
December 1973 vol 866 cc180-3

119 About 1.2 million pounds per year. House of Commons, HC Deb 23 October 1973 vol 861
c456W
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The debate apparently convinced him of the inappropriateness of the introduction

of entrance fees, as at the end of June 1980 the matter was discussed again in the

House of Commons120 and rejected �rmly by Stevas: museums can (and should) be

left free to charge for admission for special exhibitions if they so wish, but there was

no intention of introducing a permanent ticketing system. If on the one hand the

fees were thought of acceptable, in the light of the high quality and success of special

exhibitions and the percentage of foreign visitors (who regularly pay for museums in

their home countries), on the other hand the public purpose of the museums would

have been damaged by such a measure in terms of restriction of audience (and thus

lower attendance)121

Admission fees aside, the Thatcher government aimed to initially control the arts

primarily through �nancial support rather than a speci�c evaluation of artistic pro-

duction. Until the intervention by Prince Charles in 1984 on the National Gallery

Competition, as will be discussed in chapter four, the public debate on architecture

was not centered on style, only leaving the choice of architect to be determined by

the single client or competition evaluators.

2.7.2 Financing the Turner Museum

In the course of a century and a half, there have been twomain obstacles to the build-

ing of a Turner museum: the choice of location and the availability of funds. While

the former found, at least in theory, a solution in the Tate building and the former

hospital site, the latter was left pending until the Clore Foundation, a private insti-

120 House of Commons, HC Deb 30 June 1980 vol 987 cc1082-3
121 This put Stevas in open agreement with the Opposition at the time, and it is one of the under-

lying factors of his demotion at the end of 1981.
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tution providing patronage to the arts decided to donate a very substantial sum to

�nally undertake the museum’s construction. The actual donor was Vivien Du�eld,

daughter of Sir Charles Clore, and she periodically participated to the Design Team

meetings, although her overall role appears from the minutes and correspondence

to be somewhat marginal, limited to the approval (or disapproval) of the overall ap-

pearance of the building. Nonetheless, her opinion was considered of importance in

the dynamics of the project, and acted, as Stirling stated, as a third client who was to

be kept satis�ed.

The actual amount of money available for the project remained unclear for almost

a whole year: this forced the architects to design the building in such a way that it

could have been split into separate phases without losing its main function. The

uncertainty on the total sum of the donation is in part due to a controversy on Sir

Charles Clore’s will122, which prolonged the wait until a de�nite �gure could be

established. The uncertainty on this matter was compounded by the governmental

reticence to take charge of the hypotetical but likely additional expenses that might

have occurred during the course of the building phase.

In January 1980, the Tate commissioned Stirling andWilford a project with a total

budget of four million pounds, plus another million that could be made available to

adjust for in�ation, probably a conservative estimate of the total sum that would

eventually become available.123 The o�cial con�rmation of the sum of �ve million

pounds came only at the end of November 1980 from the Clore Foundation124,

122 British �nancier and philatroper (1904 - 1979), founder of the Clore Foundation which gives
support to artistic projects and the Jewish community. After his death, most of his estate was
blocked until a taxation matter was resolved.

123 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117, 17.1.1980
124 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 24.11.1980
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allowing one more million to compensate for in�ation during a four-year period,

taking the total budget to six millions. On the governmental side, the O�ce for

Arts and Libraries put a stringent limit on the total budget, while the Minister for

the Arts still had not formally given his support on the maintenance expenses for the

futuremuseum. The estimates at the time showed an extremely narrowmargin (5,99

million pounds estimated, with a reduction of the space available for exhibition),

which allowed for virtually no delays in the completion of the building. The general

approach of the istitutions in those initial phases seems, from the documents, to be

one of shifting responsibilities: while the Clore Foundation declared its availability

to acquire funds for additional expenses, no certainty was given; the O�ce for Arts

and Libraries could not guarantee on its part a complete involvement in the project.

This situation could have easily turned into a predicament and generate a public

scandal, a fact recognised by all parties involved: there was a very substantial pos-

sibility that the government would end up being forced to intervene �nancially to

ensure the completion of the building, but there was no means of estimating if and

when such a circumstance would occur. The fact that the new Turner Museum was

widely publicised and was met with a generally favourable reaction by the public -

and subsequently high expectations - made it necessary to avoid the possible leaking

of information about this �nancial impasse, opting instead for a public reassurance,

both from the Tate director and the Minister for the Arts, that the project was slowly

but undoubtedly progressing.

The fact that the terrain on which the extension was to be built was vested to the

Crown meant that, although the funds came from a private donation, the respons-

ibility for the building was entirely public: this meant not only providing for the

maintenance and management expenses of the new museum, but also following the
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whole building process by means of a series of preliminary approvals, the awarding

of contracts and the constant monitoring of the construction site. The P.S.A., the

state agency responsible for the developement of public sites, was at the beginning

of the eighties in a state of relative decline as a corruption scandal was beginning to

surface125. The narrow margins for the completion of such a complex building (al-

though deceptively simple in appearance) and the perceived lack of adequate support

from public �nances made it so that the main contractor for the building ended up

being chosen on the lowest bid, disregarding the fact that it was common practice for

contractors to provide low estimates in order to secure jobs, counting on discrepan-

cies and controversies during the building phase in order to be funded the additional

expenses 126.

The funding issues con�icted with the intentions stated in the third revision of the

brief, where the construction standards were set to be necessarily high, for a project

of that importance,

such that it will not only be worthy of its contents and the intentions of its

donor but remain a �ne place to visit and work in for a very long period.127

. Examined in the light of the whole construction process, this statement re�ects

some amount of naiveté, for the funding issues were well-known from the begin-

ning: building to the highest standard entails a certain cost, and it was probably the

optimism of an expedite completion that allowed the choice of the lowest bidding

contractor to be made, together with the need to provide the government with the

guarantee that the budget would be respected.

125 Doig, 1985.
126 Interview with Michael Wilford, see appendix.
127 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c86
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The Tate and Stirling adopted, at least in the early design stages, di�erent attitudes

to the question of funds: while director Alan Bowness was con�dent in the possib-

ility of funding the development of the whole hospital site even before the Turner

Museum was complete128, Stirling was more skeptical and requested a written guar-

antee that the P.S.A. and the O.A.L.s would continue following the project and see

it to completion.129

This climate of uncertainty had the e�ect of producing, at least in the early phases,

a form of stall: the exact budget being still under debate, it was impossible to draft

a feasibility study or produce a detailed design, since a change in the �nal �gure

would likely mean some redesign work; at the same time, even a partial approval of

the preliminary project was thought of as di�cult.130 The ongoing controversy on

Charles Clore’s will made it particularly important that his daughter, Vivien Du�eld,

was involved in the project and kept up to date on its developments and perhaps

given an impression of certainty: there might have been a sense of fear of losing the

donation if the project was not feasible and steadily progressing.

To further complicate the issue of funding, a video inspection of the Bulinga Street

sewer conducted in October 1980 revealed that the drain pipe was badly damaged,

so much that almost 60% of its lenght had to be replaced: this additional work rep-

resented a considerable expense, particularly in the light of the fact that the works

were necessary whether the mains was left in its current position (underneath the

new building) or deplaced. The sewer passed right under the new building and work

could not begin before the issue was solved.As the sewer was under the responsib-

128 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117, 15.3.1980
129 These two bodies had expressed doubts about the donation being adequate to cover the costs of

a four-year project. CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117, 15.3.1980
130 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117, 15.3.1980
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ility of the civic authorities, the Tate insisted on the expenses for the works being

paid with governmental funds, although, once again, no certainty was immediately

given. The resolution of the sewer issue was crucial as without it work could not pro-

ceed; given the nature of the building, protection from �ooding risk was extremely

important.

Another contributing factor to the �nanacial uncertainty of the �rst year of the

design phase is the tight margin that allowed almost no compensation for unfore-

seeable circumstances: the in�ation estimates could change rapidly in the course of

four years, leaving in turn little room for delays. The P.S.A. was concerned about

the possible ongoing adjustments to the project during the building phase in order to

respect the budget: this could produce as a consequence, in a worst-case scenario, the

retirement of Stirling’s �rm from the scheme, as the changes could very well result

in a building so far from the initial design to be un�t to host Turner’s paintings.131

The con�rmation of the 5 million pound donation (with an additional million to

adjust for in�ation) from the Clore Foundation in November 1980 represented the

closure of a long period of uncertainty. The exhibition surface reduction, agreed

with the architects, allowed the project to continue in its current form, despite the

extremely narrow margins. Stirling reminded the Tate Trustees that the scheme

could not be further reduced without the need of a radical transformation, this in

turn entailing further expenses and a nine-month delay on the programme before

beginning to build. The architect’s stance can be read as an attempt to establish a

sort of �nal point on a discussion that was already long and drawn-out, in the hope

of avoiding the possibility of the scheme not coming to completion at all, or with

very substantial modi�cations.

131 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 27.10.1980
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Proceeding with these narrow margins was in itself a risk, and a show of optimism

on the clients’ part: not only faith in the e�cience of contractors, but also in the fu-

ture of Great Britain and the construction industry in the following years. Despite

the estimates for in�ation were kept in a worst-case scenario, any unforeseen cir-

cumstance, at any scale, could result in the scheme exceeding the budget. Moreover,

the government’s stance of favouring private support for the arts was putting the

completion of the Clore potentially at risk: both the Clore Foundation and the gov-

ernment were in principle favourable to founding additional expenses, but neither

was able (or probably wanted) to give any certainty to their support. At the time,

Colin St.John Wilson was of the idea that the only possible course of action was to

proceed with the Clore scheme anyway, but keeping a �gure of 8 million pounds as

a limit beyond which construction would not be possible at all.

Furthermore, the need for additional work to be carried out before the actual

building could commence in�ated the costs and eroded margins: the closure of

Bulinga Street and the soil consolidation were, in Stirling’s opinion, a responsibility

of the civic authorities that had to be �nanced by them. The governmental reticence

to spend public money on museum and galleries can explain the attempt to �t all the

expenses for the project in the donation sum. A �nal accurate estimate, necessary

for the assignation of the tender to the contractors, was in summer 1981 expected

for Christmas of the same year: this would have allowed the tender to be open in

february 1982.

The Clore Foundation, on its part, was keen to see that its gift was indeed used

in the most e�cient way possible, and to this end, in May 1982, considered hir-

ing advisors to follow the project and the �nancial management of the donation132;

132 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 4 May 1982
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The Tate, although in a position that made an open disagreement unadvisable, did

evaluate accurately the actual role and usefulness of such �gures, given the degree

of coordination required of them, in the context of an already heterogeneous design

team, and they were eventually not employed.

2.7.3 Phasing: a controversial hypothesis

One of the consequences of the uncertainty regarding the funding of the new Turner

Museum was the proposal, in , ofMay 1980 phasing of the building, which was to

be designed in such a way to make two separate building phases possible133. This

entailed a choice regarding the priority of the various parts of the new building,

necessarily sacri�cing those rooms which would not have been strictly necessary to

keep the museum functional, facing the possibility of ultimately never achieving the

complete project.

The fact that this hypothesis was considered as practicable,even if not entirely

desirable, is con�rmed by a preliminary sketch by F.J. Samuely’s �rm for the found-

ation piles of the new building that clearly shows how the short side of the L-shaped

plan lacked a section facing the military hospital. Despite recognising the numerous

issues that would arise from adopting the phased design, the decision was in fact to

further develop both the full plan (phased), meant to be kept as a sort of safety net,

and a reduced one, chosen at the end of May 1980 by the P.S.A. as the main choice.

The shortcomings of such an approach were evident from the beginning, primarily

the risk of builiding a permanently un�nished museum, for the completion of which

133 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.129.c199 10.5.1980
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Figure 2.4: Proposed foundation piles for phased design, May 1980
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a second set of approvals and subsequent tender assignments had to be programmed.

This issue was not to be completely resolved for months.

The possibility of building a smaller museum, or a phased one with less gallery

space, preoccupied both the architects, who were asked to work at two slightly dif-

ferent buildings at the same time, and some of the Tate Trustees, who feared to not

be able to keep up the publicly declared aim to make all of Turner’s oil paintings

available to the visitors and thus a subsequent public scandal.

In addition to the possible adverse reaction on the public’s part, the continuous

revision process and the progressive addition of further requirements on the Tate’s

part resulted in a builidng that was more and more di�cult to split in two separate

phases. Furthermore, there were essential elements that could not univocally be

assigned to one phase as they were vital to both: for example, the large lift for the

paintings that had to double as lift for personnel and disabled visitors: the initial

proposal was to include it in the second phase (the paintings in the main galleries

could be brought there via the old Tate), but that would have meant that the museum

could have been permanently inaccessible to disabled people if the second phase

could not be �nanced.

A provisional solution was found in November 1980, when a reduction of the

initial scheme for 210 square meters is approved. According to Stirling, this is to

be considered as permanent, and impossible to reintegrate in the project even in the

event of additional resources becoming available. The cuts entail a loss of exhibition

space and a "slight overcrowding" of the sta� facilities, and the project is still thought

of as phased. Frank Newby’s opinion134 at thetimeon the matter of phasing is that at

134 Structural engineer and long-time collaborator of Stirling from the times of the Leicester En-
gineering Faculty, associate of F.J. Samuely’s �rm.
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least the foundation piles had to be laid in one phase (a total of 230 piles): while the

immediate cost was higher, it would still prove advantageous in the long run, as the

cost of two separate excavations, one of which in close proximity of an already-set

building, would still ouweigh the initial savings135. In general, the engineer’s view

is that the surface reduction would produce negligible savings on the whole project,

at least on the structural side. At this stage, the idea of phasing the building was

still on the discussion table, the only di�erence being the smaller size of the �nished

building: still a compromise in order to hope to see the project through.

During the �rst o�cial presentation to the Tate Trustees, Stirling shows the com-

plete building, as the phased one has a marked (and unpleasant) appearance of some-

thing half-�nished, half-accomplished; he however noted that some of the spaces de-

picted might not be included in the �rst building phase unless the Clore Foundation

manages to make supplemental money available.136 This can be read as a persuasive

device through which Stirling, doubtlessly backed by Newby, attempts to depict the

two-phase building as an inconvenient solution that could very well result in a per-

manently crippled museum: in a sense, that could have been an outcome worse than

the scheme being called o�, as the un�nished building would stand as a permanent

reminder of the failure not only to ful�ll Turner’s will but also, both from the public

and private sector, to encourage and support arts and culture in a climate of political

and economic cuts.137 This strategy proved favourable, as some of the Trustees and

curators began to agree on the necessity of building the whole museum in one phase.

135 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.129.c199 29.10.1980
136 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c86 23.2.1981
137 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117
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Producing the drawings for a single-phase and a two-phase versions of the same

building was costly to Stirling andWilford’s �rm both in terms of time andmoney138,

and the architect thus pushed for a written con�rmation from either the Clore Found-

ation or theO�ce for Arts and Libraries that the building could be realised in a single

phase, seeing that by mid-june 1981 the necessary authorisations had been received.

New estimates produced by the surveyors in may 1982 showed that the single-

phase building was indeed less costly than the two-phase one, fact that prompted

Stirling 139 to exhort the P.S.A. representatives to accept the former, citing the fa-

vourable opinion of all bnthe other institutions involved. The �nal approval for the

single-phase building was issued in August 1982140, as the estimate work carried out

by the P.S.A. and the quantity surveyors showed that it was indeed possible to stay

within the 6 million pounds limit, with an additional margin of 0,2 millions made

available by the O.A.L.

138 they needed extra personnel to produce the drawings at the same time.
139 0027.190.c102 13.4.1982 James Stirling to Nicol Mutch
140 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117
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3 Building
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The main galleries under construction, 1985













3.1 Main Galleries

While the exterior of the building was intially left to the architect’s discre-

tion, subject to mainly general indications, for example the need to defer

to the main Tate building while maintaining a degree of original architectural char-

acter, the interiors were perceived as the domain of the gallery curators, who gave

instructions that were slightlymore speci�c, although sometimes con�ictual between

the �rst drafts that formed the basis of the design and the later phases of the con-

struction. The focus of the Turner Museum was to be the main galleries, where oil

paintings would be displayed: the instructions introduced in the third revision of the

brief1 speci�ed that the rooms had to reach a compromise between good exhibition

conditions and preservation concerns and achieve a balance between a contemplative

space and one where groups of visitors could converse and share an experience. The

architectural character of the galleries was required to be traditional, to some degree

monumental and the single rooms had to be permanently divided. This latter require-

ment shows the intention of creating an interior space with minimal di�erences with

the main Tate galleries and a seamless exhibition route, where visitors would not

immediately perceive to be in a new and di�erent building. This was coherent with

the discussed proposal2 of arranging the British collection across the riverfront por-

tion of the Tate, so as to achieve a route that would �ttingly culminate in the Turner

Museum with the works of the "last great British painter."

The choice of a permanently �xed ehibition space was the logical product of the

attitude of the Tate Trustees and curator towards both the Bequest and the architec-

1 CCA, 9 January 1980
2 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c86 19.12.1979, handwritten note by Michael Wilford
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tural theme of building a newmuseum: a deliberate statement of a direction opposite

to that of the free plan, the museum-container that could be rearranged in a poten-

tially in�nite number of ways and could adapt to a variable content. It represented a

radical change in attitude from the early seventies, when the future development of

the Hospital site was envisaged as a large, free-plan complex with a strong techno-

logical component, much like the Beaubourg in Paris (that had yet to be built at the

time) or the Berkeley Art Museum[Figure 3.1]. The Tate actually requested inform-

ation to the University of Berkely about the latter, receiving enthusiastic comments

on the excellent functioning of the space, expecially that the design is a welcome change

from the usual, endless succession of box-like rooms3 and the partitions allow to create both

public and more intimate spaces. This kind of museum was also particularly �t to

house growing collections that would have needed to be rearranged quite often, as it

was the case for the whole New Museums scheme.

In contrast to this, the Turner Bequest was a �nite collection, not liable or likely

to change following further acquisitions: a space where temporary exhibitions would

not be held4 and where the rotation of the exhibited paintings was a subject of debate.

In that sense, the galleries had to be planned with a degree of lungimirance in order

to result in a museum space that could function, essentially unchanged, throughout

its life.

The element that somewhat broke the traditional scheme was the presence of win-

dows: although an unavoidable element whenever a museum occupied a building

designed for other purposes, the intrusion of sunlight was considered to be detri-

3 TG14/8/2/2 12th July 1971, Bonnie Baskin to Michael Compton.
4 The 1979 expansion of the Tate provided the museum with a su�ciently neutral space that

could be used to that purpose.
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Figure 3.1: Mario Ciampi, Berkeley Art Museum, 1970
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mental to the conservation of paintings and thus avoided whenever possible. The

idea of incorporating a window (or a series of windows) is present in the project

from the very early stages5 and denotes the will, on Stirling’s part, to avoid building

a mausoleum or a fortress for the paintings by keeping a form of visual contact with

the outside. The initial idea was to have multiple openings on the façades overlook-

ing the garden6,later reduced to just one opening in the elevation facing the Thames.

This element was very important to the architect and defended in various instances,

on the grounds that the view of the Thames had the purpose of relieving museum

fatigue and at the same time relating the landscape paintings inside with the actual

landscape outside. The idea created some controversy within the curatorial divi-

sion at the Tate: while some agreed to the propositions, others felt that the openings

would create additional di�culties in the form of higher illumination levels, more

issues in the correct climatisation calibration and a possible reduction of wall space.7

The Tate sta� seemed to agree to the idea after a few months, in the summer of

1980, although the conservation department insisted on them being located away

from the paintings, for example in a corridor or a loggia.

The initial aim was to exhibit permanently the most part of the 290 oil paintings

present in the Bequest: to this purpose, the exhibition space was, at an early stage,

estimated to be around 1700 square meters to accommodate adequately the paint-

ings. There was a distinction between the most signi�cant paintings and those that

were considered somewhat minor: the former were to be hung at the same level as

the rest of the Tate, in a less dense con�guration while the latter were allocated in the

5 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 31.1.1980
6 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c86
7 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 25.3.1980
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so-called "Reserve Galleries", above the main ones and more dense.8 As there was

no planned substantial change in the painting exhibited, the architect could design

the galleries to achieve the right proportions in respect to the artworks: the optimal

viewing height was studied, as well as the proportions of the galleries and the ceil-

ings. Given the quantity of paintings that were to be exhibited, the curatorial team’s

concern about losing valuable wall space was justi�ed, although it con�icted with yet

another request. In fact, the way the plan in March 1980 (see �gure 3.2) was de-

signed, it was impossible to close up some rooms in the event of a possible renova-

tion, such as the repainting of the walls or a change of the painting displayed.9. In the

discussion phase, however, Stirling objected that making the galleries independent

from one another would result in too many openings, thus producing a further loss

of hanging space for the paintings. As of September 1980 there was no �nal brief,

the Tate opting instead for successive amendments to the drafts, awaiting the insti-

tutional feedback that would have almost certainly entailed some degree of change

to the program. Up to this point, the project submitted to the W.C.C. included the

broader development scheme of the whole Millbank site, even though approval was

requested only for the Turner Museum, as no realistic source of funding was to be

found at the time.

The �rst design phase was completed in the autumn of 1980, with Stirling and

Wilford’s �rm transmitting the preliminary sketch drawings to the Tate for eval-

uation.10 In this phase, the Tate Trustees disliked the hypothetic placement of a

terrace over the main entrance facing towards the Tate, as this would not allow a

8 Ibid.
9 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 25.3.1980
10 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c86
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Figure 3.2: Plan of �rst �oor, main galleries, March 1980
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view of the Thames; moreover, its proximity to the Reserve Galleries would draw

the public towards rooms that were meant more for scholars than the general public.

At the time, the project was still considered as buildable in phases, with the Reserve

Galleries being included in the second phase: it was perhaps wise to keep the �ow of

visitors away from a potentially un�nished part of the building.

Figure 3.3: General plan for the Clore Gallery, its relationship with the Tate, Hos-
pital and gardens.

The o�cial presentation of the scheme before the Tate Trustees, as well as the

conservation department sta�, was to take place in late February 1981: this date was

repeatedly modi�ed (postponed, then anticipated) so as to ensure that the �nancial

side of the project was sound before a formal and �nal decision was made. Stirling

and Wilford’s modus operandi of close and frequent communication with the clients
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meant that such a presentation was little more than a formality in respects to the

characteristics of the project, serving the purpose of establishing a �nal version of

the design upon which the working drawings could be produced.

On the 15th January 1981 the scheme was thus o�cially presented to the Tate

Trustees and Vivien Du�eld through plans, elevations, sections and axonometries,

as well as scale models of the whole scheme and of the main façades. Stirling’s de-

scription is focused on the Clore Gallery’s double access and the low courtyard facing

the entrance, where a pond was to be placed. Two months later, the Trustees give

their formal approval to the project, even if Stirling’s health conditions prevented

the Clore design team from coming to a �nal deliberation11; the ceilings and bay

window were however to be reconsidered by the clients, regardless of the architect’s

availability at the time.

Figure 3.4: Axonometric up-view of the façades for presenation to the Tate trustees,
March 1981

11 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c86 25.2.1981
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The revisions to the scheme, once the main points were established, occupied

Stirling’s �rm for most of 1981: if the previous year was dedicated to the produc-

tion of a great quantity of alternatives to the plan and elevations to �nd a formal

solution that could satisfy the functional and aesthetic requirements, in 1981 the

�rm was occupied in re�ning the details, solving the phasing dilemma and, partly,

in proposing new solutions for the watercolours galleries. Stirling’s health and the

production of phased and unphased design produced an initial two-month delay on

the schedule.

Towards the end of 1981 the P.S.A. began the tender operations in order to �nd

the contractors for the building. Stirling’s �rm supplied thw names of some �rms

who had worked with them in the past, notably F.J. Samuely’s engineering �rm and

N.A. Davis’ quantity surveyors that had already been included in the design team;

possible �rms were supplied as well by the P.S.A. to reach a total number of ten. The

intention was to accurately evaluate the �rms before assigning the contract to avoid

an approach of maximum economy that could have proved detrimental: despite this,

the normal procedure was to award the contract to the least expensive tender, and

the Clore made no exception, given the narrow margins on the total budget. The

initial responses were slow and notably cold, a fact that surprised the clients seeing

that the building industry, after a period of crisis in the seventies coinciding with

the oil crisis, seemed to be growing again. The reasons for this might be found in

the narrow margins in respect to the budget and the fears that the Clore scheme

might end up in a situation similar to the British Library one, or even not be funded

to completion at all. This could explain why a number of �rms were not keen on

taking the risk of being awarded the contract. The Clore scheme was published also
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on the European Community Journal12, and thus was open to participation from

continental �rms, but the P.S.A. doubted of their actual interest for the project.

3.2 General references and models

The body of documents pertaining to the Clore Gallery includes a set of notes13

that Stirling drafted as replies to the R.F.A.C. comments on the Clore project. They

are particularly interesting as they belong to a preliminary phase of design and are

spontaneous in character14, lacking the prepared (and often slighlty ironic) tone of

post-completion interviews. As Tafuri pointed out, the analysis of Stirling’s personal

notes is particularly interesting in order to better understand his architecture and its

conceptual genesis.

Three levels of references can be found in the Clore Gallery, and in most of Stirl-

ing’s projects, with various degrees of prevalence. The �rst is a re�ection on previous

design and ideas, built and unbuilt, of which some elements or solutions are retained

and adapted to new purposes. This is most prevalent in the conceptual exercise of

the Roma Interrotta exhibition, that provides a sort of compendium of the architect’s

work up until the end of the seventies. Some features are recursive through one or

more projects, as in the Clore case the back elevation’s windows, the revolving door

and the skylight over the stairway that all echo solutions experimented and employed

in Stuttgart.

12 For the main contract, as well as the mechanical and electrical ones. CCA,
AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 26.1.1982

13 0027.095.c117, see Appendix 1.
14 They most likely form the basis of a formal reply to the R.F.A.C. during a successive meeting.
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Secondly, the context of each project is closely examined in its architectural and

urban characteristics. It is not merely a matter of form, as textures, materials, height

and volumetric relationships and vegetation are taken into account. The process

here is again to use a general criteria to adapt the (usually historical) elements of

the context into a new building and language. This is a critical passage and there

is a deliberate e�ort to avoid a banal imitation or, worse, a pastiche e�ect. What

Stirling and Wilford remark in many occasion is the will to produce an architecture

that could be new and familiar at the same time, using to that end, abstracted and

modi�ed, some of the elements that characterise the visual appearance of the sur-

roundings. This comes to particolar prominence in the museum buildings, as the

type calls for a speci�c identity and the times dictate that the institution should no

longer be separated from the city by way of a set of stone steps and an imposing

portico15, but rather made accessible to the widest audience possibile. In Stuttgart,

the urban topography of the city is replicated at a smaller scale in the Staatsgalerie

by way of ramps, stairs and the use of di�erent levels that accommodate the site’s

geographic con�guration16; in the Dusseldorf ad Cologne projects, the open spaces

were aligned to the context and referenced elements of the urban asset of the city.

The same happens in London, with a series of elements expressly designed to be

subtle, but inequivocable, references to the city: the coloured render, common to

many London buildings – Stirling cites Belgravia, the Nash Terraces and Ponsonby

Street behind the Tate – , the stone trim as a common material throughout Europe

15 Interview with Michael Wilford, see Appendix.
16 The city of Stuttgart is built between hills and slopes and stairways connecting various levels are

a common feature, particularly in the environs of the Staatsgalerie.
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and declined in many alternatives.17 The aim is for the new building to respond to

the many features present around the Tate adapting in height, volume and materials.

Thirdly, the most abstract elements incorporated in Stirling’s buildings are refer-

ences from his extensive theoric and historical knowledge of architecture. Here is

the realm of ironic allusions that Tafuri recognised in the University projects and

the Staatsgalerie18, where the Vitruvius Ludens could experiment on a language that

neither did away completely with tradition nor resigned itself to wistful nostalgia for

an arcadia that never was. The use of formal archetypes is prevalent at the Wis-

senschaftszentrum in Berlin, where the complex is formed by the justaposition of

various planimetric types, counterbalanced with the uniform treatment of the elev-

ations that makes the citation "game"19 apparent only by viewing the building from

above.

The use of extensive references to the history of architecture was perhaps the

strongest reason for his being labeled my many as a post-modernist, a term that both

he and Wilford always �rlmly rejected as un�t for their approach to architecture.

In fact, their position seems to be closer to what Colin St John-Wilson terms the

Other Tradition20, a resistance to the absence of history and its humanising factor

from the "mainstream" of the Modern Movement �ltered through the International

Style. Wilson admits that Alvar Aalto’s speech of acceptance of the RIBA goldmedal

moved him in a more humanist direction, and was the source of much of his sub-

sequent re�ections on the theme, and it is very likely that it was well known to other

architects of his generation like Stirling.

17 0027.095.c117
18 Tafuri, 1980a.
19 Another topos on the critics’ side, disapproved by Stirling.
20 C. Wilson, 2007.
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Wilson writes of a dualistic opposition between a Revolution21 and a Resistance,

but it is arguable that Stirling and Wilford’s architecture belongs to neither and can

be thought of as a "third way", or, as Stirling ironically dubbed himself in more than

one occasion, mannerism.

As Alan Bowness stated after the Clore Gallery completion,Museum architecture is

the most creative building type of the late twentieth century, and the vast series of museums

designed and built by Stirling andWilford’s �rm testi�es to this freedom of creation

with the numerous di�erent solutions employed. The two German competitions

and the Staatsgalerie had shown a deep knowledge of Schinkel’s museum architec-

ture and the will of re-read it to incorporate it in a contemporary idiom,whereas in

the case of the Clore the homogeneous nature of the collection and the particular

constraints of the site and the scheme made it so that this reference was no longer

functional to its architectural discourse.

There is a further distinction to be made: as recounted by Michael Wilford, the

�rm’smodus operandiwas that of a large collective "brainstorming" wheremany di�er-

ent ideas were brought forward and explored through dialogue and Stirling’s guid-

ance produced a vast series of alternative sketches.22 These designs can be inter-

preted as the ludic side of the design process, and in many cases can read as architec-

tural divertissements, as juxtapositions of forms and allusions that sometimes can be

mostly ironic in tone; some are explicitly designed to be feasible and buildable, oth-

ers appear less so. It is as if every project began both as a brief with very pragmatic

21 Corbusier, 1931, In Le Corbusier’s words,if we challenge the past, we shall learn that "styles" no longer
exist for us, that a style belonging to our own period has come about, and there has been a Revolution.

22 This attitude was quite publicly disliked by Leon Krier, who came to Stirling’s studio to �nd
a charismatic master in the style of Le Corbusier and found instead an architect who worked
through a team e�ort and had, e�ectively, no absolutely discernible house style.
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constraints and a conceptual exercise: these two directions would then converge to a

set of solutions to be further developed and analysed.

When it came tomake a selection to reach a �nal design to be submitted to a client,

or a competition committee, this plethora of ideas is distilled and the references that

remain are all but arbitrary. In the English museums there is no need to reinterpret

Schinkel, but it is entirely possible to invoke Soane, or to abstract the late-neoclassical

forms of Sydney Smith’s Tate Gallery to the point of making them visual cues for

interpreting the building.

Stirling’s notes make it explicitly clear that in the case of the Clore the identity of

the building lies in its capacity to combine modern and traditional architecture, as

modern architecture is too abstract and has not been able - until recently to

combine with elements of association and symbolism.

and a museum was the ideal setting where this combination could be experi-

mented. The symbolic element proved to be vital in the Turner museum case, given

its importance for scholars and general public alike: a balance between the mod-

ern abstraction and the traditional gallery scheme was achieved through the use of

form and materials in conventional (the Portland Stone elements, the cornices, the

entrance) and unconventional way.

3.3 The plan

One of the features of the Clore Museum that remained substantially the same

throughout the duration of the design phase is the general shape of the plan: the

L shape connecting to the side of the Tate Gallery was never seriously challenged,

and it maintained its fundamental proportions until the completion of the whole
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project. As much as the general shape remained constant, the internal distribution

underwent a great number of variations and alterations even at a very advanced stage

of the builing phase: the analysis of the documentation and the various drawings that

follows aims to give a chronology of this evolution, and to retrace the alterations that

were a direct product of the relationship with the clients and the institutions.

The uncertainty of the governmental intervention on the matter of funding made

it so that the architects, together with the P.S.A. and the quantity surveyors, had to

reduce by March 1980 the original dimensions of the Turner Museum, only three

months into the design process, in order not to exceed the estimated amount of the

Clore Foundation donation.23 The reduction involved the services such as o�ces

and laboratories that could be, at least in principle, shared with the main ones in the

Tate. This impacted the design process in terms of room design and allocation.ă

The dates on the sketches show that work on the plan began straight away at the

beginning of 1980. It is evident that the building was not developed uniformly: the

plan took priority and more than �fty di�erent alternatives were produced, among

which the plan to be further detailed and developed was chosen.

The �rst sketches are bare dimensional studies, where walls are represented with a

simple line and the general position of the rooms is studied in respect to visitor �ow

and painting arrangement. There is a radical di�erence between these �rst iterations

and all the subsquent ones: the role and function of the entrance being not yet pre-

cisely de�ned, it is positioned in the inner corner of the L, a reference to some of the

french hotel particuliers drawn by Blondel.24 The hypothesis that these plans were

not yet accompanied by corresponding elevations but rather were conceived on a

23 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117, 15.3.1980
24 a note on one of the sketches for the New Museums references this explicitly.
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barely volumetric basis is supported by the absence of sketches for the elevations be-

fore the autumn of 1980, when the plan had already developed into a con�guration

quite similar to the �nal one.25

While the alternatives are rarely dated, it is possible to establish a rough chrono-

logy based on the appearance of the main entrance: in the very �rst designs of the

plan, it is placed on the inner corner of the L, as it was meant chie�y as a second-

ary entrance. The sketches showing this kind of solutions are the �rst produced in

early 1980 and sometimes present a substantial degree of variation between. For

example, in �gure 3.5, the short side of the building facing the Lodge is suspen-

ded on pilotis: in this way a void space is contrasted to the full mass of the lodge;

moreover, it testi�es how the concept of placing modern language in the more "util-

itarian" side of the building was present from the very �rst phases and successively

developed. The small axonometric sketches are Stirling’s trademark and show how,

at this early stage, work was concentrated mainly on masses and distribution rather

than on "decorative" aspects.26

Another common element to most of the �rst phase sketches of the plan is the

presence of an octagonal room, meant to represent the fulcrum of the Turner gal-

lery and to accommodate the larger paintings. The gallery was meant to be entered

mainly from the link with the old Tate that was placed right behind the corner pavil-

lion27, and the presence of the octagonal room served the purpose of replicating the

shape of the pavillion room, creating a strong sense of internal coherence and con-

tinuity with the old museum. An opening, most likely glazed, was placed above the

25 It is possible that some elevation sketches might have been lost; however, the postponing of
decisions on the external appearance of the building until late 1980 is a further supporting factor.

26 the treatment of the façades is explicitly referred to as "decoration" in Stirling’s notes.
27 this placement remained the same throughout the whole design phase.
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Figure 3.5: January 1980, alternative for
the Clore Gallery plan.

Figure 3.6: January 1980, alternative for
the Clore Gallery plan.

entrance in order to allow visitors to look out into the garden. The various solutions

are studied also in terms of inner �ow of visitors, internal hyerarchy of the rooms

and the paintings’ dimensions.
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Figure 3.7: Plan variant with octagonal room, no date.

A further group of sketches that can be traced to the early months of 1980 show

that a "corridor" alternative was at a point put on the discussion table and developed:

six di�erent plans involve rooms arranged along a corridor that spans the length of

the long side of the L, culminating in four instances again in an octagonal room.

These plans for the gallery �oor lack also a de�nition of the stairs that are no more

detailed than a simple blank space or symbolic steps: the placement of the vertical

link was to enter the design much later.

The matter of phasing in�uenced the design, although the architects and clients

apparently decided to workon the complete design �rst. The �rst batch of plan al-

ternatives, chosen among earlier sketches and then submitted to the Tate dates to

March 1980 and shows a collaborative e�ort between the various actors involved in
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Figure 3.8: January 1980, alternative for
the Clore Gallery plan. Figure 3.9: January 1980, alternative for

the Clore Gallery plan.

order to reach a satisfactory and aesthetically pleasing design. The selected designs

are, moreover, more detailed than the purely conceptual, "hypothetical" ones.

In one of the early batch of sketches, drafted in late winter / spring 1980, the gal-

leries are represented as a group of rooms in a quasi-palladian disposition, following

the chronological grouping of the paintings and culminating in an exhagonal room,

allusive of the corner pavillion without being a direct reprise, that would host the

major �nished works, beyond which are the twin rooms for a selection of drawings

and the Italian sketches.28 This con�guration prevents the rooms to be seen as an

en�lade, as the entrance of the late works room coincides with the wall that separates

galleries 1 and 3; in turn, their entrances are not aligned with those of room 6 and

7. The Reserve Galleries do not directly comunicate with the main ones and are

instead set at a higher level and linked to the latter by a short stair., coherent with

the prospect of phasing at the time still being realistically considered. The pencil

corrections on the drawing imply that the Tate Trustees did not like the exhagonal

28 Architects’ Report, second draft, February 1980. CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c86
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room, perhapse because of the presence of neglected spaces and the 2:1:3 ratio of the

galleries, preferring a more conventional and symmetrical arrangement that would

have made visitor �ow easier.

Among the multitude of alternatives for the plan still being developed, a choice in

the direction of the �nal one is made in August 1980, when three alternatives were

submitted to the client, with the one labeled C being chosen [Figure 3.10]. The

gallery distribution is very similar to the one approved as �nal, featuring a large en-

trance room with two adjoining galleries, a central narrower gallery that serves also

as link to symmetrical rooms on either side,29 and a �nal room linking the Clore to

the Tate. Some of the client’s doubts revolve around the proportions of the rooms,

that are not yet de�ned and risk to give some paintings (especially the smaller ones) a

"�oating" appearance, as well as the central gallery looking too similar to a corridor,

an impression that would be undesirable. One of the Tate curators, expressing an

opinion that would be subverted in the following years, did not appreciate the pres-

ence of a free-standing wall at one end of the �rst gallery, disliking its provisional

appearance, similar to a screen. These issues nothwistanding, at the time the Tate

Trustees expressed de�nite satisfaction towards the project, concluding that it ful-

�lled the brief’s requests.

A major and permament modi�cation occured in late autumn 1980, when the re-

duction of the plan for �nancial constraints was approved by the Tate and the P.S.A..

A two-meter portion of the long side of the L-shaped plan is cut, and the room dis-

tribution scaled proportionally, producing a loss of about 20 linear meter loss of

hanging space for the paintings; the choice was to sacri�ce sta� facilities in favour

of trying to keep the conference room’s capacity, provoking a "slight overcrowding",

29 In the spirit of ancient picture galleries like the Italian Gallery at the Louvre.
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Figure 3.10: August 1980, plan alternative C
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probably acceptable in view of the presence of other o�ces in the old Tate. At this

point, the dimensions for the gallery were de�nitely �xed, and thus the �rm began

working on the elevation details.

The phasing, in Stirling’s opinion, meant that not enough attention was given to

the interior appearance of the galleries, and in particular to the ones where watercol-

ors would be exhibited: their ambiance was still, in the architect’s opinion, unsym-

pathetic to their character.30 The Tate Trustees, who had suggested some modi�c-

ations in order to reduce the surveillance personnel in the galleries and to optimise

visitor �ow, did not approve of Stirling’s solution of an octagonal room for the late

oil paintings in direct reference to the corner pavillion of the Tate that kept resurfa-

cing in some alternatives for the plan and seemingly was particularly dear to Stirling.

Despite creating a strong sense of internal continuity to the exhibition, the shape of

the room meant that the artworks were seen from the sides, creating an unpleasant

re�ection e�ect: Stirling is asked to revert to the previous solution, composed only

of rectangolar rooms, with less space for the watercolours.

The conservation reasons end up prevailing in the choices for the galleries, and

Bowness along with the Trustees stands �rm on the watercolour gallery layout. 31

While Stirling and Wilford had proposed wider rooms to accomodate more paint-

ings, in order to exhibit more of the Bequest, the conservators oppose the necessity

of periodically rotating the exhibited watercolours, given their vulnerability to light

and the need to prevent damage from light exposure.

The spatial distribution on the ground �oor of the new Turner museum proved

to be a source of controversy between clients and architects: while in the early design

30 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c86 23.9.1981
31 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117
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Figure 3.11: Clore Gallery plan, approved version, March 1981

stages the placement of the educational facilities was approximate, the detailing proved

to be less than smooth and was protracted far into the construction phase. Accord-

ing to Stirling, the Tate’s requirements went beyond what a small building could

accommodate, as the lecture room was envisaged by the Tate Trustees as a place

where a wide range of events could take place, from conferences to live talks and

performances. This requirement, however, introduced a degree of complexity, as

the acoustics and the apparatus needed to make such a space function meant also a

greater �exibility.
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3.4 Façades and entrance

The Clore Gallery had from its inception a dual nature, that of both a standalone

museum and extension of the Tate; as a natural consequence of this fact, the interior

and the exterior were developed in their details at di�erent stages. While the general

shape of the building and its height were set at the beginning of the design phase and

never substantially reconsidered, the actual appearance of the exteriors did not begin

to be detailed until the autumn of 1980, as the sketches for the elevations indicate.

Moreover, the �rst presentation model represented a blank L-shaped volume while

design work proceeded on the interior disposition of the exhibition spaces. Once

that was set to an acceptable degree of detail, work on the elevations could begin in

earnest.

The external �nish and appearance of the façades begins to be discussed in Septem-

ber 1980. As for the plan, the modus operandi of Stirling and Wilford was to collect

the individual imputs of all the architects in the �rm and through a gradual selection,

where Stirling had the last word, come to a �nal decision. A variety of suggestions

and ideas was thus put together on the table, discussed and interpreted.32The gradual

approach in the Clore case could stem also from Stirling’s personal disposition of

disliking to come back on design decisions.33

As Stirling himself states, the �nal appearance of the elevations was extensively re-

considered34, as the number of sketches testi�es. The one common feature to all the

sketches is the representation of the façade as one linear entity that could be folded

on itself to produce the �nal volume. This particular way of representing the eleva-

32 Interview with Michael Wilford, see appendix.
33 Interview with Michael Wilford
34 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 and Appendix.
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tions is deliberate on Stirling’s part and appears to be peculiar to the Clore Gallery,

where continuity is one of the main conceptual themes underlying the whole project.

It also allows the viewer to almost play with the design, challenging the placement of

the corners and introducing an element of ambiguity in respect to the volume. The

representation is also challenging the principle of structural truth as much as the sur-

face treatment of the elevations is: by having multiple "folding points" the corners

lose their physical force as load-bearing elements, becoming instead, in the skin-like

elevations, interruptions where material, texture and form may or may not change.

It is architecturally intentional that there are principal and secondary facades.35 Here

Stirling re-introduces one of the principles that have been largely negated, at least

in theory, by the Modern Movement and the �ve corbuserian principles, that of

a visual hyerarchy through which the main and accessory parts of a building are

di�erentiated.36 Again, it is not a revivalist move: the di�erentiation instinctively

guides the visitor towards the entrance and marks a functional divide between the

spaces that are open to the public and those reserved to the Tate sta�. The di�erent

language is deliberate as well: the facades on the garden are more ornate, decorative,

garden gazebo type arch37, while the secondary ones, facing the back of the site and

potentially part of the further development of the new museums, are de�ned by

Stirling as more abstract, more in the language of modern architecture.

The same principle was present, albeit in a subtler way, in Stuttgart, where the

rear elevations of the Staatsgalerie are designed in a minimalistic, Weissenhof-like

language juxtaposed with oversized metal vents and other hi-tech elements; the dis-

35 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 and Appendix.
36 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 and Appendix.
37 Ibid.
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tinction was less evident for, as Colin Rowe38 pointed out, the german museum had

no true façades. Working in a case-by-case approach, Stirling and Wilford took the

same concept to fruition in London, adapting it to another context, where the hy-

erarchical game could be fully played. The Tate, as most historical buildings, had a

main elevation and three secondary ones: being asked to defer to it, Stirling contin-

ues in the same vein, not without irony, with a building with two main elevations,

both of which are e�ectivelymostly concealend by the large plane trees of the garden.

The various alternatives for the design of the façades are extremely interesting as

they convey the �gurative re�ection on the outward, most public appearance of the

Turner Museum. The drawings are to be considered as "parallel" variations, out of

which a �nal design was picked and re�ned. Many elements have the e�ect of a visual

reference to the context, Turner’s painting and era, and show a desire to produce a

coherent visual e�ect, a working transition between architectural languages.

In �gure 3.12, the transition is sharp and, in the visual continuity adopted in the

representation, symmetrical: the two sides on the garden use brick and portland

stone, with a jutting venetian window on the "long" side of the L (a visual reference

to the hospital buildings, but also to Turner’s paintings of Venice) and an abstracted,

scaled-up thermal window functioning as entrance. The vertical brick panels give

the façades rythm and symmetry. On the lodge side, the language changes abruptly

to a collected functionalism, with two symmetric windows of either side of a corner

to bring light to the reading room. The disposition of the windows and the �nish,

with small square openings and long, narrow ones, echoes Loos’ villa Muller, and

suggest a raumplan-esque dispostion of the interiors.

38 Rowe, 1984.
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Figure 3.12: Elevation preliminary design (Alternative 1), November 1980
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Figure 3.13: Elevation, preliminary design (Alternative 2), November 1980
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Figure 3.14: Elevation, preliminary design (Alternative 3), November 1980
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Figure 3.15: Elevation, preliminary design (Alternative 4), November 1980
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Figure 3.16: Elevation, preliminary design (Alternative 5), November 1980

Figure 3.17: Early sketches, late 1979 or early 1980.
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Other variants, as in Figure 3.13 and 3.14, havemore of a picturesque appearance,

evoking in a way the painted landscapes that could be found within. Figure 3.14 in

particular has, in addition to the wooden trellis at ground level, a lattice for support-

ing the growth of ivy plants cladding the whole façade: in time, with the greenery oc-

cupying the whole of the two elevations on the garden, the threemain visual elements

of the building would come out, the bay window as a sort of tempietto, the entrance

echoing a grotto with overhaning branches, and the tower-like corner, in the spirit of

an eighteenth-century folie or garden pavillion, completely blended in its surround-

ings. The architectural, man-made elements would have been glimpsed through

a layer of vegetation, in an allusion to the designed but natural and spontaneous-

looking English gardens. The relationship with the element of vegetation is another

theme developed from Stuttgart onwards, as the large portions of ivy that clad the

surfaces of the inner courts give variety and movement to what risked to result a

static composition.

The "picturesque" group of alternatives for the façades evoked also a theme central

to Turner’s friend and patron, John Ruskin: the growth of the ivy on the façades

would have, in time, erased the building itself, leaving only meaningful fragments.

In a subversive move, these fragments would not have been ruins in a true sense

marking the end of a building’s life, rather they would have been symbolic references

to the building’s contents. This solution would have taken to an almost extreme level

the requirement of being deferent to the old Tate, as the Clore would have been

almost camou�aged behind a vegetation screen, in almost complete continuity with

the gardens facing the Thames.
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All this, however, was not without problems: the entrance would have been too

hidden and consequently few visitors would have used it; the heavy presence of ve-

getation would have meant high maintenance costs.

There is another group of solutions, as in Figure 3.15 and 3.16 where the "sub-

lime" prevails and in which the most distinctive element is the bay window. In these,

it takes the form of an ogival church window (3.16) or a rounded widow similar to

those already present in the hospital wings behind the Clore), perhaps in acknow-

ledgment of Turner’s beginnings as an architectural draightsman and his interest

towards gothic cathedrals. In this case, the bay window extends into the garden and

allows a great quantity of light in the interior of the museum, e�ectively being the

centre of visual interest for the elevations with a wide glazed surface. This is what

Stirling refers to when speaking of quirky windows and that they looked "busy" and

"contrived"39, as the proportions and the visual impact of such an element were liable

to appear forced given the already varied architectural language of the context.

The corner element facing the Lodge is, together with the whole of the rear elev-

ation, the most contested element during the design and approval phase, as well as

after the inauguration. The relationship with the Lodge is the main factor driving

the design of that part of the building, as the di�erence in height all along the main

façade is meant as a device through which continuity with the neighbouring buld-

ing is attained.40 The height of the Lodge, in fact, is augmented by the presence of

chimneys and the shape of the roof, which makes it visually "busy", and thus accord-

ing to Stirling the Clore had to be necessarily simpler and more neutral.41 In some

39 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 and Appendix.
40 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c86
41 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 and Appendix.
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of the alternative elevations, the corner appears as a sort of low tower and the angle

towards the Lodge that e�ectively closes the "main" part of the façades is treated as

a buttress or a scarp wall [Figure 3.15)], contrasting with the presence of the wide

glazed surface of the reading room window, suggesting a subversion of the structural

strength implied by the buttress.

Figure 3.18: Photographic studies for the height of the Clore in respect to the Lodge,
autumn 1980.

The higher corner and the triangular, inverted tympan of the main entrance are

present in some early concept sketches dating to late 1979 or early 1980 (�gure

3.17), and there their relationship with the corner pavillion of the Tate is apparent:

the small perspective sketches show that the positioning of the newmuseum is meant

to expand a symmetrical building, shifting the axis from the central entrance. Some

more literal citations of the Tate building had been considered, but in the end the

more abstract approach prevailed, with a negative tympan counterbalancing the one,

in relief, on the corner of the Tate.

Stirling declared himself very happy with these elevations and pleased to put my repu-

tation on the line, a strong statement that is re�ected in the fact that, despite the ob-
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jections moved to the elevations, their �nal appearance ended up almost identical

to the one submitted to the R.F.A.C., the only element substantially changed be-

ing the bay window. The critique, on the Commission’s part, correctly interpreted

the use of the transitions, and particularly the "membrane" use of the façade as an

element to be cut away and manipulated at will, but the choice of materials and their

use seem unworthy to the monumental character of the museum. 42 The rear eleva-

tions, more abstract and "relatively elegant" in nature according to Stirling, ended up

also being the more contested for their utilitarian and industrial yellow-brick clad-

ding, felt extraneous to the context. The underlying concept to these objections was

that a museum had to be monumental thoughout, a product of the loss of elevation

hyerarchy as a consequence of the adoption of Modern Movement ideas: Stirling’s

observations appear instead as an intention to employ an historical and conventional

device, such as façade di�erentiation, in a contemporary setting.

It is signi�cant to contrast Stirling’s notes explaining the choices for the façades

and the Commission’s verdict to theW.C.C. approving the project in principle. The

latter, in fact, stating that

Regarding the detail of its esternal appearance, they [the commission] recognise

that this is a case where the choice of architect has determined the type of build-

ing. []if they �nd that the design breaks many of the accepted conventions of

architecture, they also recognise the need for any criticism to take into account

the special nature of the design, which is to do with the manipulation of facades

as a means of creating symbolism and a sense of belonging.43

42 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.089 19.2.1981 Sherban Cantacuzino notes.
43 CCA
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and that stripping away the façade could have revealed the nature of the interior (the joke

explored in depth) show both an understanding of the architects’ intentions, particu-

larly in the creation of a sense of belonging, and a tendency to rely on the received

wisdom of Stirling as a sort of architecte provocateur, thus giving more importance to a

supposed break of accepted conventions rather than to the willingness on the architects’

part of subjecting themselves to the same architectural rules that shaped the old Tate

building.
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Figure 3.19: March 1981, axonometry of back elevations
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Despite subversion being one of the themes underlying the whole project, al-

though subtle and somewhat tongue-in-cheek, the façades read ultimately as de-

ferring in their essence and in their generative rules, an experiment on Stirling’s part

to produce a contemporary, meaningful building adopting the criteria of Sydney

Smith’s Tate. The choice of employing di�erent surface treatments for the main

and secondary elevations (principal facades are decorated with pattern / secondary facades

are decorated with colour) and to deliberately not adhere to structural "honesty" in the

placement of the transitions and the reading roomwindow, represents a compromise

between the solution to functional issues, a creative reaction to numerous constraints

and the will to provoke a reaction in the visitor: a very serious, thought-of witticism

rather than a joke.44

The pattern is also instrumental in the perception of the façade as a skin or curtain,

and it is an unicum in the �rm’s oeuvre. Where the Fogg Museum’s exteriors at Har-

vard could in part be interpreted as such, the striping gives the building a distinctive

sense of mass, as happens both in Stuttgrart and at No.1 Poultry in London: at the

Clore the square panels, despite giving the building a rhythm, are broken and spaced

in a counter-intuitive way, implying that, e�ectively, the true mass of the building is

hidden between the interior and exterior skin.

Two points of contact exist between the twomembranes: the wide, glazed entrance

and the bay window. This element was extensively studied, and again a conspicuous

number of variation exist, with numerous allusions to di�erent �gurative elements,

some of which can be traced to allude to various degrees to Turner’s paintings and

era. Some, as shown above, are integrated in a façade design while others are stud-

44 MichaelWilford in fact stated a profound dislike on his and Stirling’s part of "postmodern, jokey"
architecture.
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ied on their own. It is interesting to note that the chosen solution is one of the most

simple and "subddued", and Stirling himself noted that we tried quirky windows but

looks busy and contrived45 The window is indeed a focal point of the elevation to-

wards the garden, and on it depends the whole equilibrium of the building: it had

the potential of being a too prominent feature, distracting both from the main Tate

entrance and the Clore’s own entrance. It is, in its right, also a subversive element:

with the conservation concerns over excessive exposure to light, creating an opening

(agreed upon only with the introduction of an inner screen to protect the buildings)

where visitors could focus their attention on the garden rather that the works of art

represented an apparent contradiction.

45 see appendix.
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Figure 3.20: November 1980, bay window alternatives
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Figure 3.21: November 1980, bay window alternatives
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Figure 3.22: November 1980, bay window alternatives
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Some of the early designs weremuch larger and with amore signi�cant proportion

of glass, reminding sometimes of a clerestory or palace window, exposing the design

to the risk of seeming unconditionally borrowed from elsewhere, an unmediated

reference. Others are more subtle, as for example the presence, on a sketch, of a sort

of pencil-minaret in direct reference to the Venetian church of the Redentore, which

is an allusion to both the other explicit Venetian element in the Tate entrance46 and

Turner’s extremely successful venetian paintings.The choice, in the end, fell on a

simpli�ed design which presented no explicit �gurative references but served as an

e�ective visual element in order to achieve an overall balance, favouring the abstract

over the quirky.

The particular location and nature of the Clore Gallery necessitated a careful study

of the entrances: their function and form changed as the brief became more clear on

the question of the access to the new museum.

The �rst and main access to the new museum was envisaged by the Tate to be

through the old galleries, providing a continous promenade to the visitor. As the

extension was built adjacent to the existing museum, this entrance proved to be the

less disputed and modi�ed; in the very initial stages the possibility of an aerial bridge

was considered and almost immediately discarded. The garden entrance, however,

which was to become the symbol of the new museum, was initially conceived as a

secondary entrance, opened only for Turner Society events and as such it did not

need additional personnel or security devices47

The series of alternatives for the design of the entrance begins in July 1980, when

the details begin to be de�ned more clearly and the garden entrance develops from

46 the octagonal vestibule is a small-scale replica of the Salute church
47 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 31.1.1980
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a simple, private access for the Turner Society to a more monumental gateway to

the new museum.48 One of the very �rst apparitions of the de�nitive form of the

entrance is a small sketch, most likely by Stirling, on the back of one of the minutes

of a design team meeting in July 1980 49, with the characteristic inverted tympan.

48 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 8.7.1980
49 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117
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Figure 3.23: November 1980, alternatives for the Clore entrance. CCA,
AP140.S2.SS1.D60.SD1.P10
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Figure 3.24: November 1980, alternatives for the Clore entrance. CCA,
AP140.S2.SS1.D60.SD1.P10
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Figure 3.25: November 1980, alternatives for the Clore entrance. CCA,
AP140.S2.SS1.D60.SD1.P10
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In September 1980 the transformation of the entrance hall is almost complete, so

much that the Tate begins considering the �ttings of this new space: it is thought of as

a place where visitors could rest and obtain information, as well as being a convenient

location for some pieces that would not �t themain galleries. The Turner Bequest, in

fact, contained some objects as well, called by the Tate "Turner Relics": a scale model

of a ship, some colours and palettes, glasses and a tobacco case. These had to be

exhibited in showcases and there was to be much discussion on their location later on

in the design process. The spatial con�guration of the Clore left almost no possibility

for the presence of cases, as they would have compromised the proportions of the

rooms and the �ow of visitors. The "relics", however, needed special lighting and

humidity conditions as well, as there were still pigments on the palettes that could

deteriorate if exposed to excessive light.

Central to the vast glazing surface of the entrance is the green revolving door:

the conservation department at the Tate did not initially approve of it because of

its being a weak point in the climatisation of the whole museum; on the other hand

Stirling and Wilford had already employed a German model at Stuttgart with su-

cess, proposing to use the same at the Clore. This entailed employing some German

workers for its installation: the contractors were in principle opposed to this, threat-

ening union problems and pickets if the german presence on the building site did

become too strong.50

The entrance hall serves a purpose similar to the main Tate one, and it is its po-

sition, sunken and set aside, that expresses its deference to the Victorian portico; its

iconic form would have otherwise been a very strong visual sign, compelling the vis-

itors away from the main entrance. Challenged by the R.F.A.C., Stirling reiterates

50 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c118 3.8.1983
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in his notes that between the Tate and the Clore there is no competition, as the en-

trance for the latter looks towards the �ank of the Tate rather than to the river, and

it is reached by going slightly down rather than ascending a �ight of stairs, as in the

main entrance.

The so-called scala regia51, as John Summerson, quoting Colin Rowe, describes

it on the pages of the Architectural Review following the inauguration of the Clore

Gallery, is a distinctive element of the building, contrasting and compensating the

almost contemporary one built at the SacklerMuseum at Harvard: they are two faces

of the same architectural re�ection on the theme of the stair and express the will

of reintroducing both the monumental and the familiar without resorting to kitsch

pastiche. Rowe52 argued that the monumental staircase at the Fogg Museum recalled

in part the corbuserian Maison Citrohan but even more fully the scala regia built by

Bernini at the Vatican with its continuous ascending motion, even though it was not

conductive to any piano nobile in the americanmuseum’s case. At the Clore, however,

the stair does reach a true piano nobile,the Tate rooms. Furthermore, visitors reach

the second �oor via a much more modest stair. One of the designed alternatives

entailed a straight stair, a true scala regia, culminating in the double-height arch at

the entrance of the rooms: this design was probably the most explicity monumental

and was discarded as it did not agree well with the underlying subversion theme put

in action an the Clore, which was achieved by folding the stair on itself and bringing

the visitor in the wrong direction �rst; as inHarvard, light �oods from a glazed ceiling

above.

51 Summerson and Jencks, 1987.
52 Rowe, 1986.
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Figure 3.26: A tentative design for a "scala regia" at the Clore, summer 1980.

In the Clore Gallery, the presence of the monumental stair stems from two main

contingencies: the need for the main galleries to be at the same level as the ones

in the old Tate (protecting the paintings from �oods) and the transformation of the

garden entrance from private to public. This last shift is apparent contrasting the �rst

iterations of the plan, where the stair is only drafted, to the successive ones where a

more de�nite element is present.

As for the other main elements of the building, many alternatives were laid out at

the same time, in order to explore various spatial possibilities in respect to the stair

and its relation to the hall and the galleries: the arch leading to the rooms was kept

as a �xed element, whereas the stair was rotated and folded on itself.
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Figure 3.27: Alternative C for the entrance hall: the stair is folded on itself, facing
in the direction of the galleries.
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Figure 3.28: Alternative E for the entrance hall: the stair is one straight �ight, facing
away from the galleries.
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Figure 3.29: Alternative H for the entrance hall, chosen as �nal: the stair is folded
on itself, facing away from the galleries.
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To guarantee equilibrium to the entrance hall, and to achieve the desired subver-

sion of the "promenade architecturale"53, the proposed stair is rotated 180 degrees

from the previous orientation, which gave direct access to the galleries, to its de�nit-

ive position, facing in the opposite direction around the beginning of August 1980,

following a Design Team meeting.54 Curiously enough, although by no means the

main or only reason, this change of direction makes the access promenade compliant

with the UNESCO proposition of exhibition organisation that, based on previous

research conducted at the end of the �fties, recommended prioritising right turns

over left turns inside a museum.55 This solution was unanimously hailed as a con-

siderable improvement over previous designs, even though it still presented some

"awkward" points in the connection with the main galleries that had to be resolved.

To serve as a counterpoint for the main stair, in november 1980 a second staircase

was brie�y included in the �rst gallery: it would have served to connect directly the

�rst and second level and dominated the interior spaces of the historical paintings

room[Figure 3.30]. The idea was however soon abandoned in favour of a simple

balcony from which visitors could pause and talk, looking at the whole ensemble of

the gallery[Figure 3.31]; it is also currently used as a vantage point for art students

who are tasked to draw Turner’s paintings.

53 Summerson and Jencks, 1987, In Stirling’s words.
54 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 6.8.1980
55 Evans, 1960, The visitor, entering the Clore Gallery, turns right to climb the stairs, does a 180

degrees turn and then �nds the entrance to the main galleries on the right. The manual was
recommended to Stirling and Wilford prior to the actual beginning of the design phase, and it
may be likely that some ideas could have been retained.
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Figure 3.30: November 1980, section through the entrance hall.
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Figure 3.31: November 1980, section through the entrance hall
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Figure 3.32: Study for the stair leading down to Room 7
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Figure 3.33: Axonometry for the entrance levels, March 1981

The vertical relationships between the elements of the building and its context

are very deliberate, establishing the pace and the rythm of the visit. The entrance

is slightly lower than the level of the garden, creating a descending path that openly

contrasts with the ascending one of the main entrance to the Tate. Stirling stated that

this sinking of the main entrance is a de-monumentalising of the museum56, not without

irony as the very form of the entrance is a tympan in negative, again a reversal of the

monumental entrance.

It is precisely this act of de-monumentalisation that provoked an adverse reaction

in some of the critics, particularly in the Turner Society side: the importance given

56 Kent, 1986.
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to Turner’s paintings called for a matching grandeur in the spaces exhibiting them, a

characteristic certainly present at Somerset House, at the Royal Academy and at the

Tate, but not in the "domestic" spaces of the Clore Gallery.57

The illuminated pink handrail serves as another visual element indicating the dir-

ection of the stairs: its colour is however a result of a mistaken order that was kept as

it was in March 198658: originally orange, it was made to order and a substitution

was not advisable on account of the time required to produce another one.

3.5 Interiors

Turner’s paintings, after being acquired by parliamentary decree, were hung �rst in

the National Gallery and then, from 1910 onwards, in the Tate frame-to-frame, in

order to optimise the restricted exhibition space, in what was the usual arrangement

for the time.

While it was apparent that the same conditions were not to be expected at the new

museum, serious discussion on the details of the interiors did not begin until march

1982, whenmost of the main structure had been de�ned. The discussion of phasing,

the availability of funds and the layout of themain spaces had been at the forefront of

discussion meetings, and only once these matters had been settled the Tate Trustees,

together with Stirling, began to examine more closely the matter of the interiors.

One of the characteristics of the exhibition rooms was the wooden wall skirting that

housed the various heating and electric components that ran through the building:

an oak wooden cladding was initially envisaged and later rejected as too costly for a

57 Bowness et al., n.d., Marina Vaizey, at the time art critic for the Sunday Times.
58 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.191.c89 13 March 1986, Alan Bowness to James Stirling
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project with such narrow margins. The uplights on the galleries’ doors were instead

perceived as likely distracting59, despite being well integrated in the overall design.

The Tate’s position is conservative in this case, intentionally avoiding any kind of

element that could visually compete with the paintings.

As opposed to what would have happened at Somerset House, the philological

approach was not evident at the Clore, making the wall cladding a matter of some

debate within the Tate departments. Some still favoured an approach that would

replicate at least the spirit, if not the exact appearance, of Turner’s studio by using

fabric and not paint or paper.

The approach for the interiors (but can be applied to the whole building) is aptly

summed up in a letter from Russel Bevington to Mike Clift:

They [the furniture] have already been subject to numerous revisions through a

process of designing by dialogue - designs submitted against an outline descrip-

tion rather than a �rm and fully descriptive brief. This process has proved to be

very time-consuming.60

The furniture was designed for the Clore Gallery by Mary Shand61 and her �rm,

whereas the interior �ttings were provided by the Crown Suppliers, a division of

the P.S.A.. The �nal appearance of the furniture was not established until 1985,

and there had been some debate on choosing ready-made models for the seats (like

Ho�mann’s Kubus) as opposed to custom-made ones.62

59 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 15 June 1982
60 092.c.107 23 September 1985, Russel Bevington to Mike Clift.
61 Stirling’s wife and furniture designer.
62 0027.095.c118 14.6.1983
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3.5.1 Lighting and exhibition spaces

In the �rst iterations of the brief, the technical speci�cs for the galleries were set to be

de�ned further down the design process, once some kind of informal approval had

already been obtained: they began to be discussed in more detail in May 1980, when

a joint meeting between Stirling, Russell Bevington and the Tate and P.S.A. sta� was

called to discuss more in detail the requirements, meant to be more guidelines that

an in�exible set of rules, of the Tate’s conservation department.63

Figure 3.34: Study for the roo�ight height in relation to its visibility and the context,
February 1981.

63 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117
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The main characteristics to be set are the lighting levels, and temperature and

humidity conditions in the interiors. As oil paintings are less fragile than watercol-

ours, the main galleries were set to a 150 lux level, whereas the optimal conservation

parameters for the watercolour galleries were reduced to 50 lux. The �gures are

conservatively set, as 150 lux is still a low-lighting setting: in this respect, the cli-

ents’ expectation is for Stirling to design a solution that could allow to perceive the

rooms as actually brighter. This is one of the �rst instances where the architects’

and client’s in�uence on the outcome of the building are not clearly de�ned: the is-

sue is a technical one that nonetheless requires a solution that is both functional and

aesthetically coherent with the rest of the building. Moreover, the optimal solution

was not straightforward, as di�erent approaches could result in drastically di�erent

outcomes.

It was a matter of deciding whether it is more appropriate, for conservation and

exhibition reasons, to concentrate lighting on the paintings and the walls rather than

on the whole room; and whether to adopt natural or arti�cial lighting, or a mixture

of the two. The illuminating apparatus could be visible or masked, and the rooms

could be completely closed or opened up with windows. Almost from the beginning,

the Tate opts for the choice of natural lighting, going somewhat against the accepted

idea of arti�cial lighting being more bene�cial for the painting’s conservation; being

located in London, however, introduced the need for an arti�cial lighting system

that could compound, in the least obtrusive way, the lack of natural light, especially

in winter.

The latest addition to the Tate provided a benchmark against which to plan the

lighiting system of the new Turner Museum: whereas a minute-by-minute control

would have been too expensive and not strictly necessary, some level of automa-
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tion was to be implemented, mainly to address outside lighting changes. In the new

galleries, opened in 1979, the wall lighting levels were higher than expected, prob-

bably due to the ceiling’s re�ective surfaces: this happened despite a higher degree

of technological sophistication than what was envisaged for the new museum.64

In the early phases Stirling leaned more towards completely arti�cial light sources

in the exhibition rooms, allowing sunlight to enter in other spaces in the builiding

where windows would be placed, his argument being that natural light, if completely

masked and shielded by a complex roof structure, would feel to the visitor practically

similar to arti�cial light. In any case, for conservation purposes, all the galleries

would have to be obscured when not open to visitors; this meant the installation of a

motorised system, one that Stirling initially did not like but recognised as necessary

in order to ful�ll that requirement.

Once natural light was chosen as the main source of illumination for the rooms,

it was decided to avoid an imitation of the uniform and static quality of arti�cial

light, bringing instead the intensity �uctuation of the external environment inside

the galleries. The design of the skylights was developed jointly by Stirling and the

lighting consultants in a "scooping" shape, whose reference could be traced to Alvar

Aalto’s Aalborg gallery65: the same design, with a slight variation, was incorporated

in the Fogg museum in the same years. The light is controlled by means of three

mechanical louvres mounted on the roof, and their con�guration determines the

amount of light allowed to �ow into the galleries. To give it a dynamic character,

the louvres were not automatically controlled with a luminosity sensor, but set to

four seasonal base regulations that would allow some degree of intensity �uctuation

64 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 14.5.1980
65 Hansen, 1987.
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to occur. The arti�cial lights would be regulated as well to compensate the low light

levels in winter, avoiding however the e�ect of a "nocturnal" ambiance during the

day. The roof clerestory, another element that was never really challenged during

the design process, allows the passage of light and is hidden by a suspended element

that re�ects and di�uses the light towards the walls and the paintings.

Figure 3.35: February 1981, study for the ceiling
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Figure 3.36: Louvres mounted on the ceiling, 1985

The uplighting elements over the gallery doorways were particularly dear to Stirl-

ing, who was convinced of their good design and stated that they should give o� a

warm light, in order to result more interesting and make the interiors a more varied

environment.
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Figure 3.37: Alvar Aalto, Nordijllands Art Museum Aalborg (Denmark), 1972

Figure 3.38: Clore Gallery, Section of the main galleries, 1980
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A resolution to the matter of lighting came in the summer of 1983, when the ar-

chitects, together with the lighting consultants, drafted a series of photographic data

sheets for �ve alternatives tested on the model in order to compare their pros and

cons. This enabled them to see all the alternatives at once and to choose the most

e�cient: the criticisms received by the Tate on the shadows were deemed unreas-

onable, as with top lighting the e�ect could be only mitigated but not completely

eliminated.66 The �rm favoured in particular the proposal of a single lighting tube,

almost hidden from view by the central ceiling element, to provide the necessary

amount of arti�cial lighting.

66 194.c96, 21 June 1983, Russell Bevington to Dusan Markovic. The perceived interference
from the Tate on the design tests makes it so that it is critical that these tests are carried out as soon
as possible and that they are conducted in privacy by the Design Team and the PSA with the exception of
Peter Wilson from the Tate Gallery.
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Figure 3.39: Data sheet, approved con�g-
uration. June 1983

Figure 3.40: Data sheet, rejected con�g-
uration. June1983

Of this continuous process of testing and re�ning the design little to nothing tran-

spired outside the design team: only the outline content of the brief was made public

before the unveiling ceremony where more detailed designs of the whole museum

were published. A review of the scheme on the Guardian stated that Turner’s paint-

ings would be housedmuch likememorials in a crypt, an idea shared also by themore

belligerent representatives of the Turner Society67; as much as the Tate desired from

the beginning an imaginative design for its new extension, the �nal impression ended

up somewhat di�erent for public and critics alike.

67 Harrop, 1983, Little more than a burial of the ideas and ideals in Turner’s art will take place in the new
gallery.
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The aspect of light is developed in the Clore Gallery in a multitude of aspects and

Stirling and Wilford seem particularly interested in exploring di�erent possibilities

in order to give character to a small space that ended up, intentions notwithstanding,

with very few openings. The sources of light are varied in form and intensity, from

the skylight over the main staircase to the much-discussed illuminated handrail that

traces the �rst steps of the architectural promenade.

3.5.2 Testing through scale models

Once the Turner Museum was at least in principle approved, the design of the main

galleries was tested �rst on a scale model (1:10), built towards the end of June 198068

and then in a 1:1 model. The smaller scale model was needed to design the correct

shape for the ceilings: Stirling and one of the consulting engineers, Dusan Markovic,

work closely together for a time in order to establish an e�cient solution.

Di�erent heights and angles for the ceiling and louvres that controlled the lighting

levels were tested and compared. The most adequate inclination for the external

glass was reputed to be the perpendicular, while the light-di�using surfaces in the

interiors were optimal at 45 degrees: other angles would be re�ecting too much light

towards the walls. The main problem at this stage are the re�ections on the glass that

protects some of the paintings, which prompts the proposal of hanging them slightly

skewed to compensate this e�ect. Hanging the paintings obliquely, however, had the

side-e�ect of stressing the canvas more than usual, and the frames could project a

deep shadow: however, even if the glass is present only on some of the artworks,

68 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 20.6.1980
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their method of hanging was required by the Tate to be consistent at least in each

room.

Another issue revealed through tests on the model was the insu�cient lighting

on the end walls of the galleries, calling for a revision of the curvature of the light-

di�using element on the ceilings.69

The small scale model allowed to experiment with a variety of settings and con-

�gurations at a small cost, and it proved a very valuable element in the relationship

between clients and architects: the proposed designs were tested and evaluated al-

most immediately, and it was also used in the o�cial presentation of the scheme to

the Trustees and the Clore foundation. Obtaining the required light levels in the

model proved to be challenging and the con�guration had to be improved and �ne-

tuned many times in the course of the �rst months of 1981. A second model of the

same scale is built in mid-april 198170 in order to check other two types of standard

rooms.

The roof con�gurations were tested in a �rst instance on the small model, placed

under an arti�cial sky in a P.S.A. warehouse. The tests carried out in the summer

of 1981 show an improvement on the previous conditions: with three louvres po-

sitioned on the clerestory windows, in synchronous movement, it was possible to

light naturally the galleries for 80% of the year. The continous clerestory had also

no negatve impact on the global lighting of the room.

As soon as the interiors were at the forefront of the Design Team discussion,Stirl-

ing proposed the construction of a 1:1 scale model in order to test more accurately

and in real time the design of the galleries, as the smaller model provided only a

69 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 20 June 1980
70 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117
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limited representation capacity.71 The location for the model was not a straightfor-

ward choice: a Tate warehouse at Acton was available, but the maximum height of 4

metres was deemed by the architects insu�cient for a correct assessment of the roof

and ceiling, as well as the galleries’ furnishing.

The full scale model was crucial in the design process, allowing clients and archi-

tects to experiment various pecture hanging and lighting solutions in an environment

as close as possible to the one that would be built. The availability of such a tool could

arguably have been one of the factors that prolonged the design phase further than

initially programmed, as the addition of new requirements was immediately testable

in a way that was understandable not only to the technical personnel involved, but

to the Trustees and Donator as well. This was also one of the contractors’ position,

as they feared a possible increase of last-minute changes to the programs given the

avilability of the full-scale model.

71 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 15 Giugno 1982
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Figure 3.41: Frames being tested in the full scale model, 1983

Such a model had also a practical advantage for Stirling and Wilford’s �rm: as

some working drawings for the galleries were already complete, they would not have

to produce additional drawings for the construction of the model, thus avoiding a
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possible delay. Nonetheless, construction was slow and its completion became a ur-

gent matter: in October 1982 building was still underway and the Tate hoped to

have a complete and functioning model by the end of 1982. This proved not to be

the case, and in March 1983 the contractors72 had not �nished working on it: to

expedite matters, a formal visit of the Director and the Trustees was scheduled for

the following May, despite Stirling’s misgivings about the model being completed by

then.73

The Trustees indeed visited the model in mid-summer 1983, despite it being still

partially incomplete. It replicated around a quarter of one of the smaller galleries,

reproducing the inner structure of the ceilings, the �oor and the wall skirting and col-

our. The warehouse maximum height, however, did not allow the model to function

with natural light, imposing a limitation on the precision of the mock-up. During

the same visit, one of the Turner paitings was transported to Acton and hung in the

model: the shadows of the frame were still too deep and stark to be acceptable, as

their current appearance was similar to the state of things in Gallery 17 at the Tate.

A con�dential note from Peier Palumbo to James Stirling is sent after the visit to the

model, expressing the client’s satisfaction for the work done to that moment. 74

72 The same as the whole Clore Gallery
73 0027.091.c103 10 April 1983
74 0027.091.c103 21.6.1983 Peter Palumbo to James Stirling
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Figure 3.42: Actual painting tested in the full-scale model environment.
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Figure 3.43: View of the full-scale model simulating the galleries.

The wall cladding is also simulated in the model, as the Tate still did not reach a

�nal agreement on that aspect until 1985: the fabric, chosen to provide room condi-

tions reminiscent of Turner’s studio in texture, if not in colour, proved to be short-

lived for maintenance and cleaning issues, and was substituted for simple paint at the

beginning of the nineties.
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3.5.3 technology and failure in the second machine age

Reyner Banham dedicates his Theory and Design in the �rst Machine Age to his con-

temporaries, such as The Smithsons, Stirling, St. John Wilson, Peter Carter, Colin

Rowe and Alan Colquhoun75 for a constant view of the mainstream of modern architecture

�owing on: on a wave of generally rising prosperity for the society as a whole the new

generation of british architects had many points of contact. The need to investigate

the "�rst" machine age was poignant for Banham at the time, as were Colquhoun’s

words, quoted in the dedication: What distinguishes modern architecture is surely a new

sense of space and the machine aesthetic.: the technological advancement accelerated

exponentially in the sixties, aided by the access to energy supplies that appeared al-

most unlimited, resulting in the widespread availability of previously inconceivable

products and services76.

Technology in the sixties and the seventies had advanced far fromwhat was advoc-

ated in the twenties and had produced sometimes unexpected and unwanted results

on many levels, from the use of computers in the practice of architecture77 to the

e�ect of the installation of increasingly taller electricity pylons on the Sussex coun-

tryside landscape.78 Depending on one’s judgment, it was Progress or "juggernaut-

ism", an unstoppable force destined to irreversibly change man and his environment.

Gradually, from the end of the sixties onwards, history, as a human (and humanist)

phenomenon, is called upon to mediate between man and technology, to humanise

it. The spatial and temporal context, which was somewhat sacri�ced in the name of

75 Banham, 1960.
76 Ibid.
77 aa.vv., 1964b.
78 Plumstead, 1964.
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abstraction, comes again to the foreground in a consideration scarcely new or innov-

ative: a building is not a thing of an instant but an enduring structure for man.79

As the Clore Gallery was being designed and then built, the Lloyd’s building by

Richard Rogers in the City of London underwent the same process, being completed

in 1986, while the Centre Pompidou in Paris was inaugurated almost ten years be-

fore. Despite being at the opposite end of the spectrum to the hi-tech current, Stirling

employed various degrees of technology in his projects, despite a recurrent tendency

for them to not work as expected.80 One of the aspects for which the Clore Gallery

was hailed, at the time, as a pioneristic work is the degree of technological re�nement

and automation incorporated in the design. The lighting and climate control systems

are all concealed in the ceiling and �oor structure, e�ectively hiding completley from

view the mechanism that regulates light levels in the rooms.

Despite being visually hidden, the system was vital to the correct functioning of

the exhibition rooms, where the delicate calibration of the movable louvres that reg-

ulated the light levels in the rooms proved particularly di�cult.81 They had been

stored on site for a longer time than recommended from the manufacturers (two

years instead of two months) and their �rst installation revealed considerable light

leaks in the picture-hanging zone; at the same time, the arti�cial lighting produced a

�ickering e�ect due voltage variations in the whole system, and again the long waiting

time between order and installation (four years) was cited as the main reason behind

the technical malfunctioning.

79 Allsopp, 1968.
80 the most notable case being the air conditioning pumps at Cambridge, which produced such

an intolerable degree of noise and vibration in the reading room to be permanently shut down
shortly after opening.

81 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0028.073.C1 15.3.1985
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The argument advanced by the suppliers, that is to say that a more modern equip-

ment would have avoided these issues altogether, exposes another problem underly-

ing the use of advanced technology in the eighties. Where the Modern Movement’s

faith in technical progress was more of a product of the industrial revolution and thus

only marginally preoccupied with its eventual obsolescence, the mass availability of

digital technologies necessarily entailed a di�erent attitude towards their implement-

ation in architecture.

Only two years before Stirling’s commission for the Clore Gallery, the completion

of the north-eastern corner of the Tate, implementing some of the more advanced

lighting control technologies, revealed still unsatisfactory exhibition conditions.82

Thus, in the initial phases of the design, the system for the Clore was envisaged

as simpler and easier to control, as well as less expensive, including a less punctual

sensor system. It was, however, decided to employ a custom-made software for the

operation and control of the mechanical louvres that controlled the sunlight intens-

ity in the rooms. The two-year delay for the construction meant that the software,

written in 1982, was put in operation almost four years later: this resulted in it being

insu�ciently tested on real conditions (scale model notwithstanding) and presenting

operational problems that, in 1986, could be resolved through simpler alternatives

that were already on the market.83 Waiting until a satisfactory solution could be

found could have jeopardised the gallery opening in the spring of 1987, and the

provisional measure was as pragmatic as it was ironic: the louvres were to be manu-

ally controlled until a satisfactory automated solution could be found.

82 P. Wilson, 1987.
83 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.182.c51 Notes by Michael Wilford.
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As will be further explained, the uncoordinated management of the contractors

and suppliers introduced another level of complexity, as well as the tight budget: fol-

lowing their installation on the roof, the motors controlling the louvres were found

to be of two di�erent types with slighlty di�erent dynamic characteristics, which in

turn produced anomalies in the opening and closing operations.84 The whole sys-

tem for lighting and temperature/humidity control was initially almost impossible to

operate in a coordinated condition, as the various components operated separately,

each controlled by a di�erent software.85 These presented reciprocal compatibility

issues, as they had been written at di�erent stages of the project and by di�erent pro-

ducers. Moreover, some parts of the system operated according to the input received

from sensors: the arti�cial lighting system and the temperature control initially re-

ceved contrasting feedback that did not correspond to the actual conditions within

the rooms; others, like the louvres, operated on a hourly schedule set in advance

according to seasonal estimates.

The central control was thus crucial and at the same time under-tested: as it was

custom-made, the Tate deemed that the risk of a complete lack of support andmain-

tenance in the event of the software �rm failing was not acceptable, and opted instead

for a complete reprogramming of the whole system that took place after the inaug-

uration.

Nonetheless, it was a point of pride for the Tate to have completed such a technic-

ally complex building, declaring it the �rst one of its kind86: despite a full automated

operation did not manage to be achieved on time for its inauguration, the extensive

84 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0028.073.C1 25 July 1986. Some of the louvres were found de-
fective and leaking light even when fully closed.

85 0027.073 Technical report
86 P. Wilson, 1987.
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testing work and climatic condition studies conducted on the building were recog-

nised as ground-breaking, and the di�culties incurred served ultimately to a better

understanding of the role of automation.

3.5.4 Protection from vandalism, explosive and theft

As soon as the main entrance from the garden was developed in its �nal form, the

Tate began to lay down the minimum requirements for its security, both for the

building in itself (materials, layout) and its furniture (the inclusion of a desk where

visitors’ bags could be inspected, surveillance cameras). The public attention was

estimated to be focused on the new building for a fairly long time after the o�cial

inauguration, making it a sensitive target, both for potential bomb attacks and van-

dalism towards the paintings. On both fronts, the symbolic value of the newmuseum

meant that attention had to be paid to the security of visitors and artowrks alike, given

the activity of the IRA and the UVF (Ulster Volunteer Force) in the previous years,

as well as a number of vandalic acts on famous artworks carried out in the second

half of the Seventies, the most recent of which had struck Poussin’s Adoration of the

Golden Calf at the National Gallery.

The aspect of security was �rst introduced relatively early, in the third draft of

the brief87 A National Gallery expert was called to evaluate Stirling’s proposal on

this aspect and to highlight possible weak points in the design, in order to address

them from the beginning. The large glass surface of the entrance had the advant-

age of allowing any activity taking place in the inside to be seen from the outside,

counterbalancing the inherent weakness of glass compared to a solid stone wall. The

87 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c86 2 January 1980
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recommendation is to employ tempered glass (which was more expensive), to avoid

it breaking in shards, and to �t it to a frame strong enough to withstand the impact

of an explosion. The revolving door, however, was thoght of as a weak element, and

it would have needed steel reinforcements not unlike those necessary for banks.

Possible theft of paintings was also a concern, particularly where smaller ones and

watercolours were concerned: any window represented a further weakness where

security had to be tighter. The installation of closed-circuit cameras was discussed to

supplement the surveillance personnel88; furthermore, the system currently in use

at the National Gallery was deemed not �exible enough for the needs of the Tate.

The very presence of a building site so close to the Tate Gallery represented a

factor of risk for the artworks kept there, as the sca�olding could be used as a vant-

age point for entering the museum: the whole area had to be constantly under sur-

veillance and the personnel identi�ed and authorised by the Tate in order to work

there89 The contractors, on their part, were held completely responsible for the

building site’s security, and in that respect they were to communicate directly with

the Tate security department: they were in fact denied entrance to the museum or

hospital premises for any reason not directly connected to the building site.

The incorporation of a large amount of glass in the façades meant a di�erent ap-

proach to security, not only from potential theft, but also to prevent damage from

bomb accidents, seeing that the Clore was regarded as a symbolic builidng and thus

a sensitive target. The de�nition of the speci�cation for the type of security glass

88 The Clore was explicitly designed to be functional with as less personnel as possible, thus the
choice of CCTV security was almost forced.

89 It is unclear whether the Tate security o�cers conducted background checks on the workers for
the Clore; some documents, negating access to some of them after some misconduct on their
part had been discovered, seem to indicate so.
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to be used was delayed by the P.S.A., forcing the �rm to make preventive assump-

tions that might not have corresponded to the actual material to be employed. 90.

The P.S.A. had a subsection dedicated to security which, apparently, did not sup-

ply much information during the design stage, despite complaints on the architects’

part. This contributed to delay the �nal design phases, waiting fors responses both

from potential suppliers and contractors. This indeterminate state produced a con-

�guration of security devices that ended up con�icting, in 1984, with the directives

issued by the Tate’s own Security O�cer, as per the P.S.A.’s own admission.91The

roof glazing had to be secured against possible intrusion as well by means of a high

level security device installed directly on site: the dispersive approach to the matter

resulted in another factor for delays to the whole building, particularly as the peri-

odical inspections arranged on site revealed maintenance and installation issues for

the security of the roo�ights.92

Amuchmore mundane detail, but still of importance in the matter of security was

the means by which visitors would be kept away from the paintings. Not all paintings

needed psychological barriers, but the choice had a tangible impact on the character

of the rooms, even if the devices were not permanently �xed to the structure.93

As the Clore gallery was meant to be completely integrated in the exhibition of

the Tate, it was necessary to adopt the same method for hanging paintings, that is

a hidden bracket to which the painting is anchored; as there are no security camera

90 095.c117 15 October 1981, letter from James Stirling to David Palmer
91 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c 105, 6 April 1984 Martin Dover to Russell Bevington.

It is agreed that many of these changes could have been established earlier, had we had the services of the
PSA security section at the proper time.

92 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c 105 20 March 1984, John Barnes to Russell Bevington
93 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.092.c105 17.9.1984
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or automated alarms, it was left to the architects to devise a system, as discreet as

possible, to keep visitors - including potential vandals - away from the artworks.

3.6 Colours

The matter of colours, in partricular those of the walls of the main galleries is one

of the most controversial in the Clore Gallery project, and a reconstruction of the

various decisional phases, changes of direction and attributions of responsibility has

proved somewhat challenging. Part of the unfavourable reactions to the new building

were directly provoked by its colours, both for the exterior and the interiors, a fact

in part acknowledged by Stirling himself94, commenting that

It may take a year or so to settle down. Then I think it will be more acceptable

and the building will have a certain identity and memory for the public and they

will expect to see these colours when they come again.

At least for the colour of the galleries, the depiction of Turner’s studio [Figure

1.1] leaves no doubt that their original setting was on a dark red surface (Indian or

Venetian Red). This colour, mainly for philological reasons, was thought by some

of the conservation sta� to be the most suited to bring out the brightness and the

luministic e�ects of the paintings, particularly the more abstract late ones. The need

to set the paintings in a contemporary, although traditional, environment, left the

question of colour open for many years, keeping a �nal decision suspended until

the main structure was completed. The wall colour had also a practical e�ect in the

lighting calibration, as lighter colours are more re�ective, and thus it was discussed

94 Summerson and Jencks, 1987, Interview with Charles Jencks.
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in various instances by the architects, curators and conservation sta�. One of the

earliest mentions of this matter is during the tests on the 1:12 model, when the Tate

sta� stresses the point of devising a lighting system that could function with a range

of colours for the walls and �oors, those being elements easily subject to renovation.

In this instance there is no mention of speci�c hues, but only of the intensity and

brightness of the colours: a dark wall could be acceptable as well as a light one.95

Colours were discussed only in outline terms in the design phase, essentially leav-

ing Stirling free to decide of the hues of the various elements as he saw �t. This

initial liberty clashed later on in the project with the opinion of the curators, who

objected to the strong colours of the entrance arch and the handrails.

A series of decisions were reversed in a short period of time towards the end of

1985, when a note by Stirling recaps the latest developments in the Entrance Hall

colour saga, stating that the existing colours (the ones that can still be ovserved) were

approved by Tate and P.S.A. in the spring of the same year, only to be reversed in

the autumn asking for the repainting of the arch.96

The supporting motivations for the choice of colours are based on the value of

the arch as part of the subverted promenade of the entrance: its bright colours are

a purely visual signal for the galleries’ presence, a wordless guidance for the visitor.

Even brighter colours were used in Stuttgart [Fig.3.44]and the Fogg, a fact that Stirl-

ing stresses as particularly relevant. The will to substitute a purely visual signaling

with a textual / graphic one is seen as compromising the conceptual background of

the whole entrance system, the colours being its symbolic �l-rouge (or perhaps �l-

rose).

95 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117 20.6.1980
96 Stirling notes c.86 2 December 1985, James Stirling notes
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Figure 3.44: The Staatsgalerie’s entrace, Stuttgart. Photo taken by the author.
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A sort of territorial war over the colours was fought between the curators and the

architects, with the Tate Trustees and Director acting as arbiters of a controversy that

saw neither party willing to back down from their choices. Their role was essentially

to help reach a compromise in order to obtain an aesthetically harmonious result, all

the while not worsening the already critical situation of delay to the building process.

Towards the end of May 1984 the discussion on the interior colours became

more pragmatic: Stirling, backed by Rogers, proposed to clad the walls with a light-

coloured fabric, with the lateral rooms in darker colours (rust or dark green), while

Martin Butlin97 expressed a preference towards an uniform dark colour, with two

alternating hues. 98

It was not a matter of interior colours only: the acid-green �ttings of the Reading

Room windows began to be felt as very problematic in the autumn of 198499, as the

curators remind the architects that

The matter of the colour of the window to the Paper Conservation Room has to

be resolved to satisfy the use of this room. Green is not acceptable as you propose.

As designers you must �nd a solution to meet a) the scienti�c requirement as

de�ned by the Tate experts and b) the aesthetic criteria - in that order please100

Here the window serves also as a pretext to reiterate the priority of the curators’

expertise over the architects’ on the matter of gallery design; in instances where the

aesthetic aspect is not easily separable from the scienti�c, this produced a con�ict that

served only to ultimately delay the completion of the building. The green hue of the

97 British Art Historian, then keeper of the British Collection at the Tate.
98 0027.095.c118
99 Despite being clearly indicated on the presentation drawings.
100 0027.092.c105 22.8.1984
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�ttings would produce a correspondingly tinted light in a room devoted to reading,

an e�ect reputed undesirable; on their part the architects state that the �ttings are in

the same colour range of their backtrop, the Tate gardens.101 The proposal by the

Tate of painting the window white prompted Stirling to write to Bowness, stating

that The result would be a piece of English tackiness and quite ugly.

Between the end of 1984 and the spring of 1985 the consensus was that on the

main galleries the curators would have the last word, as their technical expertise over-

ran the architects’, while the latter were given free reign over the entrance. Stirling

reminds Bowness in various instances of their statement of the entrance hall as be-

ing the Architect’s province, a space well separated from the actual galleries where the

choice of colours would not have damaged the contemplation of the paintings. This

agreement was disputed in the following years up until the completion of the build-

ing, as either party sought more control on the whole building and its �nal appear-

ance. This resulted in a provisionary agreement on the colours (that ended up being

�nal): in September 1986, after taking full possession of the building, the Tate Trust-

ees agree that the entrance arch colours would have stayed as they were for one year

after the public opening, after which time a new decision would be taken on their

alteration.

There had been a similar, but apparently less harsh, controversy on colours at Har-

vard not long before: the Foggmuseum administrators wanted to opt for warmer and

more subdued tones than the ones chosen by Stirling who, in the end, prevailed. As

the building of the Clore came to completion, more and more information about

the colour controversy found its way to the press, in conjuncture with Stirling’s ap-

101 We believe that it should be borne in mind that the general back-drop to this window is one of extensive
landscaping both in planters immediately beneath the window and the orchard of trees and tur�ng beyond.
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pointment for the Mansion House scheme: Stirling took particular o�ence for an

article by Gavin Stamp in The Spectator102, requesting Alan Bowness to take full

and public responsibility for the chromatic choices at the Clore.103

The �nal choice of light-coloured fabric for the wall cladding proved to be short-

lived, as was the carpet covering the �oor: in 1992, citing maintenance and cleaning

issues, they were replaced by paint and wood. The rooms have been repeatedly

repainted in di�erent colour schemes [Figure ?? - ??], from a lighter one with dark

green side rooms to the current Indian Red that, despite ultimately resolving the

colour controversy in the curators’ favour, appears ill-adapted to the proportions of

the rooms.

3.7 A two-headed client: the relationship with the

curators

The length of the building work for the Clore Gallery made it so that institutional

continuity could not be assured, and many di�erent people worked with Stirling and

the Tate for some time on the project before having to abandon it. The relationships

in the team varied from amicable to explicitly con�ictual, particularly in the �nal

stages of the project, when both parts felt equally entitled to the last word on details

of the new building,

102 Stamp, 1986.
103 0027.191.c89. 22 January 1986, James Stirling to Alan Bowness. Stamp stated that the Stirling

had overruled the Tate’s own keepers, imposing his own colour choices.
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Inmarch 1980 theDesign Teamwas formed in order to jointly address the various

issues that could arise during the design process 104 It included the architects, as well

as other consultants for the technical and structural aspects of the construction.

Alan Bowness, the Tate Director, was a scholar whose sensibilities leaned strongly

towards the contemporary and a strong supporter of Stirling’s architectural language,

so as to commission him three di�erent designs: the Clore Gallery, the New Mu-

seums and the Tate in the North in Liverpool, two of which were carried to comple-

tion. The Clore and New Museums projects were tightly interlaced, and in March

1982 Bowness began to lay down ideas for what would become the Tate in theNorth.

105

At the same time, the constructive dialogue on the external appearance of the new

museum and its general form that characterised much of the �rst two years of design,

gave slowly way to amore antagonistic relastionship, as the detailedmatters of the in-

teriors were the technical �eld of both architects and curators. Stirling andWilford’s

policy on the distribution of drawings to the clients was not to show everything at any

one meeting, given that some of the drawings are not functional to gain an approval;

this was disagreed upon by somemembers of the conservation o�ce at the Tate, who

felt that knowing every detail of the interior was a fundamental prerequisite for the

right decisions to be taken.

Although Stirling andWilford gave a partial list of �rms for the P.S.A. to consider

for the contract awarding process, the main contractor was ultimately chosen by the

latter only, while the consultants were chosen following the architects’ directions. A

factor in the decision (on both parts) of excluding �rms, for the actual construction

104 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117, 15.3.1980
105 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c117
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of the building, who had already worked with Stirling was the intention to avoid as

much as possible the water in�ltration problems that plagued both the Enginneering

Faculty in Leicester and the History Faculty Library in Cambridge.106 In March

1983 the architectsmet the contractors’ representatives in order to present the design

and illustrate its general requirements: Stirling’s speech was much appreciated by

the P.S.A., as they requested a second iteration for the bene�t of the architecture

students doing their practice year at the institution.

In the summer of 1984 the Tate shifted their attention fully on the details of

the project, including the exhibition rooms and the more technical aspects of the

building. In this phase, the true territorial struggle between client and architects

begins to be waged. During the design phase less attention was given to details, and

the Tate curators found themselves having to approve the �nal appearance of details

that were up until that moment de�ned by the architects and consultants only.107

The nature, importance and complexity of the building meant that if some elements

were badly designed their impact could be quite relevant. The client108 has to be

consulted and made an integral part of the decisional process.

A crucial event in this system of already delicate relationshisp is the nomination

of Andrew Wilton109 as curator of the Clore Gallery. Although taking part in the

Somerset House inspections in quality of Turner expert, he is almost never men-

tioned in the Clore Gallery papers110 until August 1984.111 The inclusion of such

106 0027.091.c103 22.7.1983
107 0027.092.c105 7.8.1984
108 in a broad sense, including not only the decisional board but also the sta� and all the personnel

that would use the building daily.
109 Art Historian, specialised in Turner studies
110 He sometime acted as consultant for Martin Butlin
111 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.092.c105 7.8.1984
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an important �gure in a heterogeneous design group whose equilibrium was already

quite delicate worried Stirling on two accounts: his virtual absence from four years

of continuous dialogue and discussion and the already advanced state of the building

that prevented conspicuous alterations from being practicable.

Where most of the Trustees were undoubtedly favourable to Stirling’s architec-

ture, and Bowness had a diplomatic (but not very �rm) stance, Wilton did not ap-

prove of many design choices, and his ideas on exhibition design and the roles of ar-

chitects and curators were very clear. He was supported by RobinHamlyn, Keeper of

the British Collection, an architect by training whose ideas often clashed with Stirl-

ing’s. Some of the concepts that had informed the project from its inception were

challenged, particularly the �xed nature of the galleries and the absence of showcases.

The correspondence112 shows that neither Stirling nor Wilton had the intention to

compromise on their views, the tones becoming more and more vitriolic before any

kind of agreement was reached.

At the same time, tension was increasing in the building site due to the contractor’s

attitude (as the next section will show) and the Tate began to consider �nalising some

of the aspects of the whole design that were up to that point left pending. The �nal

appearance of the link between new and old Tate was submitted in October 1984113

and the colours of the window �ttings were discussed again, as is the presence of

temporary wall partitions. The relations between Stirling and Bowness seem at the

time to be strained due to an apparent "backtracking" on details that were previously

112 This analysis is based on the documents kept in the CCA �les. Although the correspondent
papers kept at the Tate could have given more insight on the matter, almost all the non-factual
opinions expressed in the letters were omitted under the Freedom of Information Act or closed
to public access until the late 2020s.

113 0027.092.c105 25.10.1984
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agreed. In a quite frustrated letter to Bowness, Stirling accuses the Tate of wanting to

uglify the Clore’s rooms by introducing temporary wall partitions and �oor outlets in

the main galleries, and a translation booth in the lecture theatre, with the late changes

making this public room ugly and jammed up.

Richard Rogers had, in 1984, substituted Lord Hutchinson as Chairman of the

Tate Trustees, and his role appears 114 to be that of reconciling the opposing stances

of Stirling andWilton, o�ering an approach that was more pragmatic and construct-

ive than merely diplomatic. In the meantime, in early 1984 Peter Palumbo had

been nominated to lead the Building Committee for the Clore Gallery and thus was

working more closely with Stirling.115 It is probably at this time of close working

relationship that Palumbo came to appreciate Stirling and Wilford’s architecture,

choosing them for the No.1 Poultry Scheme after the rejection of Mies’ project in

early 1985. The level of activity of Stirling and Wilford’s �rm was unprecedented

in the mid-eighties: the completion of the Stuttgart Staatsgalerie, the FoggMuseum,

the Rice School of Architecture and the Clore, together with the Tate in the North

and New Museums commissions meant an intense workload, made more complex

by the controversy with the Clore contractors.

Another degree of complexity was introduced on the Tate’s part by continuously

requesting changes to the design: the di�culty of introducing alteration at an ad-

vantage stage and with an uncooperative contractor was another source of friction116

114 0027.092.c107 5.12.1984
115 Girouard and J.F. Stirling, 1998, Girouard states that Palumbo had a penchant for hero-worship,

�rst with Mies and successively with Stirling.
116 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.191.c89 31 October 1985, James Stirling to Alan Bowness.

Stirling apparently avoided direct communication with Hamlyn and Wilton, leaving the task to
Russell Bevington, the project architect, and Bowness. The tone was nonetheless quite vitriolic
at times, for example commenting that in my opinion the rust colour fabric chosen for the watercolour
gallery is greatly more attractive than the excrement coloured fabric that Mr. Hamlyn has now requested
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between architects, Tate Trustees and curators, who seemed unable to reach a suf-

�cient degree of agreement mainly on the matters of colour, material and �nish for

the main galleries.

At the beginning of 1986 relations between curatorial sta�, director and architect

appeared to be somewhat strained, as the details of the gallery’s signage represent

another source of contrast. Seemingly stuck in a neverending decisional process,

Stirling advances his complaints to Bowness regarding the situation: although his

claim that the Clore project has been unlike our experience at Stuttgart and Harvard

where the client usually accepted our �rst proposal which was accordingly built117 sounds

exaggerate, the perpetual "openness" of the Clore brief was an exceptional occurrence

that contibuted to the overall complexity of the scheme. The design process had

been slow and time consuming for the �rm, �rst with the phasing hypothesis and

successively with the imputs from the curators, and it would not have been necessary if

the Tate had known at the beginning exactly what it wanted and had provided us with the

information at that time.

Despite the friction with the curatorial sta�, never fully resolved, the Clore project

proved an opportunity for Stirling and Wilford who obtained through it, directly or

indirectly, three further commissions: the Tate in the North, with the renovation of

the Albert Docks in Liverpool, the New Museums and, through Peter Palumbo, the

No.1 Poultry project118. It is relevant that all three projects required a great degree of

contextualisation and, with the exception of the Albert Docks, presented numerous

challenges of contextualisation, urban image and social function. These themes had

117 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.191.c89 25.1. 1986
118 Alan Bowness, in congratulating him for the success of the Clore inauguration, declares himself

"his staunchest supporter from 1972".
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always been quite important for the architects, who aimed to produce buildings that

had a social, contextual relevance as well as a contemporary appearance, and the

various degrees of controversy in the relationships extablished with the clients make

this purpose emerge.

3.8 Building (mal)practices

The building process of the new gallery was slowed by almost four years by a con-

currence of factors, one of the most consistent being a di�cult relationship with the

contractors, compounded by a scarce willingness to collaborate and a lack of craft-

maship. As Michael Wilford put it in a letter to the P.S.A., the �rm had expended

more sta� time and e�ort on this project than any other of comparable size and complexity (in

30 years of practice)119.

A warning sign of sorts occurred in the very �rst phases, during the demolition

of part of the hospital wards and the clearing of the building site. 120 Parts of the

adjacent Lodge were damaged in the process of excavating for the foundations and

putting in place the �rst level of sca�olding: such a damage was taken into account

during the planning phase andmeant to bemade goodwith brickmaterial taken from

other parts of the site. The bricks, however, resulted in such a bad condition after the

demolitions to be practically unusable as repair material. Stirling and Wilford then

raised some doubts whether the contractors, who won also the main tender for the

museum, possessed the necessary skills to complete the building with a su�cienty

quality level.

119 096, 29 March 1985, Michael Wilford to Nicol Mutch
120 CCA, d60, 0027 (demolitions) 14 dicembre 1981
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Figure 3.45: One of the test panels required by stirling still on site.

The �rst date for the beginning of the building work was set, in the late summer

of 1982 , for the 10th October of the same year121, when the demolitions were

completed and the Bulinga Street issue would be nearing its resolution, allowing

the contractors to take possession of the whole site. The time allowed to the building

operations is two years, expired which the building would be handed over to the Tate

for the furnishing operations, resulting in a probable opening date in the summer of

1985. Before work could truly begin, Stirling and Wilford request with a certain

urgence from the contractors (Walter Lawrence and son) a number of test panels

121 later postponed to the end of November
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of the various surface claddings of the new building: their purpose was to show the

contractors’ workmanship in order to bring it to the desired standards.122

In order to being awarded the tender by virtue of the lowest cost estimates, the

main contractors sub-contracted all the works, occupying only a coordination and

management position. This strategy, while in theory cost-e�ective, resulted in a dif-

�cult resolution of the various issues and a dubious control over the whole process.

Even from the preliminary phases, the sub-contractors showed a low level of craft-

manship: the re-routing of the sewer and the other mains (electrical and gas) had

been executed in an approximate way123, producing a chain of e�ects that negat-

ively impacted the laying of the foundation piles, e�ectively beginning a chain of

successive delays that ended in the building being opened to the public two years

later than expected.

To further complicate matters, the bureaucratic procedures dictated that work-

ing drawings should be communicated to the contractor by the P.S.A. and not dir-

ectly by the architect, creating a sort of lag between the changes in the project (that

were many and continuous until the end) and their e�ective implementation in the

building site. The contractors’ employees worked on site with preliminary drawings,

making the issuing of the working ones a permanent "state of emergency" and in

fact compromising both the coordination of the building site and the quality of the

drawings themselves.124

The continuous dialogue between clients and architects resulted in a design that

was perpetually in an un�nished state: discussion was allowed to progress extensively,

122 It is an implicit consideration on the contractors’ ability or lack thereof.
123 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c194 19.12.1983
124 0027.095.c118
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given the complexity of some solutions and the innovative (at the time) technology

employed, clashing with the overly-optimistic estimates of completion times.

In November 1983 the relationship between contractors and architects began to

sour: the lack of coordination and the polemic attitude on the contractors’ part did

not help to overcome some technical issues. The sub-contracting procedures, fur-

thermore, determined a consistent delay by not being completed in time: in absence

of the �rms who would have materially realised the building the design process was

slowed and further complicated.125 The attitude on the contractors’ part seemed

more inclined to �nd shortcomings and imprecisions in the design team’s instruc-

tions rather than cooperating with them, so much to induce the architects to doubt

Walter Lawrence and sons’ actual ability to coordinate and manage a complex pro-

ject. 126

The lack of information and communication between the parties made scheduling

the various works di�cult as well as preventing the reduction of the delays. In respect

to the actual workmanship, the �rm seemed not to meet the required standards from

the beginning,for example the mortar used in some parts of the building appeared

to be mixed incorrectly, thus providing less than sound connections between the

parts.127

The building work proceeded slowly through the whole duration of 1983 and

on to the �rst half of 1984. When confronted with comparisons of actual progress

against scheduled progress (40% and 65% respectively), the contractors declared the

delays were due to adverse weather conditions and communication issues on the

125 0027.095.c118
126 0027.095.c118 The contractors’ attitude begins here to be described as aggressive and hostile

to the architects and institutions
127 0027.095.c118
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architects’ part, and there were no issues concerning lack of quali�ed personnel or

inadequate relationships with the subcontractors.128 Some parts of the building had

been damaged during the works, and it was not clear at the time whether the damage

had been actually repaired or not. A letter fromMichael Wilford to Nicol Mutch129

sums up the issues encountered up until that moment:

It is now very apparent that the Contractor grossly underestimated or ignored

the complexity of the works (particularly in regard to the relationship between

the specialist subcontractors) and produced an over-optimistic programme. Their

persistent failure to publish a revised programme taking account of current delays

and indicating the anticipated completion date, despite numerous requests and

notices is unexplained and can only con�rm our opinion that the project is op-

erated on a day to day basis.

Their decision to subcontract all works, retaining only the management func-

tions themselves, imposes greater responsibility on the Contractor to coordinate

and supervise the subcontractors.

The estimated completion date, although reputed overly optimisic by Stirling and

Wilford, is set betweenMarch and November 1985, with the contractors stating that

with the construction of the roof inclement weather would have had a declining in-

�uence on the building’s progress.130 The architects’ dissatisfaction with the work

carried out up to that moment caused them to contact independent consultants to

assess the real causes of the delays, in order to protect themselves from possible re-

128 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c118 17.5.1984
129 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.092.c105, Michael Wilford to Nicol Mutch, 10 May 1984
130 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c118 17.5.1984
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criminations on the contractors’ part.131 The investigations result in an attribution

of responsibility to the contractors for the delays pertaining to the foundations: the

body of documentation (geotechnic surveys, measurements, etc) available was pur-

posefully ignored during the evaluation of the site’s conditions.

Furthermore, the absence from the building site of one of the most skilled su-

pervisors had a negative impact on the whole project, e�ectively slowing down the

activity to a bare minimum. The unwillingness on the contractor’s part to address

this problem (or even to acknowledge it) was cited as a strong contributing factor for

the severe delays.

Both the architects and the P.S.A. assumed a strongly critical stance towards the

contractors, reprimanding the lack of professionality and the inadeguacy of the sub-

contracting model. In that situation, Martin Dover still advises prudence, as the lack

of skill of the contractors could very well impact the quality of the �nal building, and

even more so if the works were to be hurried.132

The impact of the publicity given to the project in the previous months began to

be felt, as was the curiosity of specialists: the di�culties of the building site however

did not allow any visit without a potential scandal in regard to the lack of progress

and workmanship. The P.S.A. and the Tate refused �rmly to allow visitors on site,

except people directly involved with the project, as the building is not in a �t state to

be publicised at present. The evident shortcomings of the contractors and the delayed

state of the works would in fact have discouraged potential patronage towards the

Tate and jeopardise the possibility of work beginning on the New Museums.

131 0027.095.c118
132 0027.092.c105 18.5.1984
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Another episode that occurred at the end of October 1984133 shed some doubts

on the honesty of the contractors’ conduct as well. Some of the building site di-

aries, that recorded the sequence of the construction works and the orders issued,

disappeared overnight. Stirling wrote personally to the P.S.A. to notify the fact, ex-

pressing his misgivings on its casuality. The information contained in the diaries

could, in fact, have important repercussions both legal and �nancial: their absence

prevented an objective assessment of the sequence of works, thus preventing a clear

attribution of responsibilities for the delays. Despite the small chances of recovering

the diaries or proving an intentional act on the contractors’ part, the remaining ones

are transferred to a safe location for the rest of the building site’s duration.

In the same period, the already-rendered surfaces of the building began to show

noticeable cracks.134 Faced with the charges, on the contractors’ part, of having

refused the use of a �ssure-preventing additives, Stirling and Wilford again enlist

independent consultants to inspect the matter. The level of workmanship is found

so poor that the only solution that would ensure a high-quality result is to remove all

the render put in place up to that moment and begin anew, a lengthy operation began

in october 1985 and completed only in the spring of 1986. Moreover, the building

materials were incorrectly stored on site: one of the main windows was damaged

beyond repair, while the slabs of Portland stone were stained by humidity and algae

growth, thus producing even more additional expenses and delays.135

The main issue was, however, the water in�ltration from the roof, which caused

a sensible delay in the whole building process. Around the beginning of november

133 0027.092.c105 31.1
134 074.c9
135 0027.092.c105 13.11.1984
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1985 the building work was more than one year late on the agreed schedule and

enough time has passed for clients and architects to assess the situation. The con-

tractors had supposedly either read super�cially the contract documents or delib-

erately ignored them, with a global underestimation of the standards required and

the time needed to reach them.136The contract was started with the hopes of ex-

ploiting weaknesses in the documents and the ongoing changes (thus the adversary

position towards the design team) and proceeded by subcontracting all trades, with

more surveyors than supervisors being on site, requiring detailed instruction even for

the smallest item.137

Figure 3.46: Roof stockage of materials and power generators

136 096. 8 November 1985, Note by Michael Wilford.
137 Ibid. This resulted in thousands of site instructions being issued in the course of four years.
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Apparently, in turn, the subcontractors were forced to work at minimum prices

and received their due slowly, which contributed to the overall minimal presence

of labour on site; moreover, with remedial work being necessary to complete the

building, and byzantine procedures on the main contractor’s part, the workers’ mor-

ale appeared low on the site. There was also the risk of fee deductions due to the

consistent delay: these would be passed on the subcontractors, bringing the whole

site to a halt. A provisional solution was found in the awarding of a second contract

for the �tting out of the building after completion: the main contract was however

at a stage too advanced to terminate, and the architects were actively considering to

bring an alternative contractor on site to expedite completion.138

Furthermore, the construction of the Clore Gallery su�ered from �ooding in at

least two instances, the �rst of which occurred during the initial phases of the building

site in 1983, where remedial works were carried out on the old Tate roofs. During

a particular rainy period, the roof worked as a sort of drain, directing rainwater over

the foundation excavations. 139

Once this was remedied, the producer of the waterproo�ng membranes issued

in October of the same year a recall order for the material already consigned to

the Clore Gallery and partially installed, citing manufacturing defects as the main

reason: the material already used had to be removed and substitued, producing fur-

ther delays.140

Despite the raw structure being declared complete (except for the roofs) and wa-

terproof at the beginning of May 1984141, some zones of the building had received

138 096 27 September 1985, Minutes of Project Manager Meeting
139 0027.091.c103 21.6.1983
140 0027.095.c118 7.10.1983
141 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.095.c119 2.5.1984
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damage from partial �ooding, including some parts where electrical �ttings had been

already installed. It was not until the late summer and autumn of 1984 that serious

leaking occurred in the building, propagating from the top �oor to other parts of the

strucure.142 These issues were not to be remedied for about three months, further

complicating matters with the onset of winter.

Figure 3.47: Roof leaks inspected in summer 1985

142 0027.092.c105 9.8.1984
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Figure 3.48: Roof leaks inspected in summer 1985

The situation reached its worst point in the summer of 1985, when multiple

leaks were discovered in the roofs and attributed to a defective cill, together with an

improperly-installed waterproo�ng membrane. The P.S.A. commissioned an ex-

ternal consultant to assess the causes and the extent of the water damages, therefore

all but halting construction work on the site while the inspection was underway. The

report highlighted the defective elements as well as the inadequacy of the installa-

tion work that had produced the water in�ltration, thus obliging the contractors to

undertake the necessary remedial works before allowing work to continue in other

parts of the site.
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4 Aftermath
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James Stirling & Michael Wilford, competi-
tion entry for the National Gallery Sainsbury 
Wing, 1985

James Stirling & Michael Wilford, competi-
tion entry for the Bibliothèque Nationale de 
France, 1989



4.1 Completion

The duration of the Clore Gallery building process extended almost three years

further than expected, bringing the new building to the public in 1986-87,

under circumstances that were quite di�erent from those that would have occurred

had the building been completed on time. The authorities that de�ned much of the

public building policies were in fact dissolving or losing much of their prominence:

at the beginning of April 1986 the G.L.C., "the largest local authority in the world1"

was disbanded after 22 years.

The building was handed to the Tate for �tting out on the 13th August 1986, with

a delay of almost two years on the initial schedule.2

Accepting the building’s status on the condition that the construction defects were

remedied by the beginning of September, the �tting out and desnagging operations

began. At the time, the attention of the press was rekindled towards the new build-

ing, as no visits had been allowed to the building site for the whole �ve years of its

duration.3 In the meantime, the Stuttgart Staatsgalerie and the Fogg Museum had

been successfully inaugurated in 1984 and 1985, and the preliminary drawings for

No.1 Poultry had been recently published. Throughout 1986 and onwards, Gavin

Stamp4 conducted what can be seen as a sort of campaign against Stirling, fueled

by Prince Charles’ remarks on the National Gallery competition. Despite Bowness’

intention to open James Stirling’s beautiful gallery with a bang, rather than a whimper5,

1 Clayton, 1987.
2 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.182.c51 13 August1986, the delay was o�cially declared as

amounting to 90,5 weeks.
3 Apart from the notable example of I.M.Pei found "wandering around" the building site.
4 English journalist and architecture historian
5 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.191.c89 20.1.1986
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news of the controversy regarding the colour scheme had reached the press, allowing

Stamp to write on the Spectator that

the new Stirling manner ought, theoretically, to equip him to extend Wilkins,

although the Tate Gallery Extension, an uncoordinated fusion of architectural

clichés which is currently a year behind schedule, ought to make the Trustees

pause, especially as this supremely arrogant architect has overruled the Tate’s

own keepers with regard to the best internal colour scheme against which to

display Turners.

Stirling took particular o�ense with this remark and requested Bowness for a formal

correction, which the latter refused to make on the grounds of it being partially true

and refusing to draw attention on an aspect that should have largely been left ig-

nored.6

Stampwas supported, on the Guardian’s pages, by criticMartin Pawley, who never

concealed his dislike for the No.1 Poultry project, de�ning it in May 1986 a mouldy

slice of cheese, de�ning both alternatives for the building as "absurd". Probably want-

ing to avoid further interference on the Clore, Stirling asked Bowness to not invite

Stamp and Pawley to the press opening, whereas he required the presence of a rep-

resentative for each of the contractors involved in the whole building.

At the end of October 1986 there was no �xed date neither for the customary

press opening prior to the public inauguration nor for the actual opening: the press

published accounts of various inaccuracy as the expectations of the art world - and

6 This led Stirling to suspect that some within the Tate leaked information to journalists due to
their insatisfaction with the building, thus aiding in the construction of a negative reputation
even before completion.0027.191.c.89 24 February 1986, James Stirling to Alan Bowness.
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the general press - rose.7 The site inspections, however, revealed that many details

of the façades were not executed to standard, with some of the render invading the

adjacent stone slabs, some of the panels presenting some residues of the previous

layers of rendering, as well as the brick cladding being uneven and damaged in places.

The Clore Gallery was open to the press on the 11th November 1986, despite it

being largely empty (the paintings were not yet transported to the site). It is a crucial

moment, particularly given the strained relationship with the curators, and Stirling

in a personal note8 states that

I forgot to tell Bowness that he should make sure that nobody at the Tate speaks

on the Clore controversy (galleries + entrance hall) - perhaps Michael should

have a word with him on my behalf.

In the following months, the building underwent an extensive de-snagging cam-

paign, as successive inspections showed that the global quality of the building is in-

ferior to the expected standards9 and work proceed, at times frantically, to remedy

as much defects as possible before the inauguration. Some elements were not yet

completed, such as the external cleaning of the Lodge and the paving, as well as

the illumination. The rendering is again found fractured, this time around the main

staircase: a complete substitution is inadvisable as there was the risk of damage to the

portions of wall that were still intact, and a punctual substitution and redecoration

was chosen instead.10

7 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.147.c7 Note for Russell Bevington on corrections to a Time
Out article.

8 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.182.c51
9 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.182.c51
10 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.182.c51 5.2.1987
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Moreover, the environmental conditions were still unsatisfactory, and the vari-

ous small defects in many parts of the building had prevented a full and thorough

performance testing; the signage was not yet completed and some elements had to

be tempestively repainted. These problems persisted after the public opening, and

work up until spring 1987 aimed more to present an acceptable "face" to the public

rather than solving fully every issue; these would be solved in time in the following

years, sometimes entailing the substitution of whole parts.11

4.2 Reception

The Somerset House proposal, together with the Turner Society campaigning and

the Tate’s own publicity and the duration of the Clore Gallery building produced

a climate of expectation and anticipation,as the building remained still mostly un-

known. The Tate, given the severe technical problems occurred during construction,

chose to forbid any visit to the Clore prior to the public opening, in the e�ort to avoid

negative publicity. The complex issues of coordination between parties were in fact

likely to be oversimpli�ed and misunderstood by the press, already prone to inac-

curate accounts.

At the end of 1986, before the press opening, some critics were allowed to see

some of the black and white photos taken by Richard Bryant of the �nished build-

ing12, as most of the construction and �tting work was completed, despite the nu-

merous defects that were in the process of being recti�ed.

11 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0028.073.C1 14.1.1988
12 Kent, 1986, Sarah Kent admits so in the interview published in Time Out Magazine.
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Figure 4.1: Positive of gallery 7 with superimposed �gures, March 1987

In the same period, an exhibition at the Royal Academy celebrated the careers of

three contemporary british architects: Norman Foster, Richard Rogers and James

Stirling. The poularity of the Staatsgalerie in Stuttgart13 justi�ed the british press

expectation of the same success, echoing Stirling’s thoughts on the matter.

The Clore Gallery was o�cially inaugurated by the Queen on the 1st April 1987,

and after three days of limited guided visits was opened to the public. The press had

the possibility to tour the building at the end of March, when the de-snagging work

was complete and the building almost completely �tted out. This allowed articles to

be published immediately after the inauguration, contributing to the sense of public

13 Stirling andWilford’s extension resulted in the Germanmuseum sharp rise in attendance, going
from 52nd to �rst place in number of visitors in 1983, the year of its inauguration
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expectation. The commission to James Stirling for theMansionHouse scheme (what

would become No.1 Poultry) was a still very recent a�air, and in the eyes of some

of the press he was transforming from a British architect of international reputation

to a post-modernist ruiner of handsome urban fabric, a particularly ironic situation

given his explicit interest for the conservation of historical city centres.

Despite, or perhaps due to, the controversy surrounding the Clore, Stirling and the

MansionHouse Square scheme, the number of visitors to the Tate doubled following

the opening, a sign that curiosity towards the building was high.

Nobody could a�ord not to have an opinion about the Clore14, even though some of

said opinions were most likely in�uenced by the ongoing No.1 Poultry controversy.

The specialist press dedicated mostly positive articles to the new building, most not-

ably John Summerson’s article on the Architectural Review accompanied by a long

interview to Stirling by Charles Jencks. The new building is praised for its witticisms

and at the same time the elegant proportions of the main galleries, de�ning Stirling

as a Vitruvius Ludens for his free, yet never arbitrary, use of form and materials.

In quoting Robert Maxwell in 1981 in his Pritzker acceptance speech, Stirling

refers to a typically british attitude that, in hindsight, seems to be quite �tting to the

whole Clore and No.1 Poultry controversy:

In England in particular there is a peculiar breath of scandal attaching to the

pursuit of architecture as Art. Criticism of architecture in the public mind is

broadly associated with sociological or material failure, and these specters haunt

the practice of architecture. Yet when such faults occur they are not thought to be

really scandalous except when associated with high architectural aspirations. 15

14 Bowness et al., n.d.
15 James Stirling, Pritzker Prize acceptance speech, May 1981
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Despite the constraints and di�culties of the site being recognised by critics, the

expectations towards the building were indeed high from the onset, as was Stirling’s

return to building in England: many of those who regarded the Clore as a failure did

so, in fact, on the grounds of a disrespect to Turner’s work and artistic stature. The

moral obligation of ful�lling the conditions of his will, despite it being disregarded

for more than a hundred years, was ultimately felt as failed by both the Tate and

Stirling.

Martin Pawley, on the Guardian’s pages, de�ned the Clore as a place where the

visitor will within encounter a number of three-piece suited �gures with gold-rim glasses

talking loudly about money, a description su�ering more the bias of theMansion House

scheme than anything else, and where the sociological failure, i.e. the supposed in�ux

of ruthless property management on the bulding of an art museum, appears more

of a device to further the opposition to the future No.1 Poultry.16

The most divisive characteristic of the new building were the colours and the in-

terior �nishes, considered unsympathetic to Turner’s paintings, as well as bland and

un�attering. Alan Bowness, in a piece for the Architect journal in June 1987, ex-

presses his surprise at the press comments, deemed ungenerous and too concentrated

on peripheral aspects, like the wall colours, that could reasonably be changed in the

course of the life of a building. The colours of the entrance arch, which were con-

tended between Stirling and the Tate and ultimately left as the architect envisaged

them, created some problems as

16 Pawley, 1987, Pawley might have been sour on the account of not being invited to the press
opening, so much that it reports it being a dull question-and-answer session on technical details.
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[...] to glimpse one’s �rst Turner through an arch of �uorescent dayglo violet

and turquoise is not only silly but also demeaning to the art, and therefore the

dignity of the architect[...].17

Opinions were divided between who, as Vaizey, felt that the museum was not

grand enough compared to other possible settings and who, conversely, stated that

the traditional framework was not fully challenged18, and the paintings were accom-

modated with a boring, retrograde attitude. The details were seen as both silly and

quirky, and parallels were drawn, as it was almost too easy to do, between Stirling

and Turner himself, both men and artists that were great, but patchy, [...] at once easily

accessible, perhaps by virtue of manifest eccentricity.

The vitriolic account published on the inaugural day by the Guardian was coun-

terbalanced, four days later, by an editorial byWaldemar Januszczak19 with the pur-

pose of balancing the venomous ink directed at Stirling and dispelling the monstrous

carbuncle label that threatened to be stuck on the building. Again, the expectation of

grandeur stemming from the Somerset House idead had not completely dispelled,

and the relation with the Pimlico houses, while contextual and clever, was met as a

lack of hauteur; the whole is seen as a kind of extended progress report on Turner’s career,

a gallery which has interested in his damp squibs as his �reworks.

An interesting point is made there, as the subdued and collected character of the

Clore Gallery is perceived as asking the visitor to ponder critically on the e�ective

quality of Turner’s art, as the assumption of his greatness has become a national knee-jerk

reaction. Suggesting that Turner was great painter who did never ful�ll his ambition

17 Bowness et al., n.d.
18 Ibid., Alan Stanton.
19 Januszczak, 1987, British art critic and journalist.
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to be ranked among the visionary, Januszczak maintains that one of the merits of the

Clore Gallery was, in fact, to present Turner sincerely, with all his faults intact.

The ones who lived instead by the dogma of Turner’s greatness were the Turner

Society, which had already began to see their successful campaigning of ten years

before as a pyrrhic victory; among them opinions varied but were mainly negative.

At the end of 1985, discussing the possibility of giving the Turner Society priority

on the reservation of the Lecture Room, Martin Butlin states that

the underlying assumption has to be [...] that the Tate gets something in return

for any special privileges it gives the Turner Society.[...] As for the matter of

criticism of the Tate Gallery I think that Andrew [Wilton] summed the position

up pretty well in saying that we do not mind criticism from friends but we have

objected to the, to us, irrational and inaccurate criticism from some of the more

fanatical members of the Society.20

referring to the continuous and public contestation, by somemembers of the Society,

on the matter of reuniting the Turner Bequest. This had the potential of damaging

the Tate’s reputation and the opportunity for �nancial support, made all the more

critical by the withdrawal of governmental aid.

In November 1986, two studies conducted by Selby Whittingham, one of the

Turner Society’s most vocal members, were published in the association’s newsletter:

they investigatedTurner’s studio atQueenAnne street by analysing theGeorge Jones

paintings, and some of the plans in Turner’s sketches. Even as the Clore was being

completed, the articles concluded by suggesting that

20 TG 2/5/7/1 17 October 1985, Martin Butlin to Michael Kitson.
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a new Turner Gallery might incorporate a reconstruction of the second one that

Turner built for himself.[...]The precise details of the interior may be lacking,

but su�cient information exists, if the sketchbooks too are carefully scanned,

to provide a reconstruction that would give the feel of the size and look of the

building in which Turner largely painted some of his greatest works.21

These intentions went largely unheeded and, after the Clore inauguration, the

monthly newsletter of the Society dedicated an issue on the new gallery. Many dis-

liked its architectural style and deemed that, despite the architecture needing to be

tailor-made, still Stirling fumbled, not badly, it is true, but fumbled it where chie�y mat-

ters, in the central galleries containing Turner’s largest pictures.22

Despite the disneyland �avour combined with a sinister undertone of the entrance hall,

it reminded many of a magical mystery house at a fair. The main source of disap-

pointment is the colour of the rooms, which, according to some, was as exciting as cold

porridge and reduced the vibrant tones of Turner’s paintings to black: they advocated

the use of the philologically correct Indian Red to properly display the colours and

praised Wilton’s curatorial skill in the selection and disposition of the artworks.

It is interesting to note how some of the criticism directly mirrors Stirling’s inten-

tions for the building: the materials, chosen as familiar to the London context, were

thought to age grubbily rather than gracefully, the façades are deemed too quirky and

the relationship with the Tate awkward23

Others, however, appreciated the smaller, more intimate rooms on the side of the

"main"gallery, and the general layout of the wholemuseum, as well as the watercolour

21 TG 2/1/5/7 Turner Society News, November 1986
22 TG 2/1/5/7 August 1987, Turner Society News
23 TG 2/1/5/7 August 1987, Turner Society News, Paul Goldman.
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rooms and the atmosphere, welcoming and intimate enough to invite the visitor to

linger, recognising the opportunity for the appreciation of Turner’s art.

4.3 Carbuncles

[...]It is possible to make a building that will be both popular and valuable as architecture.

— James Stirling, Interview with Sarah Kent, October 1986

The concourses of fate that shifted the focus of Stirling’s �rm from university

buildings to museums determined much of their international success; at the same

time, this allowed the �rm to design buildings that had an active social role, that

could be at the same time objects and places of discussion and interaction. The

many allusions present in Stirling’s museum take much from their context, with the

aim of creating a building that can be seen as an organic part of the urban fabric.

Commenting the Clore project, Striling stated that they

were trying to make a more recognisable, more identi�able, more familiar mod-

ern architecture. Nostalgia is a danger, but if one’s architecture were more ab-

stract, one would fall into the greater pitfall of being ugly, boring and humour-

less.

referring to the adoption, by public and private alike, of a

[...] shoebox-style modern architecture with its stripped-down puritan aesthetic

and repetitive expression24

24 James Stirling, 1975.
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as it was well-suited to ful�ll the need of a great quantity of built space at a low cost,

be it for the public good or private gain. The concern for the disappearance, due to

political reason, of the "art" element in architecture, resulting in buildings that are

boring, banal and barren and usually disruptive and unharmonious when placed in older

cities is a lifelong theme for Stirling and one of the generative forces of his buildings.

This was not an empty concern, as the political and cultural climate in Great Bri-

tain tended more towards conservatorism in the eighties, due in part to the shift of

leaderhsip from Labour to Tory and not entirely rational tendance to what was then

called declinism.

Although the post-war years were undoubtedly a period of growth for Great Bri-

tain (along with Western Europe), the perception of a state of decline ( the so-called

’declinism’) in respect to the status quo before the war has, according to some25,

had an impact on the history of the country since 1945. The perceived decline was

economic and social, rather than strategic or military, and was largely relative to the

growth of other countries. The loss of the pre-war relative conspicuous international

strength and the evident irreversibility of the dismantling of the former British em-

pire also contributed to the establishment of a "declinist" theory. The idea of "de-

clinism" shaped a debate that invested British culture at large and sparked its own

genre, the ’What’s wrong with Britain?’, that tried to identify also the non-economic

causes of the perceived decline: among them, the old values of aristocracy, inad-

equate psychological attitudes and educational institutions, insu�cient power given

to the scienti�cally and technically trained. Economic growth in the 70s, while still

high, was signi�cantly poorer than the previous decades and slow enough to generate

25 Tomlinson, 2005.
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the so-called "panic" of the seventies: the theme of the decline reversal was crucial for

the newly-elected Thatcher in 1979 and for the eleven years of her stay in power.26

It is not surprising, then, that architecture in those years was a�ected by a similar

kind of belief, whose origins might be traced even further back than the war and

seems to pervade most of the second half of the twentieth century. The question

"Why is British Architecture so lousy?"27is the apt title of the proceedings of a sem-

inar held at the London Polytechnic at the end of 1979 and appears to synthesise

an architectural counterpart of "declinism" up to that point. Part of this is due to the

emphasis given to a supposed British inferiority in terms of technical education28" :

architecture was, in the pre-war years, still rooted in its �ne-arts background, with

curricula that still focused on ornamentation and classic design29, as opposed to a

more technically-focused approach in continental Europe, particularly in Germany.

Throughout the eighties the governative tool used to exert control was essentially

the �nancial one: as seen in the previous chapters, with the cutting of fundings to

the arts and the shift of responsibility from public to private hands. This meant that

the L.C.C. and the G.L.C. gradually lost much of the power and in�uence they had

through the �fties and the sixties, when they were the largest employer of architects

in the country and the promoters, though not without opposition, of a large number

of architectural schemes. The situation was compounded by the failure (or so it

seemed) to manage large schemes of national importance, of which the new British

Library was the most poignant example.

26 Tomlinson, 2005.
27 Silver and Boys, 1980.
28 Edgerton, 1997.
29 James Stirling, 2010.
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In this setting, two opposite tendencies arose: one that saw Post-Modernism (mainly

according to Charles Jencks’ de�nition) as the natural development of the architects’

role in a country where the tenets of the State Socialism were gradually but inev-

itably crumbling, providing a delightful and human solution to boredom30, the future

century’s malady.

The other, used the recent attention to heritage preservation31 to further a reviv-

alist attitude that saw in the Modern and some of the "Post-Modern" (though the

label was sometimes arbitrarily put) the enemy of an ultimate improvement of so-

ciety. It is interesting to note that the philosophical guideline of this positions has

roots in Ruskin and Morris’ ideas, that is to say the close and reciprocal link between

architecture and society. The violent episodes occurring through the seventies and

the beginning of the eighties involved a social con�ict between parts of the popula-

tion and police and military corps, and, as in the case of the Bloody Sunday in 1972

and the Brixton riots (the bloody saturday) in 1981 they were widely represented in

popular culture32.

For these revivalists, supported by the Tory administration who depicted itself as

a stabilising force, the divide between "high" and "low" culture was to be removed

and brought to a level understandable to all, a picture that could be as less prob-

lematic as possible: that of the English countryside arcadia, where the new towns33

30 Wright, 1980,Wright here holds that Post-Modernism allows the architect to free himself of the
public o�cer role to assume a more wholesome and acceptable one, though achieved through
building something that is striking, amusing, memorable.

31 In itself, a tendency not exactly new in Europe.
32 Through music, mainly. Football hooliganism was another issue deeply rooted in popular cul-

ture that lasted almost two decades
33 The new towns were considered both an urbanistic success or an aesthetic failure, and to put it in

novelist Neil Gaiman’s words, neither [heaven and hell] claimed any responsibility for Milton Keynes,
but both reported it as a success.
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could be torn down and rebuilt with rows of cottages.34 Part of the argument was

that, if made to live in a more pleasing aesthetic setting, the common man would have

been less prone to rioting and unionising, and urban degradation was closely linked

mainly to the brutalist branch of modern architecture, resulting in a double sociolo-

gical failure: that of the welfare state and the kind of architecture it sponsored. In this

ideological frame, the challenging of the "box" was substantially indissoluble from a

full-�edged return to an architectural idiom evoking the past in its most arcadic,

contradiction-free and essentially innocuous form. This entailed resorting either to

a watered-down kind of classic revival or the vernacular idiom, both of which were

the object of staunch opposition, as the apocrypal commandment of do not prostitute

your architecture or you will catch vernacular disease35 rumoured to exist in one of the

toilets of the Mackintosh School of Architecture, testi�es.

It is such a context that made it possible for Prince Charles to make his famous

"carbuncle" speech. Charles was invited in 1984 as part of the celebrations at the

RIBA for the 150th anniversary of the institution and the contextual awarding of

the Gold Medal to Charles Correa. The speech, usually agreed upon in advance,

was in that case made available to the RIBA only through the press on the after-

noon of the event; the attempts to amend the most controversial parts were futile.

The now famous de�nition of the proposed new extension to the National Gallery

by Ahrends, Burton and Koralek as a a monstrous carbuncle on the face of a much-loved

and elegant friend became rapidly idiomatic to indicate an aesthetically unpleasant

piece of modern architecture.36 The speech ultimately resulted in both the Mansion

34 as happened in Runcorn.
35 Aldington, 1980.
36 So idiomatic that a "Carbuncle Prize" is awarded in Scotland to the ugliest building of the year,

and the phrase began to be frequently used.
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House scheme and the National Gallery extension being reconsidered, nullifying

both the possibility of the miesian skyscraper and Rogers’ victory of the �rst com-

petition. Such a partisan speech would have been unthinkable in the �rst decades

after the war, when the neutrality of the members of the Royal Family on political

matters was unquestionable, but in the mid-eighties it enabled Charles to enter the

debate depicting himself as the paladin of the ordinary man, championing both a pub-

lic architecture that is familiar and understandable, and a more active popular role

in urban and architectural planning, all the while making sure that the common man

remained unquestionably ordinary.

Charles had his architect of choice in Léon Krier, who worked brie�y in Stirling’s

�rm37 and, in later years, came to share the prince’s political ideas. Krier was starkly

anti-industrialist, seeking to bring architecture back to its pre-industrial revolution

state38, and this �t well with Charles’ involvement in architecture. Their combined

e�orts produced the new town of Poundbury, built on Charles’ own terrain, which

aimed to demonstrate that the classic and vernacular revival could produce an ac-

tual, living city composed by an heterogeneous mixture of neo-palladian and neo-

georgian buildings.

From the arts column in The Spectator, critic Gavin Stamp fervently advocated

Charles’ vision and Krier’s architecture, con�dent of echoing the sentiments of the

largely upper-class, conservative readership of the newspaper. He e�ectively cam-

paigned for a full return to a classical architectural language, particularly from 1984,

37 In an interview with Colin Davies, he stated that, Le Corbusier being dead, he sent a booklet
with his work to James Stirling, expecting to �nd in him a Corbusier-like master �gure. Krier
worked in the �rm for two years, contributing to the Derby Cultural Centre project and the
graphical renditions for the �rst volume of Stirling’s work.Krier, 1980

38 Ibid., A very limited industrialisation could mean paradise for most people, total industrialisa-
tion means, surely, hell for everybody.
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and openly against Stirling and High-Tech architects.39 His articles, together with

Martin Pawley’s, set themselves vehemently against Stirling in particular. Beyond

the tranchant phrases, Stirling’s architecture resulted o�ensive in that it tried to re-

concile the present of architecture with its past, leaving little to no space to nostalgic

revival: thus, the weaknesses of the utopia of an anti-industrial revolution were ex-

posed. One can argue that Charles’ stance appears markedly populist, and it might

be so. In respect to urban planning particularly, London planners in the mid-sixties

had been preoccupied withmanaging population �ow, directing it away from the city,

lessening the pressure generated by the dense business district of the City and the

increasing touristic presence by way of new settlements. Only ten years later their

perception of London was of a city "of enemies and strangers"40, lamenting a loss

of sense of community, where a strong genius loci had been felt up until the Blitz.41

A partecipative approach had thus a strong public appeal in the re-appropriation of

the cities, particularly in London.

The intervention of the prince had the merit of bringing architectural matters

on the forefront of the cultural debate of the last years of the eighties, but at the

same time shifted the core of the question from architecture’s material, social, human

function to a matter of style. In this respect, it hindered a substantial evolution, as

valid schemes could be thwarted over "cosmetic" issues. On the wake of the Clore

opening, a letter from Toronto published in The Guardian commented that

39 While other columnists, for example Sudjic for The Guardian, kept a more moderate register,
implying controversy rather than taking a de�nite position, Stamp was less subtle.

40 Eversley, 1975.
41 Ackroyd, 2001.
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Once again, Stirling has not stooped to populist architectural ideas cherished

by the press and, by so doing, the Clore Gallery is almost guaranteed a popular

reception.

The Clore enjoyed indeed a strong attendance, but the controversy arising towards

the No.1 Poultry scheme and the resulting public enquiry made it so that Stirling

appeared to fall again out of favour in his homeland. The collaboration at the Clore

between Stirling and Peter Palumbo constitued the necessary condition for the No.1

Poultry commission: Palumbo had the chance to see Stirling and Wilford in action,

"behind the scenes", and to assess his relationship with a public client. Aside from

a personal preference towards Stirling’s architecture, the particular condition of the

Mansion House square were likely considered ideal for architects whose work had

evolved to be deeply attentive to urban context and the unique conditions of each

site. This can be considered as a transition, for Stirling and Wilford, from building

a small museum, albeit prestigious and rich in symbolic value, located in a relatively

peripherical zone of the city centre, to �nally obtaining a commission for a building

in the �nancial heart of the City of London.

4.4 The extension that never was

Despite only the Turner Museum ending up being built, the Tate Gallery had am-

bitious plans, as exposed in Chapter 1, for the development the whole Queen Al-

exandria Military Hospital into a cultural hub that would have enabled the Tate to

be at the forefront of contemporary art museums, possibly worldwide. A detailed

brief for the whole site was drafted in July 1978 42on the basis of the 1972 study

42 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.0247.2 Feasibility Brief, July 1978
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for the would-be public competition: Stirling and Wilford were asked to produce

a feasibility report and a global design with the details being postponed until a sure

source of funding could be found.

The initial requirements stated that the site should have been developed in 2-million-

pound phases, each making use [...] of the remaining parts of the existing hospital building

and respecting as far as possible the character of that building. The architects would have

to guarantee the completion of each single phase within the budget, ensuring that

successive demolitions and building would not damage the existing structures. Des-

pite the intention of making use of the hospital site, the other requirements are quite

vague in nature, stating that it will not be possible to determine in advance what works of

art will be placed there as artworks would be in part traditional, in part contempor-

ary, whose forms and requirements cannot at present be foreseen.43, thus imposing a great

degree of �exibility in terms of accommodation of works of art, storage, o�ces and

archives.

Regarding the general architectural appearance of the spaces, the Tate aims here

for a sort of compromise between the traditional gallery and the museum-container

in the spirit of the Centre Pompidou: the subdvision, while being economical and

quick to relocate, should have the character of elements of the building rather than of tem-

porary partitions. They will normally reach from �oor to ceiling and have a similar surface

to the walls. Stirling’s margin notes mark this particular point as di�cult, as well as

wondering if the need to walls that are as neutral and featureless as possible is good to

the overall quality of the future buildings. To ask Stirling to produce a featureless

space rings as quite the ironic demand, as for good and bad, none of the criticism

received by the architect up to that point involved excessive blandness.

43 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.0247.2 Feasibility Brief, July 1978
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In march 1980, Stirling andWilford produce a �rst report on the global feasibility

of the Queen Alexandra Hospital site, although design work for the whole site began

at the beginning of January, simultaneous to the more detailed work on the Clore

plan layout. 44 The brief echoed the one developed in 1972, edited to be more

speci�c to the needs of the future museums. The development of the site is sub-

divided in independent phases, so that the museum could be built depending on the

availability of funds without compromising its functionality. The focus of the new

extensions was to be on contemporary art, with a Museum of Art Now and a Mu-

seum of 20th Century Art, while the rest of the site would be developed as services

to the whole Tate complex with a library and a study center. The second phase, after

the completion of the Turner Museum, was the Museum of Art now, that in align-

ing with the Llewellyn-Davies extension would have e�ectively masked its neutral

façade and its junction with the Tate.45

44 CCA, AP140.S2.SS1.D60.0027.190.c86
45 Ibid.
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Figure 4.2: New Museums feasibility study, height analysis of the proposed
buildings in relation to the context, 14 January 1980. CCA,
AP140.S2.SS1.D60.SD2.P24270



The drawings produced for this �rst phase are simple volumetric studies, without

wall �nish de�nition, that yet convey a sense of the vast sources of Stirling’s archi-

tectural language. The theme for the New Museums is similar to that of the Wis-

senschafstzentrum, as seen in one of the preliminary sketches [Fig.4.3], that is to say

a complex of new buildings that include an historical presence, as the remnants of

the Military Hospital were. There is always a sort of point of contact with a previous

project, with ideas not yet fully explored and developed: the scale is similar in Berlin

and in London, representing the construction of a small piece of urban fabric. The

presence of a path, of a preferred direction through which people should experience

the building, is a common trait of Stirling and Wilford’s buildings46, particularly

from Stuttgart onwards, and the new Museums are no exception. A footpath would

span the whole site from John Islip Street to Millbank: the possible eventual pres-

ence of these buildings was what brought Stirling to be opposed to the de�nition of

the footpath in the early stages of the Clore design, as this would have hampered the

new buildings by setting yet another constraint.

If one yields to the tentation of drawing parallels and constructing series, with all

the limitations thereof, the New Museums can be interpreted the second part of a

series that begins in the Wissenschaftszentrum and ends with the entry for the Bib-

liothèque Nationale competition in 1989. In fact, there is something in common

between the alternatives for the New Museums and those for Paris: the scale of the

project is similar, and some of the forms and architectural elements introduced in

the New Museums are re-developed in the Bibliothèque. Both are containers, both

are designed for an European metropolis; the language employed, even in the pre-

liminary sketches, diverges in some fundamental points. The matter of urban con-

46 Interview with Michael Wilford
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Figure 4.3: Sketch for the New Museums with a reference to the Wissenschafstzen-
trum, Berlin. ca. 1980
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textualisation is a key element and one that demonstrates a continuing interest, on

Stirling’s part, for the integration between architecture and urbanism. In London,

the New Museums being located in an area rich with historical layers and buildings,

the references are more subtle and abstract, suited for a piece of city rich with visual

elements of many di�erent natures; in Paris, in a newly developed area on the Seine,

far from the 19th centyry city, the game of allusions and references could be played

more explicitly.

After a four-year hiatus due to the development of the CloreGallery, Alan Bowness

returns in 1984 to the New Museums project, seeking possible sources of funding

for the rest of Stirling’s scheme (that was, at the time, still an outline phase).47, be-

ginning from the Patrons of New Art, a group of about 120 people among which

some had already made consistent donations to the Tate. In order to spark the Pat-

rons’ interest, Bowness aims to organise a visit to the newly-opened Staatsgalerie in

Stuttgart together with Stirling. The urban scale of the project is comparable to the

development of the Hospital Site, and it is hoped that Stirling and Wilford’s success

there could convince potential investors of the signi�cance of the New Museums

project. An anonymous donation allowed to fund a more detailed phase of design

on the architects’ part, although it resulted insu�cient to cover any further expense.

Thus, at the beginning of 1986, Stirling and Wilford developed a comprehensive

scheme for the New Museum that is presented to the Tate Trustees and successively

exhibited at the Tate in conjunction with the Clore’s opening. In the meantime,

the �rm was commissioned the restoration of the Albert Docks in Liverpool: the

architects’ intervention was limited in respect to new additions, as the �xed height of

47 0027.092.c105 1.5.1984
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the �oors and the structure of the building did not allow much in terms of innovative

insertions.48

The New Museums commission was instead a much more ambitious plan, which

entailed planning both for the present and the future: the complex, if built, would

have been the largest addition to the Tate Gallery and the one to shift its focus on

contemporary art. It was as much an architecture project as an optimistic program-

matic declaration, facing uncertain times for the �nancing of the arts: it envisaged

and encouraged large donations to the Tate, both of collection and funds.

Developing the whole of the former hospital site, the New Museums would have

revolved around an inner sculpture court that functioned as a sort of focal point for

the whole complex as in Stuttgart; in London, howeve, the entrance pavillion of the

hospital, cleaned and restored, would have served as a visual centrepiece. What was

at the time (and still is) a service area for the Tate sta�, was dynamically developed

through a series of ramps, reminiscent of Bramante at the Vatican, which arti�cially

created a di�erence in height between the hospital entrance and the facing sculpture

museum, which served as a curtain to hide the side of the north-eastern corner of

the Tate.

The architects had produced a quantity of alternatives for the development in

height of the new museums, some of which examined the possibility of introducing

higher buildings towards the Vickers Tower, creating a sort of continuous gradient.

The variation in height throughout the complex is deliberate to give continuity with

the surrounding urban fabric. Given the function as a contemporary art museum,

Stirling uses a more abstract architectural language: the site is rich with elements that

48 Interview with Michael Wilford, see Appendix 6.2
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Figure 4.4: New Museums, axonometry, January 1986

have already a strong symbolic connotation: the retained elements of the hospital are

visually dense and "busy".

As in Stuttgart, the scope and scale of this extension is similar: a corner of Lon-

don urban fabric is built ex-novo around some historical elements that are treated

more as an active part of the project than mere objets trouvés, while the abundance

and variation on open, public spaces makes it possible to imagine a space that is

both associative and contemplative, an active and relevant place for the city and its

inhabitants.49

The timing for such a project, however, proved to be unfortunate. Not only the

lack of governmental support made funding uncertain, but the whole Clore contro-

49 Interview with Michael Wilford, see Appendix 6.2
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Figure 4.5: New Museums, section, January 1986
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versy did not help to inspire trust in the Tate. The disproportion between the small

size of the Clore Gallery building and the delays in its completion did not bode well

for a much larger and ambitious programme such as the New Museums. There was

a legitimate fear that the "open" modus operandi of the Tate would not be sustain-

able at that scale, risking to result in an extremely expensive perpetually un�nished

building. Some funding came to Great Britain from American benefactors and phil-

antropists, but, as some argued, it was an unreliable source that depended much on

what was en vogue in the art world: the National Gallery, for example, could count on

the perpetual fascination of ancient art, while the contemporary art was perceived

at the time as a less appealing. Furthermore, the divide that, since Prince Charles’

speech, began to be opened between some of the most prominent British architects

like Stirling and Rogers a more conservative faction of potential investors could have

contributed to the lack of substantial proposals for the scheme.

The impossibility of drafting even a general budget, which kept increasing as the

buildings were detailed, and to obtain further donations, resulted in the New Mu-

seums project being de�nitely abandoned in 1988. The Tate went on, in the follow-

ing decades, to establish a contemporary arts hub on the South Bank of the Thames50

proving in a sense that a museum could very well draw the attention on contempor-

ary arts and be a leader in their communication, trends notwithstanding.

50 For a more comprehensive account of the Tate Modern, see Hennebury, 2014
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5 Conclusion
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The Clore Gallery represents a pivotal point in James Stirling’s career, mark-

ing his (and Wilford’s) return to Great Britain and their �rst major public

commission at home; at the same time, it is a unique architectural episode in terms

of its underlying symbolic value and design approach.

The chain of events that would eventually lead to the building of a TurnerMuseum

more than 150 years after the painter’s death involved a great number of di�erent

subjects, institutions, architects and ideas, spanning a little more than a decade and

exerting a tangible in�uence on the events that would follow.

The individual contributions to the whole story bring, as expected, a level of con-

troversy and contradiction: the Turner Bequest belongs as much to the National

Museums’ Trustees as to the British citizens, thus involving a wave of feeling that

has much to do with the national identity of a state that had, little by little, lost an

empire after winning a war. The idea of actually managing to ful�ll the painter’s

wish sparked a vivid interest, yet the idea of a public competition was entertained

only for the Military Hospital site adjacent to the Tate - at a time when there was

yet no intention to locate a Turner Museum there. The refurbishment of Somer-

set House did not necessarily need an architectural competition, as the philological

approach entailed more the collaboration of the relevant departments at the Royal

Academy and the Victoria and Albert than the intervention of a skilled designer; yet

it was fertile ground to assess the requirements and needs of Turner’s paintings and

the role and signi�cance they had yet to play for British society as a whole.

At almost the same time, the prospect of the Queen Alexandra Military Hospital

being made available to the Tate sparked the idea, in conjunction with the RIBA,

of an innovative kind of competition to appoint an architect for developing the site

into a contemporary arts hub that could accommodate the Tate’s growing collection.
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Despite the Turner Bequest being awkwardly large, the site was not seen as a viable

option until the Somerset House proposal had in e�ect been rejected over major

practical concerns.1

The intention to appoint Stirling as competition assessor is eloquent in the attitude

of British clients at the beginning of the seventies: a mixture of distrust and recog-

nition of the qualities of his architectural language, and a general willingness to keep

him from the most practical aspects of the profession. The success achieved abroad

served Stirling’s home reputation, and a timely concurrence of circumstances – the

presence, among the Tate Trustees, of Colin St. John-Wilson and Richard Rogers,

who likely were the driving forces behind his appointment, Bowness’ idea of patron-

age and Vivien Du�eld’s donation, as well as the availability of a vast site made it

possible for him not only to design the Clore Gallery, but to proceed to the renova-

tion of the Albert Docks in Liverpool and the No.1 Poultry scheme.

His and Wilford’s approach to the building is unconventional: the development

of plan and elevations at two di�erent stages, the choice of adopting the historical

convention of main and secondary façades, the use of two distinct architectural lan-

guages in di�erent parts of the building, the almost complete disconnection between

interior and exterior that communicate only in the two main openings - the bay win-

dow and the entrance. These devices were employed in order to respond to a very

speci�c brief and constraints: the Clore Gallery was perhaps the project where, up

to that point, Stirling and Wilford had encountered the greatest number of di�erent

limitations in terms of planning (heights), the existence of many di�erent historical

1 that is to say, neither the Government nor the National Museums or other potential investors
saw �t to invest large sums of money in a potentially risky operation.
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buildings with which dialogue was to be established, a speci�c urban context, and the

expectations of clients and public alike.

In particular, the Clore project represents an attempt to mediate between abstrac-

tion and symbolism, to establish a continuity beween contemporary and traditional.

The plan apparently has a more functional role, solving the issues of visitor �ow and

spatial distribution of the paintings, as well as providing enough space for o�ces,

conservation laboratories and didactic activities; it is, however, traditional enough in

its appearance to establish a material and symbolic link between the old Tate (and, by

extension, the traditional museum) and the new gallery with its light-coloured walls

and widely spaced paintings. The elevations apparently have themore symbolic role,

providing visual element that can establish �gurative associations: they respond in a

subtle way to their context by way of dialogue, of association of forms and materials,

yet they are not con�ned to a spirit of mere regionalism. The tympan in reverse that

forms the entrance speaks a language that, since the wide popularisation of Palladio’s

treatise, is closely and almost subconsciously linked with the monumental, an aspect

that is however subverted by way of its positioning and abstraction. Every element

on the façades is however chosen, in Stilring’s words, with nothing other than function-

alism in mind, and the two di�erent languages spoken in the di�erent elevations are

consequent to their functionality: more traditional towards the Tate, more abstract

away from it. Functionality and symbolism are thus closely linked, so much that any

attempt to dissociate them ends in a building fundamentally crippled.

The design process leading to this is a sort of design by subtraction: in the ex-

tremely numerous alternatives for plans and elevations, the allusions are abundant

and more explicit in the �rst sketches and are progressively abstracted and integrated
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in the whole design, taking into account the various constraints and requests set by

the clients, in the later phases.

The project had a great personal importance to Stirling, and this, coupled with an

obstinate character and a dislike towards the rethinking of established design choices,

resulted in a con�ictual relationship with some of the clients, particularly the Tate

curators. The territorial war that ensue challenged the spheres of in�uence of the

architects and the curators and sparked a debate on what was meant by designing

and building a one-man museum in the 20th century, to what extent and degree the

contemporary was allowed to trespass in the philological realm. As Alan Bowness

put it in an interview after the Clore’s completion, the problem of exhibiting Turner

was not unlike deciding on which instruments Beethoven’s music was to be played.

It can be argued that, from the end of the Second World War onwards, the ar-

chitects have gradually ceased to build for eternity and have incorporated the idea

of a life-span into their work: the rapid changes in technology that impacted the

standards of living exposed architecture to the risk of rapid obsolescence. The act

of building a museum in ful�llment of the will of an inconic painter, who repres-

ented along with John Constable, the essence of Britishness in art in hist time, had

much to do with the timelessness of the monument; yet it had to be conceived with

contemporary exibition ideas and future developments in mind. Stirling and Wil-

ford clearly strived to develop a building that, though small, could withstand time

gracefully and yet be felt as new and meaningful, not merely a shrine or a crypt.

Many of Stirling’s buildings contain in themselves a reference to their own ruin,

in the vein of Giulio Romano at Palazzo Te and the collapsing corner of Salvi’s Trevi

Fountain: in the Clore this is achieved in a less spectacular way than at Stuttgart, with

a small window, nested in ivy, in the basament, suggesting by its shape alone that
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some of the stones have indeed fallen away; the same could be said of the glazed,

void angle occupied by the Reading Room window. It is interpretable, in the Tate

context, as both a reminder of the inherent perishability of all things (and thus the

museum, any museum, is doomed to lose its own battle against time) and at the same

time of the need of not taking any memento mori, or even architecture, completely

seriously.

The underlying theme to the Clore is that of an inversion, or subversion, of many

of the seemingly unshakeable principles of modern architecture. The promenade

architecturale is folded on itself, taken up two �ight of stairs in the wrong direction

and presented with an arch in bright (though never primary) colours through which

passage is forbidden. The galleries are entered by a doorway on the side: the in-

auguration photos show a space full of di�used light, much as Turner painting’s are.

This experience is, however, a choice: coming from the main Tate entrance, one

perceives to be in a di�erent building only in one of the rooms, where the window

on the Thames reveals the courtyard in the garden: in its original state, it required a

deliberate act on the visitor as the window was shielded on the inside to protect the

paintings from excessive light.

One can argue, as Reeser Lawrence, that despite the post-modern label being stuck

on Stirling, his approach to architecture has always been a modernist one, with func-

tion as the main drive of his designs; or, one can argue, as Hennebury, that Stirling

was in fact a post-modernist in his usage of historical language and criteria, and his

dislkie was only for the label itself and not for its principle. Both positions can be

right, and both positions can also be wrong, as the modernist, functional principles

and the use of symbolism, colour, and a more �gurative architecture are tools that

Stirling employed as the speci�c problems dictated. This resulted in the determina-
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tion of a solution to a particular theme and creates, in fact, a series of unique build-

ings, generated by a series of numerous alternatives often very varied in appearance.

This makes categorisation tricky, and perhaps it is wise to avoid it altogether, pro-

ceeding to place Stirling and Wilford’s architecture in their geographic and cultural

context, understanding the challenges and themes of each building.

They are not, however, a discrete set of independent buildings, but they are in-

terconnected: many ideas are developed separately, with di�erent e�ects; some are

experimented upon for a time and never used again. There is also the e�ect of Stirl-

ing’s fame and of the relationships established during the course of the realisation

of many buildings: without Stuttgart and Berlin, the Clore would have likely never

existed; and without the Clore, the City of London would not have No.1 Poultry;

whereas the New Museums are a prelude to the entry in the Bibliothèque Nationale

competition and are both unachieved.

Stirling’s archives contain a plethora of drawings, documents, correspondence that

are only partially explored: the scope of this work has been, among the others, that

of anaylsing in depth a body of documentation and investigating a single building to

shed light on the design process and its historical causes and references. It is hoped

that, in the future, more of Stirling’s building could be analysed from their primary

sources.
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6.1 documents

6.1.1 Notes for R.F.A.C. meeting, ca. november 1980

(i) not new . Does not support this scheme (ungenerous)

(ii) Coloured render

aesthetic - common London �nish. Grand - belgravia Nash terraces

local to Tate (Ponsonby st.)

Gloss or textured - we propose later (samples (2))

Exactly eventual 2 want to use midway between stone + brick

will weather well

do not want metal or glass panels (doors / windows)

Stucco with stone trim common on continent - what we are using in Berlin (WZB)

technical - common material from Helsinki / Leningrad (non-classed buildings in

colour) to Naples / Rome - umber /ocres

summer is cold / warm climate

we are using in Stuttgart and will utilise our technical experience

self coloured versus maintenance free

Same thermal / heat range as brick / stone / plaster

unpainted does weather well.

(iii) ne/se elevations

have been extensively reconsidered stock of sketches

Architecturally intentional that there are principal and secondary facades normal to

most buildings (except Mod Arch - inside/outside all around the same)

ie. the Tate itself or Nash Terraces

in later two sides very di�erent and secondary facade is entrance facade

Also deliberate that there is a di�erence in language

principal facade to garden / sculpture garden are more ornate, decorative, garden

gazebo type arch

Secondary facades are more abstract- more the language of modern architecture and

are meant to be relatively elegant

principal facades are decorated with pattern / secondary facades are decorated with
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colour

There are scale di�erences - towards Vickers there is a bigger scale, swollen scale to

garden.

is comparatively sensible to Tate, Lodge and Vickers

Towards the Lodge necessary for some simplicity and neutral quality. Lodge very

busy

with chimney / roofs / out-buildings need to be set o� with something simpler

Change in colour of brickwork to light coloured sand lime, se facades towards lodge

and vices red are the way e�ect of building - which would have been heavier in Lodge

red

Elevation are functionally rational - windows are not arbitrary in size or location -

we use some window from principal elevation but studio glazing is not new

new trees + landscaping between lodge and new buildings

we tried quirky windows but looks busy and contrived

positively not wanted by users- north light

also could compete with Lodge

these modi�ed elevation have to be shown and approved by tate trustees

I am very happy with these elevations and pleased to put my reputation on the line

(iv) Landscaping, layout, car parking

new proposals show increased car parking and landscaping

we are limited because of money available

54 or 55 places

(v) Pedestrian route

previous approval required for path but did not describe route

does not have to exactly follow Bulinga street

any footpath which does not parallel(?) a street is problem i.e.:vandal proof

in addition there is the problem of security for Tate

frankly better to have no footpath particularly as usage may be small

tate took census with almost nil usage

new proposals show 2 alternatives better using bulling street and changing petition

of access road
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both show landscaping proposals

new proposals are mainly regular pavements �anking the street - better than the pro-

spect of merging and thus contrive the identity of the footpaths for residents to the

river frontage

(vi) ?

(vii)?

(viii) High pavilion corner was shown previously and not commented on by West-

minster or Fine Arts com.

Architecturally necessary to have additional height at this place to create feeling of

enclosure at entrance terrace

architecturally essential to achieve balance in the composition with existing Tate

Higher than Lodge by 1 �oor but lodge has roof and busy chimneys . Busy silohuette

there is no constant building height - tate, vickers, lodge, hospital are all di�erent cor-

nice of new building approx line up with eaves of lodge

Functionally and architecturally essential to have this upper �oor

6.1.2 Interview with Michael Wilford, 2016

MW: There is a renewed interest for the so-called postmodernism. This whole

thing this evening is in a way, to some extent, about postmodernism. The di�erence

between the two schemes, Mansion House square and no.1 Poultry, and 1 Poultry is

considered to be an exemplar of postmodern building.

CV: do you think postmodernism exists?

MW: No. Basically, you may have read that Stirling resented being labeled as a

postmodernist. He certainly didnt agree that his work was somehow a new style, a

new fashion and because he didnt want to be associated with what can be termed as

[frivolous], unserious, jokey architecture, jokey buildings.
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CV: like Robert Venturi, and the like?

MW: well, yes, but in England there are other examples, you probably know

Terry Farrell. There is a big project in Camden, North London, a new studios and

headquarters, for new tv companies. You cant miss it, it has eggcups on the main

façade, its bizarre, frankly. And Terry Farrell works with jokes, but you dont [?]

buildings are about making jokes of that kind, they should be much more subtle. So

that was an example and there were many others, there were several other architects

at that time that were making projects of that kind and Charles Jencks was thenbuild-

ing a reputation on postmodern. Thats how he managed to establish his pro�le in

the publication world, in the media world, it was because he kind of termed the style

postmodernism. Stirling and I felt very strongly that we were not part of it. So in

that sense we wanted to distance ourselves from it and if anybody, any journalist was

asking questions, we were making it absolutely clear that we werent, and then ex-

plain what we were doing. If one was to plot architecture post-war, and in England

post-war, the city of London was being rebuilt and other major cities which were

destroyed in the war were being rebuilt. There was obviously a new, fresh attitude

to architecture, and the kind of spirit of the pre-war situation, the heroic period of

modern architecture, it was kind of revived to an extent after the second world war.

the Festival of Britain, in London, was an example of that. It was kind of a Disney

version of the pre-war heroic period.

CV: Like Stuttgarts Weissenhof but disney-style?

MW: yes, the post-war style was disney-style. The Festival of Britain was an at-

tempt to maintain this period, but with a popular �avour, thats what I meant with

Disneyland version of pre-war modernism. And certainly before I became associ-

ated with Stirling, he I know from reading and talking to, felt that this was entirely

non-appropriate, this kind of architecture was not appropriate. And neither did he

think that the heroic period of modernism was particularly appropriate either. So

English architecture was in a kind of very interesting melting-pot. So he was work-
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ing there and right from the very beginning his work and practice was aware of the

traditions, the vernacular architecture, industrial buildings in Liverpool and other

places. There was in England a very rich history of old residential streets, as well as

large factories and buildings. So he was fascinated by this, in the background this was

going on, the disenchantment that was the festival of Britain, and so he was exploring

if you like, he was looking for a new architecture for England for the second half of

the 20th century. So then, against this background, there were various projects made

in England, there was the Leicester Engineering Building, Cambridge History Lib-

rary and the Florey Building at Oxford, these were three major projects, there were

other projects, there was one for Olivetti, one for Dorman Long Steel Company up

north, these projects are all very di�erent. You can see a slight progression in some

of the projects, but then a complete change. So it was a process of exploration, and

thenso we made these projects, which have been termed constructivist or modernist.

Then we were called to take part in these three design competitions in Germany,

in the 1970s - 75-76, Düsseldorf, Cologne and Stuttgart. Stirling was teaching in

Germany at the time and also becoming known through publication and works, soit

is interesting how these three competitions came very close one after the other, and

the fact that the sites for these competitions were right in the center of these ma-

jor cities, whereas I think all the work prior to that, most of the work prior to that,

the project were located on the edge of cities. So when we were confronted with

the competitions to do projects in the city, and also, signi�cantly, they were public

projects, museums, which previously again, the projects wed done were either for

universities or for business companies, not for public buildings. So if you like the

circumstances, the requirements for these projects were very di�erent from what we

had been doing, and this caused, necessarily, a kind of rethink, an adjustment of our

thinking rather. So we then studied the city, to understand the growth of the city,

particularly the location of the project within that city, within that growth, so the

whole historic dimension became part of the design process. Previously sites had no

history, no contact with that signi�cant, so then we also became conscious of the fact

that public building, museum building, certainly pre-war and in previous historic

periods, was a kind of temple of culture. They were hugely signi�cant buildings,
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in a way they looked like temples, so thinking about them being temples of culture

somehow automatically excluded the content of the museum from the population.

There was usually a portico, and there was usually a grand �ight of stairs up to the

entrance, a very formal, almost intimidating presence. Signi�cant in the city, but

not very incouraging for the general public to enter and experience the contents. so

this was going on, how can we make a building thats actually a signi�cant cultural

addition to the city? and its in the middle of the city. This was the mid-70s, art

was becoming less formal, rules were broken down and also the way in which art

is experienced was fragmenting. So these things were happening: we were shi�ting

into the center of the city, cultural buildings into the city were under reappraisal,

and the way in which art objects, painting, sculpture, whatever it is, the way theyre

exhibited, the way theyre curated, was also changing. So this is a completely new set

of questions, and thats what really one would like to believe, out of the considera-

tion of these new fresh aspects, it [holds] a new architecture, which doesnt entirely

do away or ignore the past, but is actually still learning, still recognises the past, the

signi�cance and importance of history, and makes a project which is of its time, re-

lative to that history, but also makes a sort of projection to what architecture might

be forward from that time. So its a kind of very powerful social context in which to

make architecture. So you see that people say of that time oh its when you switched

from being a modernist to a post-modernist but it wasnt like that. In a way I suppose

that if you were just looking at projects, you put them in a timeline, you might see

at a certain point a signi�cant change, but as I was trying to explain, that change was

prompted by a signi�cant change of challenges and opportunities.

CV: That was a change in clients and competitions you entered in?

MW: I think generally we preferred not to do competitions. Because usually, al-

most invariably, theres no contact with the client. And therefore you almost have

to take a plunge in the dark. In our normal working relationship with a client we

might go through a competition but its purely show your previous work, talk about

previous projects, decide whether theyre going to be easy or the right people to work

with, whether what were doing is appropriate to the project, etc, etc, and then make

choices. Then, you sit down with the client, and begin to talk about the project. And
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you begin to �nd out what..they might give you a brief. Thats what he needs. So

the client would give you a brief but its in our experience and in our opinion critical

that you sit down with the client and then go through the brief, not just the rooms

but to �nd out what the client really needs, whats best for him. And also in many

cases the brief changes as a result of these discussions, adjustments are made. Now,

when you do a competition of course, that contact at the crictical early stages of the

project, doesnt exist. Youre in competition, so its a kind of secret process, you dont

have access to the client, and therefore you produce a solution, maybe it works, but

you dont know. As I said, its a shot in the dark, but also then, if you then start to

work with the client on the competition-winning design, you �nd there are certain

things in the design that dont work

CV: and you have to go back again to the client

MW: yes, its not a very e�cient way of working. Which is why we, given the pref-

erence, we would rathere go through a competitive discussion, show some stu�, and

then they and we can decide if we want to work together. One step being estab-

lished, having the brief, then we could be able to sit down. That is why we prefer to

receive an appointment from the client and then actually sit down and develop the

project. So these competitions in Germany were the �rst competitions we did, all

the other projects were, on the basis I have described, meeting the client. Leicester,

Cambridge, all these projectwait, no, Cambridge was a competition, but the other

two were appointments.

I can talk about Stuttgart because that project has been built, the other two com-

petitions werent built and so werent de�ned and developed at the same degree as

Stuttgart, but Stuttgart addressess the situation at that time, in terms of museum

culture, and it also is our take on the signi�cance that building in the city, at that

time. Then we also, because museums particularly, last for a long period of time,

theyre built and continue to function as museums for sixty-odd years, so you think

how this building is going to mature and support the social fabric of the city. So that

then we did Stuttgart, and then we did the projects in the USA, pretty close one after

the other. We did a building over on the west coast, at Irvine, that is a science library,

but that does not �t the theme Im trying to explain. But all those buildings again are
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in the center, and required, in our opinion, an unique, special response. And the cir-

cumstances around the in�uences going into all buildings, not only the ones Ive been

talking about, but also the ones in America, are very di�erent buildings. Weve never

had a house style, thats not like Richard Meier, you know what you get if you hire

Richard Meier, weve never done that, we believed in developing a solution, a design

proposition, which is particularly suited to the brief, the type of building, location,

etc

CV: And the architecture follows

MW: The architecture follows, so thats why the projects are all di�erent, in a way

the Clore Gallery is quite interesting because the major characteristic of the Clore

Gallery is that is actually a building that is almost in process, timewise, and architec-

turally, from the original building, the stone building, to the addition of the galleries,

to the end building that has the brick facade. Theres a kind of transition, so the

building itself develops itself in terms of materiality and architecture from respect-

ing the original building but also on the opposite end, relating to the smaller existing

structures around it.

CV: The previous addition was completed in 1979, shortly before your appoint-

ment MW: Yes, and there were criticisms with that. Thats the extension with the

square rooms and domes, yes, there were criticisms. Its interesting you mentioned

the earlier extensions to the Tate, its also quite interesting in regard to Stuttgart, the

museum there, because the brief for Stuttgart museum was basically for so many

square metres of gallery space, subdivided by di�erent collections, and the schemes,

the designs that placed second and third all had open plans, Centre Pompidou

CV: The museum-container

MW: yes, the shed, basically. They were sophisticated, with dais, etc. Anyway, it

was basically an unde�ned, �exible choice. And that something that we right from

the beginning of the german competitions, maybe even earlier thinking back, was

something we never believed in �exible architecture it never works as a space, it has

no character. Often the devices employed to make a space �exible are never used,

theyre expensive, it made no sense to us and it still makes no sense. And so we said

that if you look at art, nomatter what kind of art it is, it is much better to group, to put
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the paintings together, to do it in a sequence of spaces. so that The architecture of the

building is comprised of a series of de�ned rooms, big rooms and sometimes small

rooms, so in fact spaces in the building correspond to the type and scale of the exhibit

it has to contain. so this was something that we felt very strongly about, and certainly

in Stuttgart the galleries are structured, theres a procession through them, a series

of spaces. And the clore gallery is the same, it is designed for Turner, turner paint-

ings. There was a day when we were shown the collections, lots of di�erent scales

of paintings to which the spaces were scaled, and lots of drawings, watercolours, as

well as oils. Thats why the building, the spaces in the clore, are de�ned. There is

no �exible partitioning, and that was a response, a reaction to the earlier extension

of the square rooms, the �exible spaces without any character. We were anxious

that that should not be the case, that really is a feature of our architecture, is that we

feel that the architectural experience of the building has to be choreographed. So

you have all these de�ned spaces, but there is also a public promenade, from the en-

trance all the way through the building. now that promenade would guide, it doesnt

control, additional loops so if you want to go into something deep you go, but the

internal organisation of the building is very clear, a diagram basically. so the clore

is an example. talking about promenades and routes, on of the challenges of the

Clore Gallery at the Tate was that the major exhibition �oor was raised, way above

ground level, although thats changed in more recent additions. at the time, that was

the main public circulation level, and there was storage and stu� underneath. and

so, they wanted a separate entrance to the Clore, in addition to the connection into

the original building, and we decided there should be an entrance courtyard for the

Clore, and that the entrance should be at that lower level. So you then had the chal-

lenge of actually getting people to change levels, to move up one �oor to the main

gallery �oor, to do it in a way that was easy, pleasant and part of the beginning of an

experience of the gallery. So thats why you come in through the entrance, theres a

reception and then the staircase goes from that reception up towards the galleries in

the opposite direction. The staircase takes you away, you know that the galleries are

in the opposite direction, then takes you back to the balcony and you know where

the entrance to the gallery is because of the large opening with the bright colours. So
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this a part of a processional route, which actually gets you through the level change,

up from the entrance to the major �oor, the piano nobile, but in a way thats kind of

elegant. It also introduces you to various other things, theres a study room down-

stairs on the right, and theres the staircase connecting up. So thats all part of the

pedestrian promenade, which is constructed quite consciously, in a very permanent

way, theres nothing �exible about that.

Are you familiar with the British Embassy design that we did in Berlin?

CV: Ive never been, but Ive seen the design

MW: For us thats almost a classic example of a procession through the building.

You know the building is basically a rectangle with two courtyards, one of which is

outside, and one of which is inside, a wintergarden with a glass roof, and theres one

entrance to the building. The entrance of the builing is basically into the open court-

yard, you go through an archway into the open courtyard, and then you enter the

building proper at the back. And then you go up the grand staircase, going up to the

wintergarden or multipurpose space. and then, projecting out of the building over

the street, theres the information center, thats reached by another ramp here. so to

reach the information centre, thats where most visitors want to go, theyre actually

taken on a journey, they go all the way into the building, moving up through two

di�erent levels. We guide people all the way round the building, so they understand

how the building is organised and what its doing. and likewise all the o�ces look

down into the courtyard or into the wintergarden. so that in a way is a kind of clas-

sical example of a basic principle of our work, to consider the pedestrian promenade

and construct it spatially. so as you move through the building you go through a

series of spatial experiences, and the Clore is an example of that, more modest than

the Embassy.

CV: It was meant to be a larger promenade with the new museums in the back ?

MW: It didnt get the funding, so it wasnt built. I dont know whether any was built.

The Clore and the new extension would open to the garden. There was a connection

between the Clore and the new building, so there would be a route running.

CV: How was it to work so closely with a historical building like the old Tate, and

another historical one like the Hospital on the other side?
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MW: The original Tate is a very powerful classical building, and it was symmet-

rical, so the challenge of adding something to the original building, on one hand was

daunting, very intimidating, but on the other hand, enjoying the opportunity of do-

ing something that was clearly going to be very di�erent, again, from anything wed

done before. So that was the set of circumstances and I guess we knew it was going

to produce a di�erent kind of building. Theres a series of room the original building

has, I think the corner pavillions, so the logical thing to do was to make this building,

the Clore, subservient to the original building, not trying to make it equal, to recess

the Clore back, behind the corner pavillion. so that was clearly something additional

to that, not part of something already very powerful and symmetrical, and this [the

clore] is going to imbalance it, so its important that its recessed, subservient archi-

tecturally, except that the materials change, from portland stone, eventually to brick,

because of the adjacent building.
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